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ABSTRACT
The biggest challenge of building chatbots is training data. The required data must be realistic and large enough
to train chatbots. We create a tool to get actual training data from Facebook messenger of a Facebook page. After
text preprocessing steps, the newly obtained dataset generates FVnC and Sample dataset. We use the Retraining
of BERT for Vietnamese (PhoBERT) to extract features of our text data. K-Means and DBSCAN clustering
algorithms are used for clustering tasks based on output embeddings from PhoBERT base. We apply V-measure
score and Silhouette score to evaluate the performance of clustering algorithms. We also demonstrate the
efficiency of PhoBERT compared to other models in feature extraction on the Sample dataset and wiki dataset. A
GridSearch algorithm that combines both clustering evaluations is also proposed to find optimal parameters.
Thanks to clustering such a number of conversations, we save a lot of time and effort to build data and storylines
for training chatbot.

KEYWORDS
BERT, Clustering, Language models, Feature extraction, Word embeddings.

1. INTRODUCTION
Chatbot is certainly not an unfamiliar name in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Previously, traditional chatbot simply interacts with the user via predefined rules, which means that the
user is only allowed to enter by these rules to get answers. However, NLP chatbot is not only a word
recognition algorithm, but it can also understand what the user is saying. It is one of the pioneering
applications using Artificial Intelligence (AI); namely, NLP, to help humans interact with machine like
humans with humans via Virtual Assistant autoresponder. Currently, there are many parties developing
NLP chatbot, which can be mentioned as Google’s DialogFlow, Watson of IBM and Rasa.
In the process of building NLP chatbots, all chatbots require real datasets for training bot. The training
datasets can be large or small depending on the size and intelligence level of the chatbots. Raw training
data can be collected from past conversations through social media, archived user chats, previous questions, email chains or live telephone transcripts. But, these data are messy, not in any structure or order
and come from various sources collected with huge amounts of raw data. Thus, the first priority when
constructing a chatbot is to transform those raw data into useful data for the purpose of training bot.
In order to fit chatbot building orientation, that raw dataset needs to be divided into specific intents,
which serves to build conversations to train a chatbot. There are many ways to process that raw dataset
into specific intents (topics, conversations). The first method to be mentioned is using Supervised
Learning task [1] to classify intents. In particular, this method requires labeling for the input examples
and then it predicts labels for remaining data in the raw dataset. In this case, label prediction
corresponds to classified raw data into the intents that have been labeled previously. However, building
and labeling manual intents on large datasets lead to big challenges for chatbot developers. With a
simple raw dataset of about 8000 conversations, analyzing how many intents are created is a
conundrum.
Instead, we can approach the above problem by using the second method, which is clustering similar
raw data together into corresponding intents. The advantage of this approach is that it uses
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Unsupervised Learning technique [1], which is only based on the features of the data to perform
specific tasks such as clustering. As expected, this method has a significant effect on the analysis of
raw data. It saves us a lot of time and effort to make a training dataset for chatbot. There are many
clustering algorithms, such as K-Means, DBSCAN, BIRCH and Spectral clustering [2]-[3]. In this
article, we use K-Means [4] and DBSCAN [5] techniques to cluster our dataset and consider that
clustering is a downstream NLP task. Each technique has its own advantages and disadvantages. KMeans algorithm is a simple and fast-implementation algorithm, but it requires knowing the number of
clusters to perform clustering whereas DBSCAN does not. Nevertheless, DBSCAN technique is more
difficult to implement and requires finding the optimal parameters [5], [6], [7], which leads to
drastically increased costs, especially for large datasets. Thus, we can combine the advantages of both
techniques to serve the purpose of efficient clustering.
The input of clustering algorithms in particular and downstream NLP tasks in general is document
embeddings extracted from the dataset. There are many ways to extract information from text datasets;
for example, we can use traditional machine learning algorithm like TF-IDF [8], proposed word
embedding models in recent years such as Word2Vec, GloVe [9]-[10], FastText [11] or popular
language models like GPT-2 [12], BERT model and its variations [13], [14], [15]. In this work, we use
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers), which is state-of-the-art
embeddings [13] to extract features of documents. Recently, a clustering approach with the BERT
model has been proposed by O. Gencoglu [16]. As suggested in [17], clustering techniques using pretrained transformer language models are applied to short text clustering. The combination of word
embeddings using BERT models and clustering algorithms to obtain topics was presented in [18].
Distinctively, PhoBERT represents pre-trained language models for Vietnamese, being used to embed
our Vietnamese dataset [15]. V-measure score [19] and Silhouette score [20] are used to evaluate the
performance of clustering algorithms as well as the feature extraction efficiency of the language
models.
The aim of the present paper is to study and apply PhoBERT model to our Facebook Vietnamese
conversations dataset, thereby deriving document embeddings in order to serve the clustering task. The
combination of both K-Means and DBSCAN clustering algorithms is proposed by us to achieve the
best clustering results on the actual dataset. The finding of these data clusters allows us to simplify and
accelerate the building of a training dataset for chatbot. In Section 2, we recall some theories of
Transformer and BERT architecture proposed by Vaswani et al. in [21] and Devlin et al. in [13],
respectively. In Section 3, we offer an approach to apply PhoBERT to the clustering task from the idea
of classification task [15], [22]. Next, we also recall clustering algorithms in machine learning and
evaluation metrics for unsupervised learning algorithms in Section 4. Some experiments on our
Facebook Vietnamese conversations dataset (including FVnC and sample dataset) and wiki dataset,
such as searching optimal parameters, clustering performance evaluations as well as clustering results,
are considered in Section 5. In particular, we show that among the models that support Vietnamese,
PhoBERT’s feature extraction efficiency is the best based on V-measure score. Ultimately, we give
some conclusions in Section 6. The code, datasets and pre-trained models are available at
https://github.com/trieuntu/conversation_ clustering.

2. RELATED WORK
We provide some background knowledge about Transformer architecture, Pre-Trained Language Models,
especially BERT. From these theoretical constructs, we apply them to solve our NLP tasks.

2.1 Transformer
Transformer architecture was first introduced in the paper “Attention Is All You Need” by [21]. At the
time of launch, this architecture was considered a new breakthrough in the field of natural language
processing and related tasks. Currently, when dealing with sequence-to-sequence models in NLP, the
transformer is still one of the state-of-the-art (SOTA) types of model and completely replaces
RNN/LSTM [23]. Transformer architecture overcomes the disadvantages of RNN and its variations.
For instance, it doesn’t take advantage of GPU parallelism, because it has to process input word-by-word
sequentially into encoder/decoder and the information is easily lost during propagation through hidden
layers for long input sentences.
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Transformer architecture contains two parts; Encoder attention and Decoder attention. According to the
original article of [21], the encoder part has 6 layers, each of which has two sublayers, which are multihead self-attention and fully connected feed-forward. Decoder part is similar to the encoder part, but it
adds a masked multi-head attention sublayer and the last layer of the encoder part will be passed to the
multi-head attention sublayer in the decoder part. Note that the input of both parts is the sum of positional
encoding vector and word vector embedding.
The attention mechanism is the most important component of transformer architecture. Self-attention
sublayer is an attention mechanism, which contains the weight sets of the model Wq, Wk, Wv to be trained.
The attention mechanism presents the relation of a word to all its related words in the sequence based on
the adjustment of the above sets of weights. The product of the input embedding layer and Wq, Wk, Wv
is matrices Query Q, Value V and Key K. In order to calculate Attention vector of word i to the rest of
the words, Vaswani et al. [21] have given the formula:
𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 (𝑄𝑖 , 𝐾𝑖 , 𝑉𝑖 ) = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (

𝑄𝑖 𝐾𝑖𝑇
√𝑑𝐾𝑖

) . 𝑉𝑖

where dK is the dimension of K. Each computed Attention obtains a head-attention. We can compute
the Attention in parallel, which leads to the multi-head attention mechanism by concatenating headattentions:
MultiHead(Q, K, V ) = Concatenate(head1, head 2 ,..., headn).WO

where head1 corresponds to Attention1. Matrix WO has the same number of columns as the input matrix.

2.2 Pre-trained Language Models: BERT
Training models from scratch on large datasets is impossible for most people. Thus, using pre-trained
models is an inevitable trend in the development of Artificial Intelligence. Taking into account the
advantage of the weights that can be learned from trained models, we just need to fine-tune them to suit
specific purposes. Formerly, pre-trained models in NLP have been mentioned in many studies [9]-[10],
[24][ 25][26]. One of the great advantages of the transformer’s architecture is that it allows the
creation of NLP models trained, which can be reused in downstream NLP tasks. Some of the pretrained language models based on transformer’s architecture have achieved state-of-the-art results, like
BERT of [13] from Google, GPT of Radford and Narasimhan [27] from Open AI and their variations.
These new models can do things that the old models can’t, such as allowing transfer learning in NLP
with both low- and high-level features. Transfer learning is a combination of reusing the architecture
of pre-trained model and fine-tune parameters of the original layers to accommodate downstream tasks.
Specifically, BERT is an easily fine-tuned pre-train word embedding on a large unlabelled text corpus
(unsupervised) which is trained based on Masked Language Model Task and Next Sentence Prediction
Task. BERT’s architecture is built only on the Encoder part of the Transformer. The input text before
applying fine-tuning for Vietnamese in particular and other languages in general is a combination of Token
Embeddings, Segment Embeddings and Position Embeddings. If the input text consists of two or more
sentences (pair-sequence), we must add token [CLS] at the beginning of the sentence and token [SEP] to
separate the sentences.
Masked Language Model task allows us to fine-tune word representations on any unsupervised text corpus.
This task creates embeddings for the above Vietnamese dataset. The principle of operation of model
training can be understood by predicting a missing word in the sequence instead of trying to predict the
next word in the sequence itself. A missing word is equivalent to [MASK] token. We randomly mask 15%
of the total tokens in the sequence and predict these [MASK] tokens. Note that a missing word can be
replaced by [MASK] token 80% of the time, 10% of the time for a random token and 10% of the time for
the unchanged token.
Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) is a binary classification task applied practically to the Question
Answering (QA) task. NSP helps us understand the relationship between sentences. The input of the model
is a pair-sequence, which has been added tokens [CLS], [SEP]. During model training, we select 50% of
the time of the second sentence, which is the next sentence of the first one and labeled as IsNext, while the
remaining 50% of the second sentence is randomly chosen from unrelated sentences in the dataset and
labeled as NotNext.
There are many versions of BERT with different parameters on transformer architectures. The two most
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basic models are BERTBASE and BERTLARGE. In essence, both models are the same, but they are different
in size. Specifically, according to Devlin et al. [13], these models have the following sizes:
BERTBASE (L = 12, H = 768, A = 12, T otal P arameters = 110M ),
BERTLARGE (L = 24, H = 1024, A = 16, T otal P arameters = 340M )

where L is the number of layers in the Encoder part of transformer architecture, H is the hidden size and
A is the number of heads in multi-head self-attention.

3. PHOBERT FOR TEXT CLUSTERING
PhoBERT represents pre-trained language models for Vietnamese proposed by Nguyen and Nguyen
[15]. At the time of launch, pre-trained PhoBERT models established state-of-the-art results in most
tasks related to Vietnamese NLP. Although BERT can be applied to many tasks, like Classification,
Clustering, Dependency parsing, Sentiment analysis, Summarization text, Part-of-speech tagging,
Question Answering, Named-entity recognition and Machine translation, in this work, we only focus on
clustering task to analyze our Vietnamese conversations dataset.
PhoBERTbase and PhoBERTlarge are two versions of PhoBERT, whose architectures are similar to the
BERTBASE and BERTLARGE above. PhoBERT uses RoBERTa, which is based on pytorch framework [28]
to retrain the BERT models on new 20GB pre-training Vietnamese dataset. Since PhoBERT architecture
is based on RoBERTa, it only trains BERT model with Masked Language Model task. Another difference
between PhoBERT and RoBERTa is fastBPE used to tokenize input sentences. Currently there are many
methods to tokenize, such as Word Level Tokenizer, Multi-Word-Level Tokenizer, Character Level
Tokenizer, Subword Units Level (BPE algorithm) Tokenizer, but only BPE (Byte-Pair Encoding proposed
by Sennrich et al. [29]) achieves SOTA and is applied to most modern NLP models.
BPE is a compression technique and is adapted for word segmentation tasks. Most words can be
represented by subwords using the BPE method. It overcomes the disadvantages of Word and Character
Tokenizers; for instance, words that do not appear in the dictionary can be represented in these subwords
and the index length of sequence output is significantly shorter than Character Tokenizers. Code1 of BPE
algorithm to segment word into subword units was published by [29]. For example, assume that the given
Vietnamese vocabulary is:
vocab = {’x i n h </w>’: 10, ’đ ẹ p </w>’: 20, ’x i n h _ đ ẹ
p </w>’: 10, ’x i n h _ x ắ n </w>’: 15, ’x ắ n </w>’: 8}
Notice that, unlike English, the Vietnamese language does not use white space to separate words, because
Vietnamese words can have more than one syllable. For illustration take a simple Vietnamese sentence "Cô
ấy rất xinh đẹp" (English version is “She is very beautiful”), which can be rewritten in the monosyllable
form "Cô_ấy She rất very xinh_đẹp beautiful ". Therefore, we can apply a Multi-Word-Level Tokenizer on
the pre-training Vietnamese dataset before going into BPE. There are many toolkits to support word
segmentation based on Multi-Word-Level Tokenization, like RDRSegmenter from VnCoreNLP [30],
pyvi [31] and underthesea [32]. In the example above, tokens </w> are appended to the end of the words
to mark the end of a word in Vietnamese vocabulary. After merging the most frequent pair at the 9th
iteration, we obtain a new vocabulary as follows
vocabnew ={’xinh’: 10, ’</w>’: 10, ’đẹp</w>’: 30, ’xinh_’: 25, ’xắn</w>’: 23}
It is clear that the word ’xinh_đẹp</w>’ can be represented by subwords ’xinh_’ and ’đẹp</w>’
from the above vocabnew . Especially, word ’xinh_xinh’ (English meaning is pretty) is out of vocabulary
words, which can also be represented by the word pair ’xinh_’ and ’xinh’.
In order to fine-tune PhoBERT for downstream tasks, we can use library packages, such as
Transformers of Hugging Face [33] and FAIRSeq of Facebook [34], to implement. We use
PhoBERTbase with 12 block sub-layers of the Encode part to obtain the Embedding vectors as features
of input sequences. More specifically, this Embedding vector is an output vector of the first token
[CLS] from the final hidden state h (Figure 1). According to the idea of [22] [35], the vector of token
[CLS] is the feature of the whole sentence for Classification task. To verify the idea just mentioned
1

Scripts are available at https://github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt
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earlier, let’s consider the following three sentences in Table 1.
Statement 1. Assume that Embedding vectors Ei[CLS] and Ej[CLS] represent the whole sentences i and j,
respectively. If sentences i and j are similar, then the Cosine Similarity between Ei[CLS] and Ej[CLS] must
be sufficiently larger than a certain threshold and converges to 1 with identical sentences.
Proof. The Cosine Similarity Formula is:
𝑗

𝑗

𝑖
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
, 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆] ) =

𝑖
𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
.𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]

(1)

𝑗

𝑖
‖𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
‖‖𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆] ‖

Figure 1. The first token [CLS] as feature of the input sentence.
Table 1. Three Vietnamese sentences are used as examples to extract Embedding vectors with
𝐶
𝐴
𝐵
PhoBERT model. Embedding vectors of sentences A, B and C are 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
, 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
and 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
,
respectively.
Sentence
A
B

Embedding
Vector
𝐴
𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
𝐵
𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]

C

𝐶
𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]

Vietnamese

English

hà_nội là thủ_đô của việt_nam
thủ_đô của nước chxhcn việt_nam có
tên gọi là hà_nội
hôm_nay trời sẽ có mưa dông, gió
mạnh

Hanoi is the capital of Vietnam
The capital of the socialist republic
of Vietnam is called Hanoi
Today there will be thunderstorms
and strong winds

The statement above can be easily demonstrated through the example in Table 1. As observed, sentences
A and B are almost similar and have higher similarity over sentence C. The computation of cosine
𝐶
𝐴
𝐵
similarity between Embedding vectors 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
, 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
and 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
is shown in Table 2. Since A and B are
almost alike, their similarity metric will be high and converge to 1 and vice versa for C.
Table 2. Computing cosine similarity between embedding vectors for Table 1 with PhoBERT.
𝒋

Cosine Similarity (𝑬𝒊[𝑪𝑳𝑺] , 𝑬[𝑪𝑳𝑺] )
𝑬𝑨[𝑪𝑳𝑺] , 𝑬𝑨[𝑪𝑳𝑺]

𝐴
𝐵
𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
, 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]

𝐶
𝐴
𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
, 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]

𝐶
𝐵
𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
, 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]

1.0

0.8519334

0.4461445

0.43029878

Using the Embedding vector of token [CLS] as a feature of the whole sentence, we adapt this idea to our
Clustering task. The Clustering implementation process with PhoBERTbase model is shown in Figure
2. After obtaining the output embeddings of sentences with PhoBERTbase model, we use the algorithms
K-mean and DBSCAN to cluster our text data. The output embeddings of sentences have the form as
follows:
𝑖
𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
= ℎ𝑊
(2)
where 𝑊 ∈ ℜ𝑑,𝐻 and h are projection matrices at the linear projection layer and the final hidden
state, respectively.
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4. CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
K-Means is one of the most basic algorithms in unsupervised learning [3]. According to the K-Means
𝑖
algorithm, a set of N samples 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
is divided into K disjoint clusters (K < N ). Let Y is the set of all
𝑖
label vectors for N samples, i.e., each sample 𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆]
has a label vector yi = [yi1, y i2 ,..., yiK ] ∈ Y . If vector
𝑖
𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆] belongs to cluster k, then yik = 1 and yij = 0, ∀i≠ k. Each cluster is characterized by a cluster
“centroids”. A set of centroids is denoted M = [m1 , m2 ,..., mK ]. In K-means algorithm, the clustering
problem will be reduced to the optimization for loss function ℒ(𝑌, 𝑀).

Figure 2. The overall flow for Clustering task with PhoBERTbase model, starting from Vietnamese
pre-training data, passing the layers Encoder0→11 to obtain embedding vectors from the final hidden
state h through the linear projection layer and f inally using unsupervised Learning algorithms Kmean and DBSCAN to cluster the text data.
𝑖
𝐾
ℒ(𝑌, 𝑀) = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ‖𝐸[𝐶𝐿𝑆] − 𝑚𝑗 ‖

2

(3)

Along with that, we also apply DBSCAN technique to cluster data points [5]. In real-life data, DBSCAN
can work well for nonconvex clusters with arbitrary shapes and noises. DBSCAN algorithm focuses
on radius eps–ε and the minimum number of neighbors required to create a cluster minPts. Radius
eps defines a circle for each point to determine its neighbors. A point becomes core point if the circle
surrounding this point with radius eps contains more than MinPts neighbors. In case that the number
of neighbor points is less than MinPts, the core point is the border points. On the other hand, a
point without any neighbors within radius eps is called noise. The relationship state of two points in
DBSCAN can be direct density reachable, density reachable or density connected. A point is called
direct density reachable for Ci point if and only if it lies within the circle centered core point Ci.
If a core point is connected unidirectionally to any other core point through a chain of core points,
there is a density reachable state between them. In case that there are two points, which are density
reachable from the same point, they are density connected states. Pseudocode describing DBSCAN
clustering algorithm [5], [36] is shown in Algorithm 1.
Unlike the evaluation metrics for supervised learning algorithms, the evaluation of clustering performance
can be applied to datasets with known or unknown ground truth labels. If the ground truth class
assignment of dataset is known, we use entropy-based measure, V-measure proposed in [19] is used to
evaluate clustering performance for our sample dataset. The sample dataset will be described in detail
in Section 5. Based on the conditional entropy analysis of two terms of homogeneity and completeness,
V-measure is a harmonic mean function of those terms and can be calculated as follows:
𝑣(𝛽, ℎ, 𝑐) =
where ℎ =

1−𝐻(𝐶|𝐾)
𝐻(𝐶)

and 𝑐 =

1−𝐻(𝐾|𝐶)
𝐻(𝐾)

(1+𝛽)×ℎ×𝑐
(𝛽×ℎ)+𝑐

(4)

are homogeneity and completeness, respectively. The conditional

entropy H(K|C) and entropy H(K) are symmetric. In formula (4), β weight represents the contributions
of homogeneity or completeness and the default value of β is equal to 1.
Unfortunately, in fact, we don’t know anything about the ground truth classes for document clustering
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task. Thus, we can evaluate clustering performance based on the partition obtained from clustering
techniques and two types of proximities, which are similarity or dissimilarity between objects. Suggested
in [20], Silhouette is a typical evaluation for this case. Besides providing a graphical overview of the
partitional clustering (silhouette plot), Silhouette also allows evaluating clustering validity based on the
average silhouette width. From those analyses, we can obtain a suitable number of clusters for the
K-means algorithm. The Silhouette Coefficient s(i) for object i has the form:
𝑏(𝑖)−𝑎(𝑖)

𝑠(𝑖) = max{𝑎(𝑖),𝑏(𝑖)}

(5)

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of original DBSCAN algorithm for our data
Data: E[CLS]
Input : ε, MinPts
Input : metric
// calculating distance between data points
Input : cluster
1 foreach p in E[CLS] do
// linear scan for all data points in E[CLS]
2
if cluster(p) ! = unassigned then continue; // p is unassigned to any cluster or
noise
3
Neighbors N ← find_neighbors(E[CLS], metric, p, ε)
4
if |N | < minP ts then
5
cluster(p) ← noise
6
continue
7
end
8
c ← create a new cluster
9
cluster(p) ← c
10
S ← N \ {p}
11
foreach q in S do
12
if cluster(q)= =noise then cluster(q) ← c;
13
if cluster(q) ! = unassigned then continue;
14
Neighbors N ← find_neighbors(E[CLS], metric, q, ε)
15
cluster(q) ← c
16
if |N | < minP ts then continue;
17
S ← N ∪S
18
end
19 end

Here, a(i) is the average dissimilarity of object i to the remaining objects in the same cluster and b(i)
is the average dissimilarity of i to all objects of the next nearest cluster. The value of Silhouette
Coefficient is in the range [−1, +1], where near -1 indicates the object for incorrect clustering and vice
versa for +1. The value around 0 represents overlapping clusters.

5. EXPERIMENT
We apply K-means and DBSCAN algorithms with PhoBERTbase to cluster our Facebook Vietnamese
conversations dataset (FVnC) and Sample dataset. In order to implement clustering task, we use
PhoBERTbase with the Transformers package of Hugging Face and Scikit-learn library [33], [37].
Furthermore, we search the optimal parameters for the clustering algorithms in this article. The
clustering results will be used to build Intents for chatbot later.

5.1 Clustering Task Dataset
We evaluate our approach on Facebook Vietnamese conversations dataset. There are plenty of free tools
or extensions to download conversations from a personal page, because it is quite simple. However,
collecting conversations from public page is more difficult, so most tools or extensions to carry out
this task are paid. In order to acquire this dataset, we created a tool named NTUCrawler2 for scraping
conversations from a Facebook messenger page of our University. This tool is written in Python
language and based on Facebook’s Graph API platform to get messages. It has two versions, one is
2

Tool is available at https://archive.org/download/NTUCrawler
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linux executable (run on Ubuntu distribution) and the other is Windows executable. The UI of the
Windows version is shown in Figure 3. NTUCrawler requires users to provide four parameters, start
time and finish time to get data, PageID and Token of page. Downloaded dataset contains 8000
conversations with more than 150 thousand raw text sentences of clients and admins of a Facebook
page in the six-month period of the year 2020. The contents of the conversations are FAQ (frequently
asked questions), which are related to information already published on the university website; for
example, tuition fees, insurance, dormitory, English language test, course registration, …etc.

Figure 3. User interface of NTUCrawler on Windows.

5.2 Data Preprocessing
The raw downloaded dataset above must be preprocessed. Some punctuations “!”, “"”, “?”, “’”, “:”
are removed from the dataset. Further, we eliminate stop words that have no value or no meaning to the
NLP model, such as “da.”, “vâng”, “chào ad”, “vâng a.”, “alo”, “ừ”, “vậy”, “ok”, “nhé”. We also filter
out duplicate sentences or those that contain less than 4 words. After data preprocessing, 44846 text
sentences are obtained and it is our desired FVnC dataset. From FVnC dataset, we randomly selected
95 sample text sentences (0.2% of FVnC dataset size) to form the Sample dataset. Besides that, we also
use another sub-dataset which is called the wiki dataset. This dataset contains 396 text sentences of
articles on 5 topics collected from Wikipedia. The Wikipedia library was applied to access and parse data
from Wikipedia. The reason we use those Sample dataset and wiki sub-dataset is that we can evaluate
the effectiveness of applying PhoBERTbase for downstream task (clustering). Label assignment to sample
text sentences and analyzing the number of clusters will cost less in our task. In addition, clustering on
the small Sample dataset not only helps easily evaluate clustering performance, but also saves time
compared to the original FVnC dataset. These sample text sentences were completed using manual
labeling by us and divided into 3 classes, which describe questions between users (students) and admin
(university) about information related to insurance, dormitory and English language test. Specifically,
in order to specify the lables of classes, we rely on the experience of the specialists of the training
department, who are responsible for answering students’ questions directly or via social platforms. In
their opinion, first- year students of our university are often concerned with insurance, dormitory and
English language test. During data collection for each label, we carefully selected the sentences in the
dataset that matched the recommendations of the specialists. Those 3 labels are one of the intents used
to train the chatbot. Table 3 shows the details of the two datasets.
Table 3. Brief description of the datasets used for PhoBERTbase.
Dataset
FVnC

Label
unknown

Description
clean downloaded dataset

Sample

class 1
class 2

feature relating to insurance
feature relating to English language
test
feature relating to dormitory

class 3

Tasks
Silhouette evaluation,
clustering
clustering, clustering
performance evaluation

𝑬𝒊[𝑪𝑳𝑺] size
44846 × 768
31 × 768
38 × 768
26 × 768

According to [15], input text must be already word-segmented before going through the BPE algorithm.
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We use “pyvi” toolkit of Tran [31] to perform word segmentation in our datasets. After passing the
fastBPE step, we have the index of tokens and attention masks for the text data. Taking them through
PhoBERT’s architecture leads to output embeddings of E[CLS]. From this step, we use these embeddings
as feature vectors to cluster text data.

5.3 Dealing with Varying Length
Because the length of the sentences in FVnC dataset is different, we have to use padding to make sure
that the input texts have the same length. In particular, the maximum sequence length of PhoBERT
is 256.
We truncate sentences with padding length less than 256 tokens. To choose the optimal padding length
for all sentences, we can analyze the distribution of sentence lengths in Figure 4. Based on the above
distribution, most sentences have lengths of less than 33 words. Thus, we decide that the padding length
is equal to 33 in all datasets.
4000

3000

2000

1000

0
10

20

30

40

50

60

Figure 4. The distribution of the sentence lengths in FVnC dataset.

5.4 Parameter Optimization
When using the DBSCAN technique, we need to take care of two parameters; MinPts and ε. Choosing
these two parameters is not easy. Their influence is very large on the clustering results. There is no
way to accurately determine the parameter MinPts. However, there are several ways of choosing MinPts
which have been proposed in [5]-[6]. Besides, the value of MinPts must also depend on domain
knowledge and the data distribution observation. So, we derive that MinPts should be greater than the
number of dimensionality of feature vector E[CLS] (44846 × 768). As we can see, the number of
dimensions of E[CLS] is too large (768 ), which affects computation time and cost for large datasets.
Therefore, we use the dimensionality reduction method to reduce E[CLS] to lower-dimensional while
retaining most of the original information. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and t-distributed
Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) are common techniques for data dimensionality reduction.
PCA relies on eigenvalues and eigenvectors of E[CLS] to reduce the original data to a specific number
of dimensions (commonly known as principal components), but it still ensures a threshold of
allowable variance. If we use PCA, then MinPts can be selected as follows:
MinPts ≥ principal components + 1

Parameter ε can be found from a K-Distance graph, which is based on the average distance between
objects and their MinPts nearest neighbors [7]. The K-Distance graph with MinPts=3 for FVnC and
Sample dataset is shown in Figure 5.
The blue solid curve and red dashed curve correspond to the average distance of objects to MinPts
nearest neighbors which are sorted in ascending order for FVnC and Sample dataset, respectively.
Usually, a point at the position with the largest slope change in K-Distance graph or what we popularly
call the “knee/elbow” of the graph is the optimal value of parameter ε [38]. Especially, the greatest slope
change zones are highlighted in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) for specific datasets. In order to take exactly
the point mentioned above or the “knee point” of the graph, the kneedle algorithm is considered in our
work [39]. The knee point obtained from the kneedle algorithm is determined by the intersection of the
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specific data curve with the vertical straight line in Figure 6. The optimum values for parameter ε are
0.57 and 0.12 in the case of Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b), respectively. However, optimizing parameter
𝜀 by choosing a fixed value of knee point in some cases does not lead to good clustering efficiency.

Figure 5. Data points are sorted ascending by the average distance to MinPts nearest neighbors.
(a) Calculated on Sample dataset; (b) Calculated on FVnC dataset.

Figure 6. Determining knee points at the greatest slope change zones using the kneedle algorithm for
Figure 5. (a) Solid blue curves – the greatest slope change zone of Sample dataset; (b) Dashed red
curve – the greatest slope change zone of FVnC dataset.
Specifically in the test of the good separability between clusters in the sub-section below, Silhouette
score is quite low. This could lead to objects being assigned to wrong clusters. With the expectation of
improved clustering performance, in this work, we propose another technique based on the combination
of K-Distance graph and clustering performance evaluations to find the right optimal value ε. Besides
observing the greatest slope change zone of the line from a pair of points on the K-Distance graph, the
maximum values of the Silhouette coefficient and V-measure score are also considered. The pseudocode
for our technique is given in Algorithm 2. The sequence of MinPts is taken from principal components
+ 1 to 2 × principal components + 1 and incremented by a step of the minimum distance between data
points. Gridsearch technique is applied in algorithm 2 for the sequence of MinPts and the greatest slope
change zone in K-Distance graph. At the position where the Silhouette Coefficient is maximum, we
obtain the optimal pair of values (ε, MinPts) for unlabeled data. For the labeled Sample dataset, the
search of the optimal values (ε, MinPts) is based on the greatest mean of V-measure and Silhouette
evaluation.

5.5 Result
In this part, our first task is to cluster text documents and evaluate clustering performance on the
Sample dataset. As a consequence, analyzing the Sample dataset will be generalized to the general
dataset FVnC, such as choosing the number of clusters using silhouette analysis for K-Means algorithm.
As mentioned above, the Sample dataset has three labeled clusters (see Table 3). We use Silhouette
evaluation to confirm that the Sample dataset has exactly three clusters and the way to choose the
rightnumber of clusters when using it. Besides considering average silhouette scores, the silhouette plot is
also an important factor in determining the number of clusters. Figure 7 represents the graphical overview
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Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of the proposed technique to find appropriate ε and MinPts
Data
: E[CLS], label ; // label:
points labels (unassigned or assigned)
Input : K-Distance
Input : n_components, step ; // step:
minimum distance between points
Output: Index // the appropriate ε and MinP ts values for DBSCAN Initial :
MaxSilhouette ← −1 ; MaxV measure ← 0 ; Max ← −0.5
1 slope ← CalculatingSlope(K-Distance)// the greatest slope change zone
2 nearest_neighbors ← arange(n_components + 1, 2 × n_components + 1, step)
3 foreach ε in slope do
4
foreach MinPts in nearest_neighbors do
5
p ← PCA(E[CLS], n_components)
6
ClusterAssignment ← DBSCAN(p, MinPts, ε)
7
SilCoeff ← SilhouetteScore(p, ClusterAssignment)
8
if label = unassigned then
9
if SilCoeff > MaxSilhouette then
10
MaxSilhouette ← SilCoeff
11
Index ← (ε, MinP ts)
12
else
13
VScore ← VMeasureScore (label, ClusterAssignment)
14
if (SilCoeff +VScore)/2 > Max then
15
Max ← (SilCoeff + VScore) /2
16
Index ← (ε, MinP ts)
17
end
18
end
19 end

Figure 7. The graphical overview of the partitional clustering for 2, 3, 4 clusters using K-Means
algorithm on the Sample dataset. (a) The silhouette plot; (b) The visualization of the clustered data for
corresponding silhouette plots.
of the partitional clustering using K-Means algorithm on Sample dataset. X-axis of Figure 7 (a)
corresponds to the silhouette coefficient values and the vertical dashed line is the average of the silhouette
coefficients of data points. Clusters corresponding to silhouette plots in Figure 7(b) are visualized in two-
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dimensional space using PCA. The maximum value of average silhouette scores is close to 0.481 for 3
clusters. On the other hand, the thickness of the silhouette plot for clusters is similar. The analysis
outlined above fits the facts in Table 3 for the Sample dataset.
Moreover, in order to evaluate the efficiency of the PhoBERTbase model in feature extraction for clustering
tasks, we compared it with other models, such as BERTbase Uncased, BERTbase Multilingual Uncased [13],
DistilBERTbase Multilingual Cased [14], GPT-2 [12] based on V-measure score, among which GPT-2 and
BERTbase Uncased models do not support Vietnamese. We also use traditional approaches, like FastText,
GloVe to compare with transformer models. Both models are applicable to Vietnamese language.
However, both of these models are commonly used for learning word representations. Thus, to obtain
sentence embedding, our method is averaging the word embeddings of all the words in the sentence.
Especially, in order to make the comparison better, we also retrained the GloVe model on a new Vietnamese
20GB dataset based on the improvement proposed in [40]. Pre-trained word vectors vncorpus.3B.100d of
new GloVe model correspond to the corpus 3B tokens, 1.3M vocab and 100d vectors and 1.17 GB
download. Comparison results on the Sample dataset and wiki dataset using K-Means algorithm with 3
clusters and 5 clusters respectively are presented in Table 4. Through the obtained results, the models
that support Vietnamese achieve significantly better V-measure scores than the rest of the models,
especially the PhoBERTbase model, which obtained the highest V-measure score on both the Sample
dataset and wiki dataset (0.76 and 0.62, respectively). The comparisons obtained are in good agreement
with the pointed theoretical and experimental works. Therefore, we use PhoBERTbase model to extract
features for the FVnC dataset, which leads to the output embeddings serving the clustering task.
Table 4. Evaluating feature extraction efficiency of models through V-measure scores for clustering
task on the Sample dataset and wiki dataset.
Approach

Dataset
Sample
wiki

FastText (cc.vi.300)

0.64

0.27

GloVe (glove.6B.100d)

0.49

0.26

GloVe (vncorpus.3B.100d)

0.61

0.27

BERTbase Uncased

0.11

0.19

BERTbase Multilingual Uncased

0.36

0.43

DistilBERTbase Multilingual Cased

0.37

0.12

GPT-2
PhoBERTbase

0.04
0.76

0.04
0.62

For DBSCAN clustering method on the Sample dataset, we need to find the optimal parameters ε, MinPts
using Algorithm 2 and kneedle algorithm. Based on K-Distance graph of Sample dataset in Figure 5(a)
and knee visualization in Figure 6(a), the greatest slope zone is selected in the range of [0.5, 0.85] and
the knee point value is 0.57. Due to “principal components” equal to 2 in PCA dimensionality reduction,
the value of MinPts will be selected from 3 to 5. Some experimental results in finding the optimal
parameters are shown in Table 5. As shown in the table, ε, MinPts and the average of V-measure and
Silhouette score equal to 0.84, 4 and 0.42, respectively, are the best choice to cluster data points.
Results in Table 5 also show that our approach – Algorithm 2- gives better clustering performance
than kneedle algorithm on the Sample dataset. Using DBSCAN algorithm with the obtained
parameters, 5 clusters are formed in Figure 8, in which cluster “-1” contains noisy objects in Figure 8
(a), noisy objects are removed in Figure 8 (b) and Silhouette plot of denoised Sample dataset is shown
in Figure 8 (c). After removing noise, our clustering result has 4 clusters, while the Sample dataset
has only 3 clusters. Based on actual observation in Figure 8 (b) and Silhouette plot in Figure 8 (c),
cluster 0 and 1 must be merged into one cluster.
Remark 1. DBSCAN is a density-based spatial clustering algorithm. The biggest disadvantage of DBSCAN is working in cases of varying-density clusters. From the Silhouette plot in Figure 8(c), there are
two separate clusters of very different density comparing to the other two clusters. Two low-density
clusters (cluster 0 and 1) are a matter of concern to us for predicting the number of clusters. Obviously,
we hope that our clusters will be more equally distributed to choose the number of clusters more precisely.
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In order to solve this problem, we propose some solutions as follows:
Table 5. Experiment to find the optimal values of parameters ε, MinPts for DBSCAN
algorithm on the Sample dataset.
Approach

Algorithm 2

Knee point

eps (ε)
0.84
0.78
0.72
0.76
0.54
0.57
0.57
0.57

MinPts
4
4
4
3
5
3
4
5

V-measure score
0.56
0.52
0.5
0.47
0.37
0.42
0.41
0.41

Silhouette score
0.28
0.27
0.22
0.22
0.0
0.15
0.1
0.05

Average
0.42
0.4
0.36
0.34
0.18
0.29
0.26
0.23

N-Clusters
5
5
6
4
8
9
8
7

Figure 8. DBSCAN clustering on the sample dataset.
(i) Based on the thickness of the silhouette plot, the silhouette plots for clusters 0 and 1 are much smaller
than for clusters 2 and 3. In particular, clusters 0 and 1 are close neighbors. Therefore, we have reasons
to merge these small two clusters into a larger cluster. As a result, 3 clusters are the correct number
of clusters when using DBSCAN clustering on the Sample dataset. After all, we should combine the
selection of the optimal parameters and the width of Silhouette plots for clusters when using DBSCAN
algorithm to obtain the most accurate number of clusters.
(ii) On the other hand, we can use a criterion for determining the minimum number of core points in
a cluster. If at least two clusters are close to each other and have a smaller minimum number of core
points than the specified criteria, we can merge them into a larger cluster.
Finally, we perform the main task, which is text clustering for the FVnC dataset. Note that the ground
truth classes of the FVnC dataset are unknown. In order to estimate the number of specific clusters for
K-Means clustering method, we take full advantage of DBSCAN algorithm. In the same way, we get
the number of clusters from Algorithm 2. Specifically, we choose the number of clusters through
Silhouette scores with large values corresponding to each pair of parameters ε and MinPts. For FVnC
dataset, the optimal values of ε can be found in Figure 5(b). After applying DBSCAN algorithm, the
number of clusters actually obtained must be subtracted by 1 for noisy objects (points labeled -1).
Before using K-Means algorithm to perform clustering, these noisy objects are removed from FVnC
dataset, which leads to the form of the corresponding denoised FVnC datasets. Lastly, we obtain
clustering results of FVnC dataset without noise from the K-Means method based on the Silhouette
evaluation. Silhouette scores test on original FVnC and denoised FVnC datasets for several different
cluster numbers can be examined, as shown in Table 6. In case of using ε = 0.14 and MinPts = 25, the
best obtained Silhouette scores for the original FVnC and denoised FVnC dataset are 0.3359 and
0.3460, respectively.
The Silhouette plots and clustering visualization of the best Silhouette scores can be seen in Figure 9.
By comparing the Silhouette plots, we believe that the clustering result on the denoised FVnC dataset
(see Figure 9 (b)) is better than o n the original FVnC dataset (see Figure 9 (a)), because there are
some noise points outside the clusters and the size of the silhouette plots of clusters 3 and 4 represents
a wide fluctuation in the visualization of Figure 9(a). With the number of clusters received from the
DBSCAN algorithm, the K-Means algorithm gives very good clustering results for denoised FVnC
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datasets. After all, the clusters obtained from the clustering process are considered as big intents to help
us build data for chatbot. For this reason, we can save time and effort and build chatbot faster.
Table 6. Silhouette scores using K-Means algorithm on original FVnC and denoised FVnC datasets
for several different cluster numbers found from DBSCAN algorithm.
K-Means

DBSCAN
eps ε
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.1
0.09
0.1
0.09
0.09
0.08

MinPts
22
25
12
19
16
30
26
14
12
3
4
3
4

N-Clusters
10
12
15
16
20
23
29
53
75
81
102
128
136

Silhouette Scores
Original FVnC
Denoised FVnC
0.3436
0.3359
0.3359
0.3460
0.3310
0.3368
0.3294
0.3326
0.3267
0.3314
0.3252
0.3418
0.3225
0.3343
0.3196
0.3257
0.3196
0.3275
0.3217
0.3205
0.3220
0.3229
0.3207
0.3228
0.3212
0.3235

Figure 9. Silhouette plots and clustering visualization.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work, we research transformer architecture as well as pre-trained language models, such as BERT
and PhoBERT. We also cover how to apply PhoBERT to our Facebook Vietnamese conversations dataset
(FVnC). Furthermore, we have built a tool to crawl conversations from a Facebook Messenger Page.
After extracting embedding vectors at the final hidden layer, we use the unsupervised learning algorithms
K-means and DBSCAN to cluster text data. V-measure score and Silhouette score are used to evaluate
the performance of clustering algorithms. A GridSearch algorithm that combines these two clustering
evaluations is also proposed to find optimal parameters for the DBSCAN algorithm. The algorithm
proposed by us obtained better clustering performance than kneedle algorithm through experimentations
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based on V-measure scores and Silhouette score on the Sample and FVnC datasets. In addition, we
compare the efficiency of the PhoBERTbase model in feature extraction for clustering tasks with
those of other models. PhoBERTbase model achieves the best V-measure score on the Sample dataset
and wiki dataset. We apply the K-Means clustering method with the number of clusters received from the
DBSCAN algorithm to cluster the FVnC dataset. Topics obtained from clustering are similar to intents
in building chatbot. From a pre-analysis data screening perspective, clustering results are valuable for
building stories in our chatbot. Thanks to the implementation of this clustering, we save a lot of time
and effort to build data and storylines for training chatbot.
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ملخص البحث:
للللل
يتمثّلللللّ ديتّأللللللي داء للللل للللللة فيلللللات فللللل د .ديمألان لللللو للللللة ف ا لللللا ديتّلللللي ي
يت للللل ّ
دي ا للللللا ديموا فللللللو د للللللوّ رللللللمموا فمللللللا ي للللللة يتللللللي ي فلللللل د .ديمألان للللللو لللللل ف يللللللات ند
للللل ألا
ل سللللل إ للللللة تلللللي
ياألصللللل يالللللد ف ا لللللا لللللي ي ت لللللو .للللل ف يلللللي  .د للللل
ل سللللللل إ ف لللللللي وللللللل د ديم ايجلللللللو دا ّ ي لللللللو ياللللللليّ ّ
ةا للللللللل ّ .جم يلللللللو دي ا لللللللا ديتلللللللة للللللل ّ
ديألصلللللللل يا ّللللللللا ياتّلللللللل ّ ا يّللللللللي .جم يللللللللو ف ا للللللللا . )FVnCجم يللللللللو ف ا للللللللا دي ّيللللللللو
لللللللللّ  )PhoBERTفاياغلللللللللو دي تيا .لللللللللو
سلللللللللتمي يلللللللللان ديتّلللللللللي ي يللللللللل . )BERTللللللللل
ة
ال تم ص ما ف ا ا دييّ ّ
د  .لللللللللللا  )DBSCAN )K-Meansياتّجم للللللللللله يا لللللللللللا فمّملللللللللللا
للللللللللل د لللللللللللتميد
و لللللللل ن للللللللو
ديتّجم لللللللله فيللللللللا ات ياللللللللد للللللللم يا ديمملللللللل .لللللللل  )PhoBERTلللللللل
 .للللللللا  Vن للللللللو دي ّللللللللّ  )Silhouetteيت لللللللل ندت د  .للللللللا ديتّجم لللللللله ءلللللللل ي لللللللل
سللللللما لللللللة
يلللللل ي ل اي ّللللللو  . )PhoBERTا للللللو .لللللله ندت مللللللا
لللللل ال للللللتم ص دي ّ
.جم يلللللو ف ا لللللا دي يلللللو .جم يلللللو ف ا لللللا ديم للللل يو ي لللللة)
.للللل ات لللللو للللل ا للللل ّ
ّ
ّ
د تللللللل دم د  .لللللللو فألللللللل للللللللة دي ّللللللل و  )GridSearchجمللللللله فللللللل ديت مللللللل ديمت ا للللللل
فلللللايتّجم ه فإغ لللللو يجلللللان ديمتغ للللل د ديمثاي لللللو ف لللللّ جم للللله للللل د دي لللللين .للللل ديمألان لللللا ا لل يلللللا
ّ ي ي ف د .ديمألان و
لّ دي ث  .دي ت ديجّي ي يات دي ا ا .
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ABSTRACT
We live in a world where the Internet has become the backbone of most of our dealings. The Internet has turned
this big planet into a small village. The Internet can be reached by everyone, everywhere, at any time. Some
authors predict that the number of various types of devices capable of connecting via the Internet will reach
75.44 billion by 2025. These devices vary from low-processing power processors to heavy-processing power
processors. It often requires the protection of mobile data between devices. These devices that have limited
energy and resources require the protection technology to be adapted. The time it takes to encrypt a message
using Data Encryption Standard (DES) is much less than the time it takes to encrypt the same message using
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). The problem with DES is that the key size is small and this makes it
vulnerable to brute force attack. This paper gives complete guidelines for adapting the original DES and making
it more secure, along with improving its performance compared to the existing standard encryption algorithms,
such as AES. The proposed approach improves the original DES security by extending the key size of DES
without affecting the cost of DES. The new algorithm is called DES22 and is convenient for low-processing
power devices, such as wireless sensors. DES22 has three variants for key size: 128 bits, 256 bits and 512 bits.
The paper also proposes another improvement to DES through random permutation and the distribution of the
initial permutation and final permutation tables between the encryption and decryption algorithms. The
experimental results show that DES22 is more secure and faster than AES.

KEYWORDS
Data encryption standard, DES, Advanced encryption standard, AES, IoT.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet has revolutionized the world of communication, where the transmission of various data of
large volumes is carried out at a high speed and in less time, making people in contact with each other
at any time and from anywhere. This revolution has transformed our planet into a small village. The
Internet has transformed society, especially with the presence of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies
and cloud computing platforms that connect everything, everywhere at any time. This of course has a
positive impact on the progress of mankind, as transactions have become electronic thus turning our
life more flexible. On the other hand, the development of technologies and the Internet has facilitated
many cybercrimes. The Internet is available to all its users, all over the world, which makes it
vulnerable to attack and therefore, it needs protection [1]-[3].
According to [4]-[5], by 2025, about 75 billion devices will be able to communicate with each other
via the public network. Examples of these devices are: laptops, desktops, IoT, wireless sensors,
smartphones, tablets, cars, airplanes, trains, biomedical machines, switches, routers and so on. Some
of these devices have processors with high capabilities, while some other devices have processors with
medium capabilities and others have processors with very modest capabilities.
Data collected from different types of devices connected to the Internet is a source of intelligent
analysis through which decisions are made to improve a particular goal [5]. This data needs to be
transferred quickly and needs to be protected from various types of attack.
Encryption is one of the traditional and important means to obtain confidentiality over the public
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Internet. It also provides other services, such as authentication, integrity and non-repudiation [2], [6].
Since the Internet allows multiple processes to connect with no physical direct connections, their
information may flow among intermediate eavesdropper(s); therefore, it is important to protect their
privacy. Various algorithms have been developed to provide encryption services, such as Data
Encryption Standards (DESs), Blowfish, Twofish and Advanced Encryption Standards (AESs).
The emergence of cloud computing, mobile computing, big data and the IoT has necessitated the need
to develop cryptographic algorithms that help improve their efficiency, speed and confidentiality and
reduce battery consumption [7].
Underlying cryptography architecture comprises the following terms: Plain text, cipher text,
encryption and decryption algorithms and shared key. The implementation of encryption and
decryption algorithms is known to the public, but the secret key is not. In the encryption process, the
plain text is converted into cipher text. Meanwhile, in the decryption process, the cipher text is backconverted into the plain text [8].
Encryption algorithms are classified into two main categories: symmetric and asymmetric. In the
symmetric cryptography algorithm, the key used for the encryption process is the same as that used for
the decryption process. The most important things that distinguish symmetric encryption from
asymmetric encryption are the speed of execution and the amount of memory used to hold the key. In
the case of symmetric encryption, the execution speed is higher and the amount of memory used for
the key is less, compared to asymmetric encryption [9].
DES is one of the symmetric algorithms used for data security between 1977 and 2000, as declared by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology [10]. The size of the key in the DES is 56 bits,
which means that the process of trying all combinations of the key to decrypt a cipher text that was
encrypted with DES is equal to 256 attempts. This is one of the main reasons that led to the
cancellation of dealing with DES. In this paper, we propose new models for DES that work with larger
key and same block size.
In this paper, the subsequent sections are organized as follows: the literature review is presented in
Section 2. A description of DES is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, the proposed design of the
new algorithm DES22 is presented. DES22 security analysis is introduced in Section 5. In Section 6,
DES22 performance evaluation and results’ analysis are discussed. In Section 7, DES and AES
complexity analysis is presented. Finally, the conclusion is introduced in Section 8.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Pfitzmannl and Anmann [11] outlined the construction of G-DES algorithm, where they proposed
modifications to the DES algorithm and expected that these modifications would increase the speed of
DES and make it the fastest among its peers. G-DES allows the user to enter a key with a length of
768 bits and this key is sub-divided into 16 sub-keys of 48 bits each, removing the sub-keys generation
activity from the original DES algorithm. In addition, G-DES allows users to enter the substitution
boxes created by the user, create initial permutation (IP) and its reverse (FP) or (IP-1) and finally enter
the expanding permutation table. These suggestions did not find practical reality, as no
implementation of GDES was carried out.
Eli Biham [12] claimed that the speedup of executing his new DES proposal using Alpha-64
architecture compared to the original DES execution is 5. He provided a parallel form of DES
implementation running on parallel SIMD model. The author claimed that DES needs 16000
instructions per block and with his new DES implementation, a block can be encrypted within the time
it takes to execute 260 instructions. However, Eli Biham’s proposal cannot work with all different
modes of DES, in addition to that it does not enhance the DES security.
Anderson et al. [13]-[14] proposed an alternative form of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
algorithm, which they called Serpent algorithm. Serpent algorithm uses S-boxes as does DES, but the
way they designed the S-Box made Serpent more efficient than AES. The size of the data block that
the Serpent algorithm handles is 128 bits, the size of the key is 128, 192 or 256 bits and the number of
rounds in Serpent algorithm is 32, each round working with four 32-bits in parallel. The data block is
represented in little-endian format. Serpent algorithm generates 33 sub-keys of 128-bit length. Figure
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1 shows the workflow of Serpent Encryption Algorithm. As you can see from Figure 1, Serpent
algorithm starts with IP and ends with FP. Each round performs three activities: key mixing,
substitution and linear transformation. The Serpent algorithm needs special hardware to work with and
it does not find practical reality.
Alani proposed DES96 algorithm in order to enhance the security of DES [15]. The key size of DES96
algorithm is 84-bit. The sub-key is generated via S-boxes and XOR process. The IP table contains 84
entries, the IP sub-divides the 84-bits key into 3 parts: 48-bits, 28 bits and 8 bits. The first 48 bits are
converted to 32 bits via S-boxes, the next 28 bits are permuted and converted to 16 bits and the last 8
bits are sub-divided into four adjacent 2 bits and then every 2 bits are XORed. As a result, 4 bits are
produced. These 3 parts contribute to the creation of the sub-keys. Alani’s proposal increases the
security of DES a little bit.
In [16], the authors suggested a new technique to enhance the security of DES. They proposed that the
content of the following tables or lists should not be static: IP table, the inverse permutation table,
substitution boxes, expansion box and shrinking box. In other words, the transposition and substitution
processes should not rely on static tables. The key input of their algorithm is tied with a random
number, the value of which will determine the rotation value for the above-mentioned tables or lists.
The idea is brilliant, but the way they translated their idea was not perfect. The number of possible IP
along with corresponding inverse tables is 64, the number of possible expansion and corresponding
shrinking tables is 32 and the number of possible S-boxes is 8*64. In this case, their suggested
proposal has 64*32*8* 64 possible transposition and substation tables or lists. The brute force attack
for this model is 64*32*8*64*256 tries.

Figure 1. Workflow of serpent encryption algorithm [14].
In [17], the authors changed some components within DES. They replaced the eight S-boxes with one
S-box and this change reduced the complexity of the DES hardware design circuit and thus reduced
the execution time and energy consumed. Furthermore, the authors apply pipeline technology to 3DES
encryption and decryption processes, which leads to reduce the latency of 3DES encryption and
decryption processes.
In [18], the authors introduced a new cryptography algorithm based on the AES algorithm, with three
rounds and a 128-bit key size. They replaced the AES S-box with their own 16-entries S-box. They
claimed that their algorithm is secure. In the world of cryptography, the fewer rounds the algorithms
have, the less confusion and diffusion the cipher has. Therefore, the security of [18] algorithm needs
justification.
In [19], the authors suggested a semi-AES-128 algorithm, in which they reduced the number of rounds
by a half compared to the original AES and as a result, the execution time of the new code was
reduced by 35%. The security of their algorithm needs justification.
In [20], the authors proposed a pipelined implementation of AES that could work with multicore
processors. Their proposal has 1.7 speedup compared with the original AES implementation. This type
of algorithm needs multi-core processors to deliver better performance.
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In [21], the authors proposed instruction set extensions to increase the performance and reduce the
instructions count of AES implementation. They showed in their experiments that the speedup of their
proposal is 10. The authors utilized embedded RISC processor, SPARC V8 architecture and
superscalar processor for their test.
In [22], the authors designed a hardware for AES S-box and its inverse using 78 XOR and 36 AND
gates, along with a coupled quadratic congruential generator (CQCG). The CQCG generates a random
sequence for their design. This design increases the performance of AES algorithm.
In [23], the authors proposed a modified version of AES; they generated S-box table via PN Sequence
Generator component and the same PIN is used to generate the input key. Their design increased the
security of AES; however, it did not improve AES’s performance. Table 1 summarizes the literature
review section.
Table 1. Literature review summary.
Algorithm
G-DES [11].
Parallel DES
[12].
Serpent algorithm
[13]-[14].
DES96 algorithm
[15].
New DES [16].

Description
A variant of DES algorithm with a
key length of 768 bits.
A parallel DES proposal using
Alpha-64 architecture.

Advantages
It seems to have more
security.
Its speedup is 5.

The authors replace AES S-box with
S-boxes used in DES; Serpent has 32
rounds. Serpent utilizes parallelism.
DES96 has a key length of 84 bits.

Serpent is more efficient
than AES.

The authors suggest that all DES
tables should be rotated randomly.

The security of DES96 is
better than that of DES.
The security of the
algorithm is better than
that of DES.
The complexity is
reduced compared with
DES.
The modified AES is
faster than the original
AES.
The time latency is
reduced to 35%
compared with AES.
Pipelined-AES has 1.7
speedup compared with
the original AES.

A variant of DES
[17].

The authors replace the eight S-boxes
of DES with one S-box

AES-based
algorithm [18].

The modified AES has three rounds
and a 128-bit key size.

simi-AES-128
[19].

The number of iterations is reduced
to the half compared with AES.

Pipelined- AES
[20].

A variant implementation of AES
utilizing pipeline.

Instruction set
extensions [21]

Adding new instruction set to support
AES performance.

The authors claim that
the speed up is 10.

Hardware S-box
[22].

Designing a hardware S-box using 78
XOR and 36 AND gates.

Modified version
of AES [23].

The authors generated s-box table via
PN Sequence Generator component.

The design increases the
performance of AES
algorithm.
The security of AES is
increased.

Disadvantages
There is no practical
reality for the algorithm.
It cannot work with all
different modes of DES.
Key size is 56 bits.
Serpent algorithm needs
special hardware to work
with.
DES96 security is not
sufficient.
The security of this
algorithm is not enough.
Key size is 56 bits.

The cipher has less
confusion and diffusion
property.
The security of the
algorithm needs
justification.
The algorithm needs
multi-core processors to
deliver better
performance.
The proposal needs a
change in the hardware
architecture.
The design needs special
hardware.
AES performance is a
problem.

3. DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD (DES)
In this section, we will walk through the important points in the life cycle of DES to understand how
to improve its security.

3.1 DES Workflow
DES deals either with block or stream cipher; the inputs of DES block encryption algorithm are blocks
which a plain text length of 8 bytes or 64 bits and a key length of 56 bits. DES stream cipher works
with a byte or many bytes. DES includes many simple operations, such as: substitution, permutation,
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word expansion, 6 to 4 bytes shrinking and XOR operation. In the block encryption process, the plain
text is divided into blocks of 8 bytes long. For each input block, DES algorithm iterates 16 times
before producing the 8 bytes cipher block. Each round requires 48-bits sub-key, so the algorithm needs
16 sub-keys of 48-bits length each. These sub-keys are generated out from a 56-bits key in a process
called sub-keys generation. Figure 2, Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the DES encryption workflow.
The DES encryption starts with IP to the input block of 8 bytes length, where the bits of the input
block are reordered according to the predefined IP table. Figure shows both IP and FP tables. As an
example, bit numbers 58, 50, 42, 34, 26, 18, 10, 2 of the input block become the first eight bits of the
output block, while bit numbers 60, 52, 44, 36, 28, 20, 12, 4 of the input block become the second
eight bits of the output block, and so on.
The output of permutation process is a block of 2 words. It is divided into two halves: left word (Lword) and right word (R-word), on the basis that the word is equal to four bytes. The two words are
passed through 16 rounds, where within each round, the same activities are repeated. These activities
are summarized as follows: R-word expansion process, round key XORing process, expanding Rword, shirking process, 32-bit permutation process and L-word XORing process. Figure 2, Figure 4
and Figure 5 depict the 16 rounds for DES encryption process.
Figure 5 shows the black box for each round, where the L-word and R-word resulting from round i are
used as an input to the next round. Figure 6 depicts the white box for each DES ith round. The R-word
is passed through; expansion process, where the expansion process uses a predefined expansion table;
this table describes how to expand the 32-bit R-word into 48 bits. The result is XORed with 48 subkey associated with iteration ith number. Then the result is shrunk into 32 bits using predefined Sboxes. The resulting 32 bits are XORed with L-word. Finally, the L-word is swapped with the R-word,
so that the current round L-word becomes the next round R-word and the current round R-word
becomes L-word for the next round.
The DES encryption workflow is summarized as follows:
1- Divide the input plain text into blocks of length 8 bytes / 2 words, each word is 32 bits long.
2- If the last block is less than 8 bytes, then pad it with zeros.
3- Generate 16 sub-keys out from 56-bits input key, each sub-key has a length of 48 bits. Name
each sub-key: SK (1), SK (2), …, SK (16).
4- While there is a block of plain text not processed yet, do steps 4 to 7. Otherwise, go to step 10.
5- Pass the current block into the permutation process called IP.
6- Name the permutated 2 words: L-word and R-word.
7- Pass the two words L-word and R-word through 16 rounds, where each round performs the
same following operations with R-word:
a. Pass R-word into the expansion process to produce 48 bits. See Figure 6.
b. XOR the expanded 48 bits with the corresponding SK(i), where “i” is an integer
number in the range from 1 to 16 and refers to round number. See Figure 6.
c. Pass the result from the previous step through predetermined S-box to shrink it into 32
bits. See Figure 6.
d. Then, pass the Shrunk 32 bits into the permutation process, then the result is XORed
with L-word; the result is the new value of L-word. See Figure 5.
e. Swap the new value of L-word with R-word, so that the current round is finished and
the next round is configured with new values of L-word and R-word. See Figure 5. A
summary of each round’s activity is shown in Figure .
8- After 16 rounds are finished, the final LW and RW are passed into the final permutation called
IP-1 and then the current cipher block is ready.
9- Go to step 4.
10- Concatenate all cipher blocks and then the whole encryption process is done.
In the substitution operation, each text pattern is uniquely substituted by cipher pattern, while in
the permutation operation, the bits are distributed in an organized and studied way utilizing a table
that guides the distribution mechanism [10]. The theory behind substitution and permutation is to
hide the properties of the plain text, thus making it difficult for the attacker to break the cipher
without knowing the key [27].
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Figure 2. DES encryption process [24].

Figure 4. DES general structure [26].

Figure 3. IP and IP inverse tables [25].

Figure 5. Black box for each round [26].

Figure 6. White box for each DES round [26].

In [10], the author states that for a stronger secure algorithm, it is recommended to have a large block
size, a large key size, a large number of iterations producing staging product cipher, a strong key
expansion and complex operations within each iteration.
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3.2 Sub-keys Generation
The DES encryption and decryption processes use a key with a length of 56 bits. Originally, the
entered key is 64 bits / 8 bytes long. The uppermost bit of each byte is discarded; therefore, the
remaining bytes are 56 bits long. The DES encryption or decryption processes pass through 16 rounds,
where each round uses a sub-key derived from a 56-bits key. A process called sub-keys generation
derives 16 sub-keys out from a 56-input key. The process starts by permuting the 56-bits key using a
table called PC-1, then the result is broken into two parts; left half (C) and right half (D), where each
part has a length of 28 bits. The generator iterates 16 times doing the following activities to generate
16 sub-keys with a length of 48 bits:
a) Rotate left each of the two parts C and D either by one or two bits. For iteration number 1, 2, 9
and 16, the left rotation is one bit. Otherwise, the left rotations are two bits. As a result, the
overall left rotation for each C and D is 28 bits [24].
b) Pass a copy of C and D into another permutation process using a table called PC-2, which will
generate a sub-key SK(i) with a length of 48 bits.
Figure 8 depicts the key scheduling process. Figure shows the two tables PC-1 and PC-2.
The DES decryption algorithm has the same workflow as the DES encryption algorithm, except that it
uses the key scheduling order in reverse and this is why the authors describe this kind of algorithm as
Feistel [8].

Figure 7. Summary of round activities.

Figure 8. Key schedule for DES encryption [24].

4. THE PROPOSED DESIGN OF DES22
We call the proposed design DES22, where the number 22 refers to the year 2022. DES22 transforms
64-bits plaintext blocks into 64-bits cipher text blocks. DES22 is a substitution transformation with 16
rounds, with the key sizes of 128, 256 or 512 bits. The IP table along with its inverse (IP-1) are
dynamically created before the start of the encryption process. Therefore, the parameters for the
DES22 algorithm are plain text or cipher text, a key of length (128, 256 or 512) bits and a dynamic
initial permutation table (DIP) along with its reverse (DIP-1). The DES22 algorithm is an open-source
algorithm, while the key, DIP and (DIP-1) should be only be only shared with the sender and the
receiver.
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4.1 Dynamic IP and IP Inverse
The DES process starts with IP for each plain text block and terminates with its inverse (IP-1) before
producing the final value of cipher text block. The lookup table for IP and (IP-1) are standard and
fixed. These two processes do not add any security value to the DES algorithm and may hide a back
door threat [24].
We provide a procedure that dynamically creates a table for IP process (DIP) and the corresponding
inverse table for IP-1 process (DIP-1). The terms DIP and DIP-1 can be used to denote processes or
tables depending on the context. Since these two tables do not give any secrecy value to DES, we
distribute them among the encryption and decryption algorithms. We use the DIP process at the end of
the encryption process, while we use the DIP-1 at the beginning of the decryption process. The two
tables DIP and DIP-1 are randomly generated; so, it is necessary that they are available only to the
sender and the receiver. This distribution increases the security of DES. The following pseudo-code
shows the dynamic creation of the DIP and its corresponding DIP-1 tables. Algorithm 1 describes the
Dynamic creation of the tables IP and IP inverse.
Algorithm 1. Creating dynamic permutation tables DIP and DIP-1

Input: no input
Output: return two lists DIP and DIP-1
Steps:
1- Create empty lists l1, DIP, DIP-1 each with empty 64 entries
2- Initiate the list l1 with integer values range from 1 to 64
3- count = 0, index = 0
4- while count < 64 do
5index = choose a random integer exists in the list l1
6DIP [count] = index
7DIP-1[index] = count
8Remove the value index from the list l1
9count = count + 1
10- end while
11- return DIP and DIP-1
12- end

It should be noted that to have better randomness in producing DIP and DIP-1 tables from the previous
pseudo-code, we need to deal with true random generation. It should be noted that the number of
probabilities of the tables generated by the previous pseudo-code is equal to the factorial of 64 (64!);
this huge number of probabilities increases the security of the DES algorithm.

4.2 Key of Size 128, 256 & 512 Bits
The original DES deals with a key of size 56 bits; this key is permuted using a lockup table called
PC1, where table PC1 is shown in Figure . The proposed DES22 deals with a key-unit of 64-bits,
therefore, PC−1 table is modified from 56 entries into 64 entries. We called the new table Modified
PC−1 (MPC-1). Round key permutation table PC−2 [24].
key.
shows the permutation table of 64 input-key; the matrix MPC-1 does not exclude any bit of the input
key-units. We believe that the original design of DES excludes 8 entries from the input key because of
the need for parity bits in data transfer. In the proposed DES22, we do not need to exclude any bits
from the input key. The proposed DES22 is designed to support key lengths of 128 bits, 256 bits or
512 bits. The input key is divided into multiples of 64 bits; we will call them multiple key-units.
Therefore, 128-bit key is composed of 2 key-units, 256-bit key is composed of 4 key-units and 512-bit
key is composed of 8 key-units. The process of creating sixteen 48-bits sub-keys starts with permuting
each key-unit using the MPC−1 matrix.
If the key input is a 128 bits long key, 2 key-units, then each of the two key-units passes through eight
rounds (n = 8) to generate sixteen sub-keys. Each key-unit is subdivided into its corresponding two 32bit parts called C and D. For each key-unit, the round key generator iterates 8 times doing the
following activities to generate 8 sub-keys with a length of 48 bits:
a) For the first iteration, rotate left each of the two parts C and D by three bits.
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b) For the remaining iterations, rotate left each of the two parts C and D by four bits. As a result,
the overall left rotations for each C and D are 31 bits.
c) Pass a copy of C and D into the permutation process using the table called PC-2, which is the
same table used in the original DES algorithm. This permutation generates a sub-key SK(i)
with a length of 48 bits, where i = 1, 2, 3……16.

Figure 9. Initial key permutation table PC−1 and
Round key permutation table PC−2 [24].

Figure 10. The permutation table of 64-input
key.

If the key input is a 256 bits long key, 4 key-units, then each of the four key-units passes through four
rounds (n = 4) to generate sixteen sub-keys. Each key-unit is subdivided into its corresponding two 32bit parts called C and D. For each key-unit, the round key generator iterates 4 times to perform the
following activities to generate 4 sub-keys with a length of 48 bits:
a) For the first iteration, rotate left each of the two parts C and D by seven bits.
b) For the remaining iterations, rotate left each of the two parts C and D by eight bits. As a result,
the overall left rotations for each C and D are 31 bits.
c) Pass a copy of C and D into another permutation process using the table called PC-2. This
permutation generates a sub-key SK(i) with a length of 48 bits, where i = 1, 2, 3……16.
If the key input is 512 bits long, 8 key-units, then each of the eight key-units passes through two
rounds (n = 2) to generate sixteen sub-keys. Each key-unit is subdivided into its corresponding two 32bit parts called C and D. For each key-unit, the round key generator iterates twice to perform the
following activities to generate two sub-keys with a length of 48 bits:
a) For the first iteration, rotate left each of the two parts C and D by fifteen bits.
b) For the second iteration, rotate left each of the two parts C and D by sixteen bits. As a result,
the overall left rotations for each C and D are 31 bits.
c) Pass a copy of C and D into another permutation process using the table called PC-2. This
permutation generates a sub-key SK(i) with a length of 48 bits, where i = 1, 2, 3……16.
Figure 11 depicts the new key scheduling process, where n represents the number of iterations to
generate 48-bits sub-keys, MPC-1 represents the modified permutation table PC-1, each C and D is
with a length of 32 bits. The subscript i in the words key-unit represents the ith key-unit according to
the table below.
Table 2 shows the relation between the length of input key and the number of key-units, as well as the
number of iterations to generate n 48-bits sub-keys and the number of overall 48-bits sub-keys.
The reason behind applying total left rotation for each key unit by 31 bits is that this process produces
unique sub-keys out from each key-unit. Table 3 depicts the values between key-units and their
corresponding sub-keys. Table 4 shows the results of encrypting a plain text using different key-units.

4.3 Ignoring Weak Keys
In [8], Forouzan mentioned that some keys are considered weak or semi-weak and should be taken
care of. Weak keys are four: all bits that have a value of zero, all bits that have a value of 1 or all bits
that have a value of zero in the C part and a value of 1 in the D part, or just the opposite. On the other
hand, there are 12 semi-weak keys; there values in the hexadecimal system are: [01FE 01FE 01FE
01FE, FE01 FE01 FE01 FE01, 1FE0 1FE0 0EF1 0EF1, E01F E01F F10E F10E, 01E0 01E1 01F1
01F1, E001 E001 F101 F101, 1FFE 1FFE 0EFE 0EFE, FE1F FE1F FE0E FE0E, 011F 011F 010E
010E, 1F01 1F01 0E01 0E01, E0FE E0FE F1FE F1FE, FEE0 FEE0 FEF1 FEF1]. Forouzan also
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mentioned that there are keys called potential weak keys. The use of these keys leads to generate only
four distinct sub-keys.

Figure 11. The new key scheduling process.
Table 2. The relation between the length of input key and the number of key-units.
Key length in
bits
128
256
512

Number
of keyunits
2
4
8

Number of iterations to generate (n) 48bits sub-keys or Number (n) of 48-bits
sub-keys generated out of each key-unit.
8
4
2

Number of overall 48-bits sub-keys

16
16
16

Table 3. The generated sub-keys based on different key-units.
No. of Key-units

Key-unit value

KU[1] = 0x123456789ABCDEF0

2

KU[2] = 0x22234512987ABB23

KU[1] = 0x123456789ABCDEF0

KU[2] = 0x22234512987ABB23

Sub-keys
sub_key[1]= 0x439f4cc6ac1d
sub_key[2]= 0xb1ed6a19d3a3
sub_key[3]= 0x719f15ca29dc
sub_key[4]= 0x37c4f6731623
sub_key[5]= 0x3a833d047bdc
sub_key[6]= 0x270afce38c2b
sub_key[7]= 0x9a2f783d51f4
sub_key[8]= 0x439f4cc6ac1d
sub_key[9]= 0x1c9d64820556
sub_key[10]= 0xadc724504649
sub_key[11]= 0xb9b2718075a8
sub_key[12]= 0x7273d4f24832
sub_key[13]= 0x43617f953050
sub_key[14]= 0x530bab10ac8e
sub_key[15]= 0x950ece0b60e3
sub_key[16]= 0x1c9d64820556
sub_key[1]= 0xb1ed6a19d3a3
sub_key[2]=0x37c4f6731623
sub_key[3]=0x270afce38c2b
sub_key[4]=0x439f4cc6ac1d
sub_key[5]=0xadc724504649
sub_key[6]=0x7273d4f24832
sub_key[7]=0x530bab10ac8e
sub_key[8]=0x1c9d64820556
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4
KU[3] = 0xFEDCBA9876543210

KU[4] = 0x9988776655443322

KU[1] = 0x123456789ABCDEF0
KU[2] = 0x22234512987ABB23
KU[3] = 0xFEDCBA9876543210
8

KU[4] = 0x9988776655443322
KU[5] = 0x123456789ABCDEF0
KU[6] = 0x22234512987ABB23
KU[7] = 0xFEDCBA9876543210
KU[8] = 0x9988776655443322

sub_key[9]=0x86b6b30bd8b2
sub_key[10]=0xe4495b1506ad
sub_key[11]=0xd7d488ee0133
sub_key[12]=0xe84cb54ebea8
sub_key[13]=0x8d15e8a29c2b
sub_key[14]=0xf97445c1a41c
sub_key[15]=0x6372a78629d1
sub_key[16]=0x8e0bc74c70cc
sub_key[1]=0x37c4f6731623
sub_key[2]=0x439f4cc6ac1d
sub_key[3]=0x7273d4f24832
sub_key[4]=0x1c9d64820556
sub_key[5]=0xe4495b1506ad
sub_key[6]=0xe84cb54ebea8
sub_key[7]=0xf97445c1a41c
sub_key[8]=0x8e0bc74c70cc
sub_key[9]=0x37c07c631633
sub_key[10]=0x61af4dc6a81d
sub_key[11]=0x7373d4a2c8a2
sub_key[12]=0x1cbf64820172
sub_key[13]=0xe4096b1526e5
sub_key[14]=0xe948b55efe28
sub_key[15]=0xf97415c1845c
sub_key[16]=0x8e0fc35c30cc

What distinguishes DES22 is that when generating a key, it makes sure that none of the abovementioned keys are used. DES22 makes sure that each key-unit is not equal to the four weak keys and
does not equal any of the twelve semi-weak keys. In case that the key-unit is among the list of possible
weak keys, this condition is confirmed by checking that all the 16 sub-keys must be distinct.

5. DES22 SECURITY ANALYSIS
DES22 is a security improvement to the DES algorithm. It uses three key sizes (128, 256 and 512
bits), which is a clear improvement in terms of security. Also, it uses dynamic permutation tables DIP
and DIP-1. Obviously, in order to break an encryption/decryption algorithm that uses n-bits key using
brute force attack, this needs 2n tries. On the other hand, using dynamic permutation tables of 64
entries, the attack process becomes more difficult, as it needs 64! attempts. Table 5 summarize the
number of attempts to break DES22 via brute force attack. The time needed for a brute force attack is
equal to the number of attempts multiplied by the speed of one attempt by the world's fastest
supercomputer. The following formula expresses the time interval for a brute force attack.
Table 4. The results of encrypting a plain text using different key-units.
Key-units in hexadecimal value
KU[1] = 0x123456789ABCDEF0
KU[2] = 0x22234512987ABB23
KU[1] = 0x123456789ABCDEF0
KU[2] = 0x22234512987ABB23
KU[3] = 0xFEDCBA9876543210
KU[4] = 0x9988776655443322
KU[1] = 0x123456789ABCDEF0
KU[2] = 0x22234512987ABB23
KU[3] = 0xFEDCBA9876543210
KU[4] = 0x9988776655443322
KU[5] = 0x123456789ABCDEF0
KU[6] = 0x22234512987ABB23
KU[7] = 0xFEDCBA9876543210
KU[8] = 0x9988776655443322

Plain text in hexadecimal value
0x9474b8e8c73bca7d

Cipher text in hexadecimal value
0x7f7fe23bf6189e77

9474b8e8c73bca7d

8e4ea022e7964db0

9474b8e8c73bca7d

67d8f66f41850f16

Timebrute force attack = No. of attempts * speedone attempt.
Assume that the world’s fastest supercomputer has the speed of 415.5 peta FLOPS and assume that the
speed of DES22 encryption process is 415.5 FLOPS, then each brute force attempt takes 415.5
FLOPS; in this case, this supercomputer can perform 10^15 encryption activities each second.
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2^128 * 1/ peta flops = 340282366920938463463374.60743177 sec = 340282366920938463463374
years = 3.4 * 10^23 years
2^256
*
1/
442,010
teraflops
=
8.3069230630094403900713034218482e+51 years

2.619671257150657121412886247114e+59=

64! = 1.2688693218588416410343338933516e+89
Table 5. The relationship between DES22 key size and brute force attack.
Key size
DES22 using 128-bits key

No. of attempts using brute force attack
2128 attempts

DES22 using 256-bits key

2256 attempts

DES22 using 512-bits key

2512 attempts

DES22 using 128-bits key + dynamic permutation

(2128 + 64!) attempts

DES22 using 256-bits key + dynamic permutation

(2256 + 64!) attempts

DES22 using 512-bits key + dynamic permutation

(2512 + 64!) attempts

6. DES22 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND RESULTS’ ANALYSIS
The DES22 is implemented with three different key lengths, 128, 256 and 512 bits, in addition to
using the dynamic permutation table as key extension. For performance evaluation, we ran three
algorithms, such as: DES22, DES and AES, to compare the time executions among them. We use the
terms data-units and cipher-units to describe a unit of data or cipher with a length of 64 bits. The table
below summarizes the execution time for encrypting n data-units and decrypting n cipher-units using
DES22, DES and AES implementations. For AES implementation, we run the one with a key of 128
bits. In this research, we get the best DES implementation from the site [28], as well as the best AES
implementation from the site [29].
The test was performed on Intel laptop Intel® core™ I7-6500 CPU @ 2.50 GHz 2.60 Hz and 16 GB
RAM, Windows 10 professional 64-bits operating system. Table 6 depicts the system we use.
Table 6. System specifications.
Processor

Intel® core™ I7-6500 CPU @ 2.50 GHz 2.60 Hz

RAM
System type

16 GB
64-bit operating system, x64-based processor

Table 7 shows the speed of encrypting a variable number of data-units (8 bytes / 64 bits) using DES,
AES, DES22, Parallel DES, Serpent, DES96, New DES and a variant of DES. The abbreviation “enc”
in the table header means encryption. DES22-128 means DES22 with 2 key-units (128 bits), 256
means 4 key-units (256 bits) and 512 means 8 key-units (512 bits). It is noticeable that DES22 is close
to the speed of DES and almost three times faster than AES. It is also noted that DES22 is faster and
more secure than all its peers. Parallel DES is faster -but less secure- than DES22 due to the size of the
key.
Table 7. The execution time for encrypting data-units.
Time in milliseconds for enc [No. of data-units]
No. of
data-units

DES

AES

1
2
1K
2K
4K
10K
20K
50K
100K
1M

.01
.014
12
24
41
93
274
526
1339
7887

.0708
.07
46
90
150
325
696
1912
3481
27610

DES22
128

DES22
256

DES22
512

.01
.019
9
22
31
79
150
418
895
7113

.012
.02
9
23
33
79
169
420
915
7201

.012
.018
10
21
34
90
181
224
925
7386

Parallel
DES [12].

.004
.004
4
8
11
19.7
60
157
337
1985

Serpent
[13] [14].

DES96
[15].

New DES
[16].

.032
.31
26
52
87
180
550
1024
2695
15,879

.015
.022
21
35
68
144
412
811
2027
12012

.014
.02
19
33
62
132
390
795
1912
11152

A variant of
DES [17].

.025
.035
28.8
55
94
241
680
2,782
2,678
16,562
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The following chart in Figure shows the execution time to encrypt 1 mega data-units (8 megabytes)
using DES, AES, DES22, Parallel DES, Serpent, DES96, New DES and a variant of DES.. From time
perspective, AES is 3 times slower than DES and DES22. Since the security of DES22 is far better
than those of both AES and DES and DES22 is faster than AES, it is obvious that DES22 has a better
performance and security for simple and complex processors.

Figure 12. The execution time to encrypt or decrypt 1 Mega data-units.

7. DES AND AES COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
DES and DES22 are Feistel cipher algorithms, which accept a block of 64-bit plain text and produces
a block of 64-bit cipher text, or vice versa. The block is passed through an initial permutation and then
through 16 stages of product ciphers, in which at each stage the following operations are performed on
the block:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Splitting 64 bits into two halves.
Swapping the two halves.
Combining the two halves.
32-bit to 48-bit expansion via P-box.
Using XOR.
Shrinking 48 bits into 32 bits via S-boxes.
32-bit permutation.

The DES S-boxes were designed under the supervision of IBM researchers and they considered certain
types of attacks in their design; one of these attacks is differential cryptanalysis. Recently, it is
discovered is that DES is immune to differential attack due to the S-boxes design [30] and this of
course is reflected in the DES22. DES is susceptible to linear and Davies-Murphy attacks [30]-[31]
and this also is reflected in the DES22.
On the other side, AES is non-Feistel cipher and sometimes called Rijndael. Rijndael was selected
among four other peers, MARS, RC6, Serpent and Twofish. The reason behind the superiority of AES
lies in the following characteristics: security, cost, algorithm & implementation. AES is a block cipher,
the block size is 128-bit and the key size varies: 128-bit, 192-bit or 256-bit.
In AES, the plain text is divided into 128-bit blocks, where each block is converted into a 4X4 array
called state. The state is XORed with round key and then the result is passed through 10, 12 or 14
rounds, noting that the length of the key determines the number of rounds. In each round, the
following operations are performed on the block:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Substitute each byte of the state with another value obtained from a table called S-box.
Rotate each row of the state to the left according to predefined values.
Perform matrix multiplication with each column of the state; this is called mix-column.
Finally, do XOR operation with the state and the round key.

AES is immune against differential and linear attacks. The reason for this is that the system design is
based on Glorias Field (GF(28)) and uniform distribution of Sbox [10], [26], [30] and [32]. We
strongly believe that in case of differential and linear attacks occur using AES, the long key size
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makes these attacks unfeasible. The same is true with DES22, where the longer key size makes
differential, linear and Davies-Murphy attacks inapplicable to DES22.
The simple operations and product cipher used in DES and DES22 make them faster in execution than
AES, since AES contains matrix multiplications.

8. CONCLUSION
What called us to go back to the past and search for what was used in the field of encryption, which
was suitable for the speed of devices in that era, is the emergence of the so-called IoT. The world of
the IoT may contain sensors with a simple processor that takes readings and sends them to the main
processor, which in turn bases its decisions on these readings. It is essential to protect these readings
as well as the speed of their transmission and processing. One of the factors that contribute to security
and speed is the availability of an encryption algorithm that is fast and secure.
DES is faster than AES; however, it is not secure as AES. In this paper, DES is extended by increasing
the key size and the permutation table is adapted to make the new product more secure and faster than
both the original DES and AES. Extended DES is called DES22. The results of the experiment show
that DES22 is faster and more secure than AES.
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:ملخص البحث
تقدددددذه لدددددإر اداتٍدددددة تتعدددددتكا ف
 ادددددد،) وج ْمدددددر أناددددد أات دددددتDES دددددت
ددددد
ي نتامدددددة ت مهددددد
 ه.)AES جت ددددددددأ تئهدددددددد ب أكا ددددددددر اقتت ددددددددة دددددددد كا اات ا هددددددددتي اد ه دددددددد ا دددددددد اادددددددد
تن
ه
،) ا صدددددميDES ادط يقدددددة ادةق دددددة ردددددي لدددددإر اداتٍدددددة ت يدددددذ ادددددب كتجدددددة ا ادددددتن ردددددي دددددت
 اد اات ا ددددددة ادأذيددددددذ. عددددددب و يدددددد تاتدددددد ا أددددددى ادة ددددددتم كون اد دددددد ج عمدددددد ت م ددددددة اد ه ددددددت
 اادددددد، ولددددددي ال ةددددددة دأ جهدددددد قاي ادقددددددذت ادة لددددددة عمدددددد ادة تدأددددددة،)DES22 تهدددددد هة
 و128  ) جلجددددددددة ددددددددتتاي دئأددددددددى ادة ددددددددتمDES22  ود اات ا ددددددددة.هددددددددتي ادلتددددددددم ة
ادةأ ه
) ادددددددبDES دددددددت
 ندددددددإد تق ددددددد م اداتٍدددددددة تئهددددددد ت ددددددد عمددددددد.)bits  ِددددددد512  و256
ددددددلل تلددددددذي اد ت ددددددأ عمدددددد ئدددددد فا ع دددددداا ي وتا يددددددا جددددددذاول تلددددددذي اد ت ددددددأ ا تدددددد هلد ة
 وت هددددددد دددددددت. واد هت دددددددة ددددددد ب اات ا دددددددة اد ه ددددددد و اات ا دددددددة ت اددددددددة رددددددد ه ) اد ه ددددددد
اد أ ددددددة ه
) ادةق ددددددة رددددددي لددددددإا ادلئدددددد لددددددي أنادددددد أات ددددددت وأتددددددDES22 أن اات ا ددددددة
اب اات ا ة اد ه
.)AES ت
ادة ةذ عم
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ABSTRACT
Hardware plays a major role in our everyday life. Despite the technological thrive, there remain various security
issues regarding hardware weaknesses that needed to be addressed carefully. Hence, an in-depth vision of the
vulnerabilities that may exist in hardware design is delivered in this study by generating a network model that
contains the most common weaknesses reported in common weakness enumeration (CWE). The main goal of the
generated network is to deeply analyze the relations between different hardware designs and security weaknesses.
Based on the conducted analysis, recommendations and suggestions are given to benefit many parties including
hardware security developers. Accordingly, the analysis approach depends on different concepts that are inspired
by the field of network science. The generated model is illustrated in a graph, wherein the nodes are the weaknesses
and the edges are created if two weaknesses have a relation to each other. Promising findings have been attained
and can be observed in the given model. For instance, the weaknesses CWE-441, CWE-1189, CWE-276 and CWE1304 have not been given enough attention by the CWE and should be highly considered by software developers.
Moreover, a rank for the hardware vulnerabilities based on network metrics is provided and compared with the
most recently announced list of top hardware weaknesses by CWE. It is found that only two weaknesses are in
common between the two lists, which indicates that the CWE list does not highly consider the relations among the
weaknesses.

KEYWORDS
Complex networks, CWE vulnerabilities, Data analysis, Hardware vulnerabilities.

1. INTRODUCTION
As is a well-known fact, computers consist of both software and hardware. The term hardware refers to
the tangible components and devices a computer is made of. A computer is not a single device, but a
system of amalgamated devices working together to achieve the desired tasks [1]. People use these
devices in their day-to-day activities for a myriad of purposes, such as at work, for medicine or
engineering tasks, for communication, for home activities and entertainment, or for implementing
different types of software [2]. In a similar case to software, there are also security issues and risks when
it comes to hardware, but the scope is much more loosely defined when discussing hardware security
[3]. The physical chips and boards present in electronics, embedded/IoT devices, networks and even
cyber-physical systems are also considered hardware components [4].
Security issues stem from vulnerabilities referring to the weaknesses found in the design process and
implementation of hardware architecture, which can be exploited by a hacker or perpetrator to mount
an attack. The common vulnerabilities enumeration (CVE) is the most accredited source of information
about security vulnerabilities. Hardware is usually manufactured before or during software
development, but cannot be easily updated like software, yet hardware executes the software that
controls a cyber-physical system [5]. Hence, it is often the last line of defense against potential attacks;
that is, if the attack reaches the hardware, the damage may be permanent or irreversible. Cyberattacks
target software by targeting the flaws in hardware design since they are undetectable and do not leave a
software trace in the log files of that system. Hence, attacks like this on hardware formulate dangerous
risks on any system using flawed hardware designs. The MITRE corporation defines weakness as a
weakness present inside a component of a computer that, “when exploited, results in a negative impact
on confidentiality, integrity or availability” [6]. The common weakness enumeration (CWE) is operated
by MITRE corporation and is supported by the department of homeland security in the U.S. [7].
CWE is a community-developed list that includes different types of ordinary software and hardware
weakness that own various security implications. CWE was established as a support system for people
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with hardware, software systems, or networks that are vulnerable to attack. Potential attackers would
target weaknesses in the form of bugs, faults, or other specific flaws in hardware or software
architecture, design, code, or execution. There is what is called the CWE list along with an associated
classification taxonomy, in which both act as terminology that can recognize and communicate such
weaknesses in CWE terms [8]. The main aim of CWE is to support programmers, hardware architects,
and designers on how to avoid, deal with and eliminate common mistakes before products are delivered.
This way, vulnerabilities can be stopped at the source, which is the main target of CWE servicing
developers and practitioners in security.
In the end, using CWE helps avoid and prevent various kinds of security weaknesses that have haunted
the hardware and software industries putting enterprises at risk [9]. CWE has published a catalog of the
hardware weaknesses and made it readily available for interested parties assisting individuals and
organizations to fully understand the reasons for weaknesses occurrence in applications and other cyberenabled capabilities. CWE takes pride in originating from the fact that their work is derived from actual
real-world examples of various weaknesses that appear in software applications. Conceptual patterns
that make software and hardware exploitable by potential attackers are then discovered and generalized
out of these weaknesses to assist designers and developers in recognizing and learning them at an early
stage in the development lifecycle of software or hardware for either their avoidance completely or their
quick identification to address them before the software program is put into operation.
The entries in the CWE system, or what are simply referred to as CWEs, are an amalgamation of the
types of weaknesses discovered by exploiting them “in the wild” or as they happen in different situations
through investigative testing and examination of software by testers, developers and hackers. There are
several specialists, including academics, representatives of government agencies and research
institutions, information security tool vendors, and major operating system vendors that constitute the
international CWE community. These representatives create the CWEs by discovering a particular
weakness in a product and making it general information or through examining software architecture,
code, design, or deployed applications and finding flaws that may permit a potential adversary to
infiltrate the system and do undesirable things. Discovering these weaknesses early on presents an
opportunity to identify how an attacker may leverage a weakness and how a CWE community member
or defender can remove the weakness.
If a company or organization has experienced a previous attack on their software or hardware,
consequentially making them interested in a particular type of weakness, then the CWE institution can
exploit the relationships between CWEs and common attack patterns enumeration and classification
(CAPEC) to predict or foresee future infiltrations and hence suggest defense methods. Moreover, CWE
is organized by their properties where a list of possible properties and definitions of the properties can
be found on MITRE’s website. CWE and SANS institute for security have established themselves as
the most prominent organizations providing security and practical information on applications that are
unbiased [4]. Open web application security projects (OWASP) and CWE/SANS are also mentioned by
[5] as being the most popular entities in the field. There have been several different research works
conducted in the past few years on CWE and some of such studies are reviewed in Section 2 of this
study. When discussing hardware weaknesses, it is noteworthy to mention that they can be functional
(e.g., the core function of the hardware) or nonfunctional (e.g., performance, availability, …etc.)
depending on the nature of a system and its usage scenarios. Usually, an adversary identifies a weakness
or sometimes even more than one weakness and then exploits that weakness and this is what constitutes
a typical attack [5].
Occasionally, a piece of hardware -such as a computer’s memory- might experience unexpected
behavior in certain situations, which in turn can be taken as an advantage by cyber attackers [10].
Previous research has revealed different kinds of attacks that have compromised various platforms, such
as private computers [11], internet-related browsers [12]-[13], cloud-based virtual systems [14], and
smartphones [15]. These attacks have been employed to intensify privileges [15], detect cryptographic
keys [16], expose online connected systems [17], or lock down a processor [18]. Safety-critical hardware
is also prone to attacks, as it can have weaknesses. An exploitable bug, for instance, was discovered in
the Actel ProASIC3 and has been utilized by the military [19], automotive and medical applications
[20], and the Boeing 787 aircraft [21].
Consequently, to avoid weaknesses, CWE and professional hardware designers provide best practices
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and technical support for hardware weaknesses. Complex networks area is a field in computer science
that models problems in the form of a graph with connected nodes and edges. The complex networks
method is a multidisciplinary approach that can be used in addressing issues by investigating the
relations among nodes and edges [22]. This approach is widely used in the computer security literature
for investigating a variety of issues [19, 23]. Hence, this study utilizes the concepts of complex networks
to investigate hardware vulnerabilities. This study is organized as follows: Section 2 contains some of
the related works explained in a laconic way. Section 3 includes a description of the data collection
process and the strategy followed in generating the network. Section 4 presents the visualizations and
the obtained results. Finally, the paper’s conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
Some of the most recent works on CWE weaknesses involved relating software weaknesses using
complex networks [24] and making recommendations to software developers turning their attention to
some of the neglected weaknesses when designing software. Later, the authors of [25] introduced a
method to rank and prioritize weaknesses listed by CWE/SANS and OWASP. This method is usually
used as a way for increasing CWSS accuracy. In other studies, such as [26], open-source tools are
utilized for discovering, identifying, and classifying possible and emerging weaknesses, in addition to
describing their advantages and disadvantages. The authors introduced a new weakness checking tool
called HardVul, which is supposedly able to run on any kind of architecture, and then they reported what
they found in their testbed. Similarly, the performance of different architectures was evaluated using the
benchmark suite in [26], which was primarily produced to measure user-friendliness in the proposed
operating system-friendly microprocessor architecture (OSFA). The authors ended up making it work
on other architectures; therefore, studies that compare performance and reduce impact and overhead can
be conducted. CWE has listed the findings in its memory corruption section.
Furthermore, research has also been conducted on both software and hardware security and their related
weaknesses. For example, the authors of [27] proposed a contemporary and innovative methodology for
an HLS-based security-aware system that creates architectures that are efficient (in terms of resources,
energy, and performance) whilst also being secure. By doing so, the researchers highlighted thenemerging challenges that had to be faced and overcome by high-level synthesis (HLS) tools to have
secure hardware accelerators. The discovery of these challenges led the authors to commence a
discussion around hardware weaknesses mentioned in CWE list1 and they focused on how they can alter
accelerator behavior through the exploitation of errors in hardware design. Other research articles have
had a dissimilar approach, investigating the threats themselves and how to combat them or be proactive
in their avoidance at the stage of software and hardware development. A general threat model is
presented in [28] about visual sensor network (VSN) applications and their components exploiting their
attack surfaces. The STRIDE taxonomy and CWE were used to classify the outlined threats and their
weaknesses, respectively, both being considered as popular taxonomies for security weaknesses. After
developing a threat model, which displays the possible methods an adversary can compromise the
system, a tool for analyzing the threat is used to quantify the risks of a potential attack vector, after
which priorities can be decided upon for the mitigation of the security issue. The authors of [28] bring
forth a threat model that is relevant and complimentary for previous research in the fields of wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) and the internet of things (IoT).
Related works of a slightly different purpose have investigated the efforts spent by academics and
industry professionals in documenting and classifying the existing hardware security landscape. The
contributions of [29] lie in the examination of joint efforts in a community in the categorization of
hardware weaknesses paying particular attention to the CWE database. The authors discovered at the
time that these efforts ranged from making classifications of known weaknesses and presenting them as
a taxonomy to suggest best practices for the identification, mitigation, and prevention of these issues
when designing a product. This is the aim that most research studies on software and hardware
weaknesses have in common. The researchers of [30], for example, shed light on hardware weaknesses
particular to the internet of things (IoT) and produced an ontology-driven storytelling framework (OSF).
This OSF aims at identifying recurrent patterns revealing weaknesses over time, which in turn can be
used to assist in mitigating the negative effects of weaknesses or at the least predict and prevent future
weaknesses. To provide a profound analysis of the weaknesses and weaknesses found in IoT within
CWE and CVE datasets and to be able to study how they are connected and related, in addition to
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providing insight for the prevention of emerging weaknesses and their effects, the authors utilized
contemporary natural language processing and machine-learning techniques.
Recent research such as [31] have tackled hardware security more generally and presented a basis or a
so-called foundation that was established by industry researchers and academics that support the
realization of an eco-system of CAD tools that are security-aware, especially covering hardware security
and fault-injection assessment for SoC designs and security assurance standardization for electronic
design integration. All this was to encourage the creation and development of what they named CAD
tools for design for security and security validation and assurance. To polish off this review of related
works, it is worth noting that [32] surveyed existing frameworks for public weakness and weakness
sharing, examining their efficacy for hardware, and identifying potential gaps. The authors also intended
to address potential risks and present potential benefits through analyzing hardware weakness reporting
efforts and discussing how to quantify security for hardware. This work focuses on discovering
relationships among hardware weaknesses and weaknesses listed by CWE using a complex network
approach. From the reviewed studies, it is noticed that the research opportunities still stand for
performing various research works in this field.
Accordingly, there is a severe lack in providing studies that consider the relations among hardware
security weaknesses during the design phase. This is important, since a weakness may become a side
effect of other weaknesses or cause others, which is not considered in the literature. Moreover, it is
believed that the scoring system of CWE should focus more on the relations among weaknesses to have
more dimensions about the severity of weaknesses. Hence, this work comes to deal with this issue and
delivers an approach that models the hardware security weaknesses reported by CWE and reveals the
most dangerous ones based on their relations to other weaknesses. The model depends on the notions of
complex networks. Likewise, the proposed model can provide a deep view of the weaknesses and the
relations among them. What makes this work unique is that the network science approach is utilized to
investigate the relations among CWE hardware weaknesses profoundly and provide recommendations
to software developers. Moreover, this procedure can be added to the scoring scheme of CWE aiming
at having more dimensions about the severity level of weaknesses, which benefits software developers
and hardware architects.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Dataset Formation
In this study, the data was gathered from the most accredited source of security weaknesses, the CWE.
The strategy followed in the data collection process was based on collecting all the security weaknesses,
including the hardware and software ones. In the CWE, each weakness is classified and weaknesses are
categorized under certain classes and categories based on the nature of weakness. According to CWE,
the classes can be the following: (a) research concepts that deal with the theoretical aspect of the
weaknesses; (b) software development that relates to weaknesses that are frequently faced during
software design; (c) hardware design that deals with the weaknesses that are often faced through the
design; (e) architectural concepts that relate to weaknesses of the software architectural design. It should
be mentioned that many weaknesses in CWE are classified under more than one class (mixed).
This means that the weakness may belong to two or three classes at the same time. Besides, a category,
in CWE, includes a group of weaknesses that are similar or highly related to each other. Moreover, the
CWE provides detailed information about each weakness in terms of relation to other weaknesses. For
instance, a weakness Wi from a particular class Cm and a particular category Gn may have relations to
other weaknesses that belong to the same or different classes or categories. These relations can be one
of the types of relations defined by CWE as follows: Wi is “ParentOf” Wj: Wi represents the parent of
Wj; Wi is “MemberOf” Wj: Wi is in the same category as Wj; Wi is “ChildOF” Wj: Wi is a child of Wj; Wi
is “PeerOf” Wj: Wi is like Wj.
Based on the above kinds of relations, the dataset was created accordingly. Hence, the dataset includes
the following information for each weakness: identifier (ID), CWE code, name, class, category, list of
relations to other weaknesses. The data collection process includes 1013 weaknesses from different
classes and categories and 2913 relations connecting them. Furthermore, this work considers the
hardware design weaknesses and their related attack patterns. However, the key aim is to investigate
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hardware security weaknesses. For these weaknesses, the related attack patterns are given to provide the
developers with more information about such weaknesses.

3.2 Network Generation and Metrics
As mentioned in Section 1, this study is inspired by complex networks, that is; in turn, based on graph
theory. Using this theory, a given problem can be formalized as nodes connected by edges. Accordingly,
each security weakness (hardware and software) is considered as a node. An undirected edge is created
between two weaknesses if and only if one of the relation types in Section 2.1 is held (see Figure 1).
This strategy was followed in [24] and [25] when generating a network of weaknesses. In contrast, if
there is no relation between a given pair of weaknesses, then no edge is created for this pair. After
considering this strategy, a complex network of weaknesses is generated. This network will be analyzed
using network measurements at two levels of node and network. Figure 2 demonstrates the preliminary
visualization of the network, in that, different colors reflect different classes considered in the created
dataset, and nodes size reflects the frequency of connections with other weaknesses. In Figure 2, the
colors of nodes refer to the class type of the weaknesses (Yellow = (Research Concepts-Software
Development) class, Pink = Hardware Design class, Green = Software Development class, Blue = Attack
Pattern class, Brown = Research Concepts class, Dark Green = Architectural Design class and Light
Blue = (Research Concepts-Software Development-Architectural Design) class). Node’s size reflects
the frequency of relation of a weakness; larger sizes denote a high frequency of relations.

Figure 1. Edge creation between two weaknesses.

Figure 2. Basic visualization of the CWE network of
weaknesses.
After generating the network of CWE weaknesses, the network metrics that are used in the evaluation
can be summarized in the context of this work as follows [24]-[25]:
 Average Degree: the average number of connections of the weaknesses in the network.
 Diameter: the interval between the network’s outmost weaknesses (longest connected
weaknesses).
 Density: the actual number of connections among the weaknesses to the number of all possible
connections when reaching a fully connected network.
 Average Path Length: the average shortest paths of any given pair of weaknesses in the network.
 Clustering Coefficient: the tendency of the weakness to cluster together with other weaknesses in
the network and can be calculated as follows [22]:

Ci 

2 w jk : w j , wk  N i , w jk  R
ki  ki  1

(1)

where R is network relations, wjk is a weakness between the weaknesses wj and wk; Ni is the
overall count of weaknesses and wi is the neighbors’ weakness. The mean of clustering
coefficient (C) in the network is formulated as follows [22]:
n

C
CG
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N

i
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where Ci is given in Eq. 1; N represents the weaknesses number.
 Betweenness Centrality: the number of times that the weakness occurs in the shortest paths of the
other weaknesses in the network. In complex networks, this metric reflects the importance of a
specific node within a network [22]. Accordingly, it shows how influential a weakness is to be a
cause or a side effect of other weaknesses within the network and can be calculated using the
following formula [22]:

Bc W j  

 i ,k Wi 
 i ,k
i jk



(3)

where σi,k(Wi) is the number of shortest paths between weakness (Wi) and (Wk) passing through
the weakness (Wj). The above equation is used for all the available pairs of weaknesses in the
network.
 Closeness Centrality: reflects how close nodes are to each other [22]. It is an indicator of how
close a weakness is to other weaknesses and can be calculated using the following equation [22]:
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where N is the number of weaknesses in the network, σi,k is the shortest path between the
weakness j and k.
 Eigenvector Centrality: reflects how well-connected a particular node is to the other nodes within
a network. This metric shows the degree of connectivity a weakness has to the highly connected
weaknesses in the network. If w and z are considered weaknesses, av,t equals one if they are
connected and zero otherwise. The u score for a weakness w is calculated as follows:
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where G is the network of weaknesses, M(w) is the adjacent of weakness w and λ is the eigenvalue.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first step in the analysis of this work is to visualize the network showing the hardware design
weaknesses and attack patterns including the main characteristics of the generated network. Figure 3
shows the visualization of the CWE network of weaknesses with three main types of weaknesses:
hardware design weaknesses (pink nodes), attack patterns (blue nodes), and the other weaknesses that
belong to other classes (cyan nodes). Table 1 presents the main characteristics of the network.
Table 1. Characteristics of the CWE network of weaknesses.
# of Nodes
1013

# of
Edges
2913

Average Degree
5.571

Average Clustering
Coefficient
0.155

Diameter

Density

10

0.006

Average Path
Length
5.064

Figure 3 reveals how the hardware design weaknesses and attack pattern are highly connected with the
other classes of weaknesses (see also Figure 4). This can be considered as an indicator of the impact of
non-hardware weaknesses on hardware security design, which is an interesting fact. Based on Table 1,
the characteristics of the network also reflect some facts. The average degree of 5.571 shows the weak
level of connections among the weaknesses, which is also confirmed when observing the average
clustering coefficient that reflects a weak tendency of weaknesses to cluster together. The diameter
reflects a long distance from the farthest weaknesses in the network. This is evident since the mean path
size is 5.064 with a density level of 0.006. Moreover, the degree distribution of the nodes in the CWE
network of weaknesses follows a power-law distribution as demonstrated in Figure 5, in that the x-axis
represents the frequency of connections and the y-axis is the number of weaknesses. This means that
few weaknesses appear with a high frequency of connections, while many of them have few connections.
It can be inferred, according to the Pareto Rule [33], that 20% of the weaknesses dominate the
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connections in the network. These metrics indicate that the relations among weaknesses are most likely
restricted by the classes and the categories of the weaknesses, as shown in Figure 6. The relations are
denser within the same class and less across classes. In Figure 6, the classes are encoded with different
colors as follows: Yellow = (Research Concepts-Software Development) class, Pink = Hardware Design
class, Green = Software Development class, Blue = Attack Pattern class, Brown = Research Concepts
class, Dark Green = Architectural Design class and Light Blue = (Research Concepts-Software
Development-Architectural Design) class). Node’s size reflects the frequency of relation of a weakness;
larger sizes denote a high frequency of relations.

Figure 3. CWE network visualization
showing the connections of the hardware
design and attack patterns.

Figure 4. The relations between the hardware design
weaknesses (pink color), attack patterns (blue), and other
classes’ weaknesses (cyan).

Figure 5. Degree distribution of the CWE network
of weaknesses.

Figure 6. The density of the relations among
different kinds of classes of weaknesses.

Now, the next step is to analyze the hardware weaknesses and attack patterns. Hardware weaknesses
and attack pattern nodes are extracted from the main network, as shown in Figure 7. Surprisingly, the
attack patterns do not have relations to each other, in that all their relationships are with weaknesses
from other classes. The reason behind this case is that all the attack patterns are not original, and they
are originated from other classes’ weaknesses. For instance, the “Improper Resource Locking (CWE413)” is a ChildOf the “Improper Locking (CWE-667)” weakness that belongs to the research concepts
class.
Alternatively, the hardware design weaknesses are better connected compared to the attack patterns.
Figure 8 depicts the hardware weaknesses and how they are connected. In this figure, nodes size reflects
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the value of betweenness centrality (the larger the size, the higher the value of betweenness centrality).
This means that the most influential weaknesses have larger sizes. Moreover, the number of weaknesses
in the network is 107 connected by 140 relations (edges). As mentioned, the betweenness centrality
measurement reflects how influential a weakness is in a community of weaknesses; that is, it represents
the number of times a weakness is positioned in the shortest paths of the other pairs of weaknesses.
Therefore, the hardware weaknesses are ranked using their betweenness centrality values as presented
in Table 2. Besides, not all hardware weaknesses have appeared in the table, because values have
dropped to zero. The table also presented the other metrics for each weakness (degree centrality,
closeness centrality, eigencentrality, and clustering coefficient).
Based on Table 2, the CWE-441 (unintended proxy or intermediary (“confused deputy”) obtained the
highest betweenness value, which means that it is the most influential hardware design weakness. This
weakness relates to the access control issues when an unintended proxy is performed. This matter should
be given more attention by software developers since it appears more frequently in the shortest paths of
the network pairs of weaknesses. In the second rank, the CWE-1208 appears, which is a category of
weaknesses that relate to improper protection of hardware. As can be seen, many weaknesses have not
been given enough focus in the literature, but they have a significant impact on the security of hardware
design.

Figure 7. Visualization of the hardware design
weaknesses (pink nodes) and attack patterns
(blue nodes).

Figure 8. Visualization of the connections among
hardware design weaknesses.

Furthermore, in terms of clustering coefficient, three weaknesses have strong tendencies to cluster with
other weaknesses as a side effect of a cause. These weaknesses gained the highest levels of clustering
coefficient; CWE-1189 (improper isolation of shared resources on system-on-a-chip (SoC)), CWE-276
(incorrect default permissions), and CWE-1304 (improperly preserved the integrity of hardware
configuration state during the power save/restore operation). Software developers should be aware of
the risk of these three weaknesses since they may impact the whole system in terms of security.
As can be observed in Table 2, the CWE-276 surprisingly has the highest value of eigencentrality. This
means that it is connected to the highly connected weaknesses in the network, which makes it more
dangerous when compared to the other network weaknesses. From the closeness centrality levels, it can
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be noticed that most of the weaknesses in Table 2 have close levels, meaning that they are considered
close to most of the weaknesses in the network. Many interesting facts can be extracted from Table 2
since it includes the best-connected CWE weaknesses. It should be mentioned that the values presented
in Table2 were extracted from the whole network of weaknesses. In Table2, the CWE code of each
weakness is hyperlinked to its web page CWE website. Table 3 presents the most recent list of the most
important hardware weaknesses in CWE in 2021, in that only two weaknesses in Table 2 (bold and
underlined) are shown in the 2021 most recent list of CWE (Table 3). This means that more attention
should be given to the rank in Table 2 and the relations among weaknesses are crucial to be considered
by software developers during the design phase.
By looking at the results, visualizations, and network metrics values, a better understanding can be
obtained of the weaknesses and their relations to each other by hardware designers. Moreover, the
outcomes provided in this work may consume time and effort during the design, testing, and
maintenance phases. This is important since they reduce the total software cost. Finally, more analysis
is needed of network edges that may hide some unseen patterns about the weaknesses. This can be
performed by generating a network of all the weaknesses available in the CWE list.
Table 2. Prioritizing the hardware design weaknesses according to network centrality measurements
and ranking them based on their betweenness.
RANK

CWE

1st

441

Unintended Proxy or
Intermediary ('Confused
Deputy')

2nd

1208

Cross-Cutting Problems

3rd

1199

General Circuit and Logic
Design Concerns

th

1278

Missing Protection against
Hardware Reverse
Engineering Using
Integrated Circuit (IC)
Imaging Techniques

5th

1198

Privilege Separation and
Access Control Issues

6th

1207

Debug and Test Problems

7th

203

Observable Discrepancy

8th

1263

9th

1257

10th

226

4

Weaknesses

Improper Physical Access
Control
Improper Access Control
Applied to Mirrored or
Aliased Memory Regions
Sensitive Information in
Resource Not Removed
Before Reuse
Improper Handling of
Overlap Between
Protected Memory
Ranges

th

1260

12th

1209

Failure to Disable
Reserved Bits

13th

1282

Assumed-Immutable Data
is Stored in Writable
Memory

th

1189

Improper Isolation of
Shared Resources on
System-on-a-Chip (SoC)

15th

1234

Hardware Internal or
Debug Modes Allow
Override of Locks

11

14

Centrality Measurements
Betweenness

Degree

Closeness

Eigen

Clustering
Coefficient

0.0154

16

0.2420

0.0559

0.0250

0.0140

10

0.2213

0.0218

0.0222

0.0135

14

0.2295

0.0296

0.0110

0.0106

8

0.2291

0.0282

0.0000

0.0104

18

0.2287

0.0677

0.0261

0.0096

14

0.2114

0.0417

0.0000

0.0096

10

0.2082

0.0160

0.0222

0.0094

7

0.2342

0.0480

0.0000

Memory and
Storage Issues

0.0093

5

0.2350

0.0572

0.0000

Memory and
Storage Issues

0.0090

10

0.2095

0.0232

0.0667

0.0088

4

0.2360

0.0544

0.0000

0.0060

3

0.2145

0.0137

0.0000

0.0058

5

0.2417

0.0327

0.0000

0.0055

6

0.2316

0.0259

0.2000

0.0055

9

0.2113

0.0458

0.0000

Category
Privilege Separation
and Access Control
Issues
Cross-cutting
Problems
General Circuit and
Logic Design
Concerns
Manufacturing and
Life Cycle
Management
Concerns
Privilege Separation
and Access Control
Issues
Debug and Test
Problems
Security Primitives
and Cryptography
Issues
Cross-cutting
Problems

Privilege
Separation and
Access Control
Issues
General Circuit and
Logic Design
Concerns
Memory and
Storage Issues
Privilege
Separation and
Access Control
Issues
Belonging to 2
Categories in
Hardware
Weaknesses.
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17th

1323

Improper Management of
Sensitive Trace Data

18th

276

Incorrect Default
Permissions

19th

1196

20th

1304

21st

1266

22nd

1206

Debug and Test
Problems

0.0053

5

0.2272

0.0441

0.0000

0.0053

11

0.2316

0.1035

0.2182

0.0047

11

0.2041

0.0272

0.0000

Power, Clock and
Reset Concerns

0.0047

6

0.2376

0.0517

0.1333

Improper Scrubbing of
Sensitive Data from
Decommissioned Device

Manufacturing and
Life Cycle
Management
Concerns

0.0046

6

0.2036

0.0137

0.0000

Power, Clock and Reset
Concerns

Power, Clock and
Reset Concerns

0.0046

11

0.2144

0.0333

0.0364

Security Flow Issues
Improperly Preserved
Integrity of Hardware
Configuration State during
a Power Save/Restore
Operation

Privilege Separation
and Access Control
Issues
Security Flow Issues

Table 3. The 2021 list of the CWE's most important hardware weaknesses.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

CWE
1189
1191
1231
1233
1240
1244
1256
1260
1272
1274
1277
1300

Title
Improper Isolation of Shared Resources on System-on-a-Chip (SoC)
On-Chip Debug and Test Interface with Improper Access Control
Improper Prevention of Lock Bit Modification
Security-Sensitive Hardware Controls with Missing Lock Bit Protection
Use of a Cryptographic Primitive with a Risky Implementation
Internal Asset Exposed to Unsafe Debug Access Level or State
Improper Restriction of Software Interfaces to Hardware Features
Improper Handling of Overlap between Protected Memory Ranges
Sensitive Information Uncleared before Debug/Power State Transition
Improper Access Control for Volatile Memory Containing Boot Code
Firmware Not Updateable
Improper Protection of Physical Side Channels

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a thorough sight of important hardware weaknesses is provided via the creation of a
network model that contains the most common weaknesses reported in common weakness enumeration.
In addition, the generation of the network considered three main types of weaknesses, which are
hardware design, attack patterns, and other classes. The study showed how hardware design and attack
patterns are highly connected. Moreover, it demonstrates how the hardware design weaknesses are better
connected when compared to the attack patterns. The analysis revealed that the CWE-441is the most
influential hardware design weakness. This weakness relates to the access control issues when the
unintended proxy is performed. It also showed that the CWE-1189, CWE-276, and CWE-1304 gained
the highest levels of clustering coefficient, which means that software developers should be aware of
the risk of these three weaknesses, since they may impact the whole system security. As future work,
we plan to combine all the weaknesses provided by CWE in one network model and deeply explore and
reveal the unseen facts about the weaknesses.
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ملخص البحث:
تلعببببببات عبببببب دورتو رئيببببببي تياتواتتليوببببببيئاتاببببببمت يئتّببببببئتو يي يبببببب تا لبببببب تو بببببب د ت بببببب تو ّد بببببب ت
و تكّي يجيببببب ةتم دسببببب ت وبببببئل تتتعلدببببباتحئس بببببئ تتابببببمت عببببب دورتو رئيبببببي تت جببببب تو ببببب ت بببببئ ت بببببع ت
ابببببمت ئجببببب جتو ببببب ت عئ ات بببببئتحعّئرببببب ت بببببةوتت ببببب ّتفبببببة تو يت ببببب تت رببببب ت تع دس ببببب ت ّ بببببئ تو د بببببع تابببببمت
أ ببببببئ تتعببببببسي ت عبببببب دورتو رئيببببببي ةتار ببببببنت ذبببببب تت بببببب ر ت سببببببير ت ببببببذك تررتببببببي ت لبببببب ت ببببببئ ت
و د بببببببع توسكثببببببب ت بببببببيي ئاتو بببببببيوتيلتابببببببمتيبببببببا د ت بببببببئ تو د بببببببع تتوسكثببببببب ت بببببببيي ئات  )CWEت
ارتسثببببببب تو ببببببب كتوسيئيبببببببمت ل دبببببببذك تو س ت ببببببب تابببببببمت جببببببب و تترليببببببب ت ع دسبببببببات لع بببببببئرتحبببببببي ت
ستعلد ببببببب تحئس ببببببببئ تابببببببمتتلببببببببنت
و تدعبببببببئ ي تو سمتلّبببببببب ت سعببببببب دورتو رئيببببببببي تا بببببببئ تو د ببببببببع تتو ت
و تعببببئ ي تاحّببببئ ا ت لبببب ت تببببئل تو تدرليبببب ةتت بببب ّتفببببة تو يت بببب ت اسي بببب ات بببب تو تدي ببببيئرتو تببببمت بببب ت
بببببأ ئتأ تتّيببببب ت متلبببببب توس ببببب وكةتا بببببّ ت عبببببب دسسيتوس بببببئ تابببببمت عبببببب ورتو رئيبببببي تاحّببببببئ ا ت
لببببب تر بببببنةتر تكببببب ت بببببّ تو تدرليببببب تو ببببب ت اسي ببببب جت ببببب تو سّبببببئفي تو سوبببببتي ئلت ببببب ت ابببببئ ت لببببب ت
و دببببذكئر تا بببب تتبببب د ت ج ببببئتتو ّدسببببير تو س تبببب لتاببببمت ببببك ت م بببب تتكببببي تايبببب تو ع بببب تتفببببمت ببببئ ت
و د ببببببع ةتاببببببمت ببببببي تتت ببببببك تو رببببببيوكت روتكئ بببببب ت ببببببئ تو د ببببببع ت تذ بببببب تحذع بببببب ئتو ببببببذع ت
لت بببببئتابببببمت سبببببير تو تويببببب تاسبببببث اةت
ا ببببب تتببببب د تو رعبببببي ت لببببب ت تبببببئل تاو ببببب لت ببببب تو سسكببببب ت
ببببببببببببببببببببئ تو د ببببببببببببببببببببع تCWE-441تاCWE-1189تاتCWE-276تاتCWE-1304ت بببببببببببببببببببب ت
بببببيت ت
ترْ بببببب تحئإفتسببببببئّتو كببببببئامةتا ليبببببب تان دبببببب ترابببببباتأرببببببةفئتحعببببببي تو تذببببببئتت بببببب تجئ ببببببات ب د
و ذ ايبببببئر تكــبببببـة نتتببببب د تت ــبببببـ ر ت لرـــبببببـ تتذبببببي تت تيـبببببـات بببببئ تو د بببببع تو مئ ببببب تحئ سعببببب دورت
حّببببببئ ا ت لبببببب ت يئيببببببئرتو دببببببذك ةتا ئت ت ببببببئتحأ بببببب ضتو لببببببيول تو عببببببئيتلت ت تيببببببات ببببببئ ت ببببببع ت
و سعببببب ورت ببببب تيبببببا د ت بببببئ تو بببببع توسكثببببب ت بببببيي ئات  )CWEتا ببببب تاجببببب تأ د تفّبببببئ ت تبببببمت
بببببببع ت بببببببت كتي تا ببببببب تتحبببببببي تو لرتبببببببي ةت سبببببببئتر ببببببب تو ببببببب تأ د ت لرببببببب ت )CWEت تتأربببببببةت
و ع ئرتحي ت ئ تو دع تحعي تو تذئت
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ABSTRACT
Malignant skin cancer is one the most common and lethal type of skin cancer. Early detection of cancerous skin
lesions will increase the possibility of patient survival. In recent years, implementation of models built on deep
neural networks in building medical diagnostic imaging systems is quite beneficial to medical experts. In this
study, we present an improved and fine-tuned EfficientNetB3 model to classify malignant skin lesions using the
concept of fine-tuning transfer learning. We have performed a comparative analysis of different deep learning
pre-trained models, like ResNet50, InceptionV3, InceptionResNetV2 and EfficientNet B0-B2 models. The analysis
findings signify the ability of utilizing fine-tuned EfficientNetB3 in the mission of melanoma detection and
development of a computer-aided diagnostic system. All experimental procedures were carried out on ISBI-ISIC
2017 dataset. To check the efficiency of the proposed model, we compare the proposed model with EfficientNetB3
baseline model and present state-of-art pre-trained methods and approaches. The proposed EfficientNetB3 model
obtained an accuracy of 87.12%, a recall of 87.00%, a precision of 87.00% and an F1 score of 85.00%. The
proposed model achieved good computational results and efficaciously addressed the problem of model overfitting and abated false negative labels.

KEYWORDS
Melanoma, Deep learning, Classification, Skin lesions, Computer vision.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cancer disease is minacious to human life. At present, over 100 different cancers are known that affect
humans. One of the most fast-expanding and lethal cancers is skin cancer. Malignant melanoma is a
class of skin lesion cancer that is considered as most precarious and prevalent type of cancer. Melanoma
skin cancer occurs due to abnormal reproduction of pigmented melanocytes cells. The key factor that
risks to the expansion of melanoma skin cancer cases is the increased exposure to natural or artificial
ultra violet rays, tanning beds and sunburns. According to Skin Cancer Foundation statistics, it is
estimated that new cases of melanoma cancer would intensify close to 5.8% and count of fatality rate is
likely to intensify by 4.8% [1]. If skin cancer is not diagnosed at an early stage, 80% of cases may result
in death. Therefore, it becomes important that identification of melanoma at a very preliminary stage
will remarkably escalate the survival chance of a patient. Medical experts or dermatologists usually
examine skin surface using dermotoscopy to identify the skin lesions [2]. Visual inspection using
dermatoscopy is a subjective technique and its diagnosis often depends on the medical practitioner’s
experience. For unbiased diagnosis of melanoma skin cancer, an automated and computerized image
analysis system is a prime requirement. Computer-aided diagnostic systems will aid medical experts to
utilize technological advances, but also have second opinion. To support dermatologists to achieve faster
results in diagnosis of skin cancer with lesser computational time, it is necessary to develop computeraided image processing systems which automatically classify malignant skin lesions. In the last few
years, there have been a notable increase in the quest to build computer-aided diagnostic solutions to
diagnose malignant skin lesions. Before 2015, research was typically based on conventional machine
learning computer vision algorithms to detect skin cancer. Deep-learning models have accomplished
outstanding results in building diagnostic computer-aided systems.
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has achieved remarkable results on tasks, like melanoma
classification, object recognition, image recognition, …etc. In recent years, deep neural networks along
with transfer learning models have been used together to work on large datasets [3]. Transfer learning
is a technique of reusing knowledge gained by a model trained on a specific domain to build the solutions
for related problems [12]. Transfer learning assists in lowering the time required to train the network
S. R. Salian and S. D. Sawarkar are with Department of Computer Engineering, Datta Meghe College of Engineering, Navi Mumbai, India.
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and reducing out-of-sample error. ImageNet is a huge dataset having more than 15 million labelled
images. The diverseness and ordered organization of ImageNet provide exceptional opportunities to
explore and further research in the field of computer vision systems. All the deep learning models that
we are analyzing are pre-trained on ImageNet [13] dataset consisting of 1000 classes and containing
features with respect to their weights and biases. In order to use these models to adapt to our two class
skin lesion classification problem, fine-tuning of the network is important. Pre-trained model is finetuned when the target dataset is different from the original dataset on which the model was trained.
Performance of the pre-trained model can be remarkably enhanced by fine-tuning the model on target
dataset instead of training from the beginning. In fine tuning transfer learning, we take underlying
weights of a pre-trained model and adjust (fine tune) them to fit to our dataset.
In this work, we report a deep learning-based image classification system that classifies the dermoscopic
images into two classes of malignant and benign melanoma. We propose an improved and fine-tuned
EfficientNetB3 model for melanoma lesion classification. EfficientNetB3 model belongs to the family
of EfficientNet B0-B7 [15] models that are previously trained on huge datasets such as ImageNet. In
most of the baseline Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs), initial layers of the model extract much less
features and the last layers of the model bring out comprehensive features. Instead of building the CNN
architecture from scratch, we have utilized network architecture of EfficientNetB3 model by freezing
the initial layers of the model and then fine tuning their weights in order to classify them accurately to
our two-class skin lesion classification task. We use various data augmentation techniques and add
customized layers of global average pooling, drop out layers to minimize the model over-fitting problem
and change the last classification layer with softmax layer that classifies the benign and malignant skin
lesions.
Most of the pre-trained CNN architectures suffer from model over-fitting problem. With the purpose to
obliterate this drawback, fine tuning of pre-trained network plays an essential role in building an efficient
computer-aided diagnostic model for classification objective. In this study, we examine the efficiency
of our proposed model in detection of malignant melanoma skin lesion. We compare our fine-tuned
EfficientNetB3 model with baseline EfficientNetB3 model without additional layers of data
augmentation, global average pooling and dropout. A comparative analysis of the proposed model with
other state-of-the-art advanced neural networks, like ResNet50, InceptionV3, InceptionResNetV2 and
EfficientNetB0-B2 is carried out in this paper. We also compare our proposed model with deep-learning
networks proposed by other researchers. We carry out a comparative analysis of model performance
evaluated on metrics like accuracy, recall, precision and F1-score. We have carried out our experiments
on dataset available from ISBI-ISIC 2017 Challenge with the purpose to improve the diagnosis of
melanoma [4]. Experiment analysis indicates that our proposed EfficientNetB3 model performs better
than all other pre-trained models and provides a promising result that tackles the problem of model overfitting in deep neural pre-trained models. Our model can be used as a decision support solution to help
dermatologists in the diagnosis process. The paper is outlined in following manner. Section 2 provides
a detailed quintessence of recent works and Section 3 furnishes a detailed description of the proposed
methodology. Section 4 contains an analysis and a comparison of the results obtained. We deduce the
paper along with future scope of research in Section 5.

1.1 Contribution


We present an improved EfficientNetB3 model that aids in diagnosis of malignant melanoma
with better accuracy.



We perform a comparative analysis of existing pre-trained models and investigate the model
performance on malignant melanoma classification task.



We employ the concept of fine tuning by adjusting the learned weights of EfficientNetB3 model
on our malignant melanoma skin lesion classification task and add custom layers of data
augmentation, global average pooling (GAP) layer, dropout layer and dense softmax
classification layer during the training and testing phases to achieve better accuracy.



The proposed model provides promising results to handle the problem of model over-fitting
which is usually observed in pre-trained deep neural models.
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2. RELATED WORKS
Zabir et al. [5] presented an automatic segmentation and classification model built on deep learning with
transfer learning. To scale up training data, different augmentation methods are applied on the training
dataset. The authors carry out semantic segmentation using U-Net model on augmented images and
further apply various deep convolution neural networks to extract features, such as VGG16, VGG19,
ResNet50, InceptionResNetV2, DensetNet201, InceptionV3 …etc. and compare classification results
with several classifiers, such as SVM, Random Forest, Decision Tree and AdaBoost. The proposed
algorithm achieved an accuracy of 0.92 with DenseNet201 used as feature extraction model and SVM
as classification model.
Nils et al. [6] submitted an ensemble-based deep neural network model for lesion classification. They
applied cropping techniques to address the problem of images with different resolutions and loss
balancing approach to handle the class imbalance dataset. Multi-resolution EfficientNet model coupled
with comprehensive data augmentation were researched and an accuracy of 0.928 was achieved for
melanoma lesion classification.
Hasib et al. [7] proposed a two-stage unified deep learning framework for automatic skin cancer image
classification using adversarial training fused with transfer learning to comprehensively handle interclass diversity and imbalance class dataset. The classifier is trained by continually decreasing the focal
loss function that supports the model in learning. The MelaNet model achieved an F1 score value of
94%, which is better compared to other baseline models, like VGG-Gap and VGG-Gap+Augment.
Jason et al. [8] proposed a melanoma classification deep learning-based approach combined with
conventional image processing method to achieve superior results in terms of accuracy. Fusion model
with cross-validation achieved a classification accuracy of 0.94, which is better than ResNet-50
classifier and traditional classifiers for image processing. AUC values of 0.87 and 0.90 were observed
when ResNet-50 and a traditional image processing-based classifier were applied, respectively.
Arthur et al. [9] presented a computer based diagnostic system employing CNN framework. The
proposed diagnostic system classified the lesion images into classes, such as seborrheic keratosis, nevi
and melanoma. The authors applied an ensemble and aggregation method along with directed acyclic
graph technique on three-class CNN in the context of improving the model performance. The proposed
network accomplished an accuracy of 76.6%.
Maria et al. [10] presented a comparative analysis of various deep learning models on ISIC dataset for
melanoma classification. The authors investigated the influence of pre-processing stage on varied neural
network approaches, like 2D-CNN, self-organizing neural networks and ResNet. Canny edge detector
along with morphological techniques, like Ostu thresholding and dilation operation, were used to
identify hair artefacts. Further, image pre-processing was carried out using inpainting method to
reconstruct the original image without hair artefacts. Skin lesion segmentation to highlight the lesion
region was performed using bitwise AND binary operator. ResNet model and achieved an accuracy of
81.5% on ISIC dataset for melanoma classification.
Jasil et al. [11] reported a comparative study for identification of skin lesion type employing transfer
learning technique, utilizing deep-learning networks. All experimental analyses were examined on ISIC
dataset and pre-prcoessing techniques, like image normalization, image resizing and augmentation, were
performed on datasets to raise the preciseness of neural network models. In particular, InceptionV3,
VGG16 and VGG19 models were reviewed for skin lesion classification task. From the experimental
evaluation, VGG16 furnished superior results with an accuracy of 77%.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
We provide a comprehensive description of our advanced method for malignant skin lesion
classification in the current section. The proposed methodology consists of the following sub-sections:
(1) Dataset and data preparation, (2) Data augmentation, (3) EficientNetB3 network, (4) Fine-tuning
with global average pooling, (5) Fine-tuning with dropout. (6) Fine-tuning fully connected classification
layer.

3.1 Dataset and Data Preparation
We have carried out our research on ISBI-ISIC 2017 dataset [4] accessible from “Skin Lesion Analysis
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toward Melanoma Detection: A Challenge at the 2017 International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging
(ISBI), hosted by the International Skin Imaging Collaboration (ISIC)”. The dataset consists of 3297
lesion images classified into 1800 benign class skin lesion images and 1497 malignant class skin lesion
images. Training and testing of the pre-trained model are carried out ISBI-ISIC 2017 dataset. The dataset
was spilt in the ratio 80:20 training and testing set comprising 2637 training data images and 660 testing
data images. Figure 1 depicts sample images of ISBI-ISIC 2017 dataset of malignant class. Images of
skin lesion were of varied pixel sizes in the RGB color space. For the model training and testing, we
resized the image into 224×224 pixels. The images of skin lesion were resized to 224×224 pixel
resolution to make images compatible with EfficientNetB3 model.

Figure 1. Skin lesion images from ISBI-ISIC dataset.

3.2 Data Augmentation
One of the significant techniques to reinforce the efficiency of neural network method, it is important to
train the network with enormous wealth of data. Most of the computer vision tasks consist of lesser
dataset, which results in building poor classification models. Pre-trained deep-learning models are
trained on a huge dataset such as ImageNet and perform substantially well on huge datasets. To increase
the size of our training data and to build an efficient melanoma skin lesion classification model, we use
data augmentation technique. Data augmentation is an approach of increasing the number of copies of
training data artificially by slight modification on original data without actually gathering new data.
Image augmentation is one the most common techniques used to improve the performance of deeplearning models and reduce over-fitting problem.
To increase the efficacy of our, we add an augmentation layer on top of EfficientNetB3 neural network
layer. To enhance the size of our training data, we create altered variants of training images that belong
to the same class. Training dataset is expanded using different augmentation techniques, like horizontal
random flip, rotation range, zoom range, width range and height. In our data augmentation layer, we use
various data augmentation transformation techniques with specific range values, as shown in Table 1.
To use data augmentation right within our model, we'll create a Keras sequential model consisting of
only data pre-processing layers. We then use this sequential model within another functional model.
Figure 2 indicates the data augmentation layer created using various techniques.
Table 1. Data augmentation techniques.
Data Augmentation Technique
Random Flip
Random Rotation
Random Zoom
Random Height
Random Width

Description
Images are flipped horizontally.
Images are rotated randomly by 0.2 value.
Images are Zoomed randomly by 0.2 value.
Image height is shifted randomly by 0.2 value.
Image width is shifted randomly by 0.2 value.
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Figure 2. Random augmented images.

3.3 EfficientNetB3 Network Architecture
EfficientNet [15] consists of a family of models from B0 to B7 and is considered as one of the most
computationally efficient deep-learning models trained over ImageNet. EfficientNet models are based
on compound scaling method which deftly expands a baseline convolution network model size to target
model size in an efficient manner, attaining top model accuracy gain. Compound scaling method allows
the network to be uniformly scaled across width, depth and resolution. Figure 3 shows the compound
scaling strategy in EfficientNet compared to baseline model. The EfficientNet model is comprised of
different types of mobile inverted bottleneck convolution blocks MBConv with varied kernel size of
3x3 and 5x5. We expand the network depth, width and resolution uniformly using compound scaling
coefficient ∅ in the following manner:
d=αØ, w=βØ, r= γØ such that αβ2γ2 ≈ 2 , α≥1,β≥1, γ≥1

(1)

where d is depth, w is width, r is resolution and α, β, γ are constants.

Figure 3. Scaling of EfficientNet model: (a) Baseline model and (b) Compound scaling model.
The value of ∅ is user-specified and helps scale up the network and identify computation resources
available for the model. EfficientNetB0 model is built up by using values of ∅= 0, w=1, d=1, r=1
representing the baseline model. EfficientNetB0 is comprised of MBconv1 and MBcon6 layers.
Likewise, EfficientNetB3 model is constructed by using values of ∅= 3, w= α3, d= β3, r= γ3, indicating
that more resources are available to acquire superlative performance. EfficientNetB3 model consists of
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more layers of MBCon6 with inverted residual connection. EfficientNetB3 model consists of deeper
network compared to baseline model, which apprehends intricate and richer features and generalizes
well on new missions. EfficientNetB3 consists of a wider network that can extract optimal features and
patterns that are beneficial for classification task. Along with improved accuracy, EfficientNetB3 model
also ameliorates efficiency by decreasing FLOPS (Floating Point Operations per Second) and
parameters. Figure 4 shows EfficientNetB3 network architecture.

Figure 4. EfficientNetB3 network architecture.

3.4 Fine Tuning with Global Average Pooling
EfficientNetB3 model outputs a list of feature vectors or feature maps which are used to extract patterns.
The motive behind using global average pooling is to generate a single feature map for each benign and
malignant lesion category of the classification task. Rather than appending fully connected layers over
feature maps, we take average of each feature map to generate a feature vector belonging to each class.
Feature maps generated through global average pooling layer represent confidence maps of each benign
and malignant category. Global average pooling layer diminishes spatial dimensionality of the feature
maps, thus shrinking the count of feature parameters in the model and improving model performance by
reducing the problem of model over-fitting [19]. We use tf.keras.layers.GlobalAveragePooling2D()
layer to transform 4-dimensional tensor into 2-dimensional tensor by condensing the input tensor shape
of (1,4,4,3) to (1,3).

3.5 Fine Tuning with Dropout Layer
To train the EfficientNetB3 model faster and to avert the neural network from over-fitting, we add a
dropout layer. Due to its large architecture, EfficientNetB3 model produces a large number of
parameters which are often slow to use during training time. With dropout technique, one can overcome
this problem by randomly dropping units from the neural network during training, thus thinning the
neural network. By using dropout layer, it becomes easier for the model during the testing phase to
estimate the averaging results of all these thinned network predictions by utilizing unthinned network
having smaller weights [18]. We choose 0.2 value of probability p of dropout in our proposed model to
achieve a higher accuracy and reduce the over-fitting problem from the proposed neural network. In this
study, we show that dropout layer improves the performance of EfficientNetB3 neural network for
melanoma skin lesion classification task.

3.6 Fine-tuning Fully Connected Classification Layer
In this stage, we merge together all the feature vectors that we have received from the previous stages.
We pass the feature vectors received from the dropout layer further into the network for classification
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as an output layer. The top layer of baseline EfficientNetB3 pre-trained model outputs 1000 classes,
because it was pre-trained on ImageNet. To adjust to our two-class skin lesion classification problem,
we fine-tune the pre-trained network to adapt to only two classes of malignant and benign skin lesions.
In order to calculate the class probabilities of each input, we have used softmax layer as an output layer
for EfficientNetB3 model classifier that works on our target dataset of two classes of skin lesions. The
real and predicted value difference is calculated using loss function. We build an output activation layer
using tf.keras.layers.Dense() and meld the inputs with the output using the model tf.keras.Model().
Figure 5 shows the architecture of our proposed methodology.

EfficientNetB3

Figure 5. Proposed methodology.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To check the efficiency of our model, we carried out our experimental analysis in 3 approaches. We first
compare the fine-tuned proposed EfficeinetNetB3 model with the pre-trained base EfficientNetB3
model on ISBI-ISIC 2017 dataset. In the second approach, we perform comparative analysis of the
proposed model with present state-of-the-art pre-trained classification methods, such as ResNet50,
InceptionV3, InceptionResNetV2 and EfficientNetB0-B2 on ISBI-ISIC 2017 dataset. In the third
approach, we carry out comparative analysis of our improved model with models proposed by other
authors.

4.1 Experimental Specification
We have performed all our experiments on Google Colab Python notebook which provided access to
free 12Gb Tesla K80 NVIDIA GPU of SMI 470.74. We have used Adam as our optimization algorithm
with a rate of learning of 0.001 to compile the models. All the methods are trained with a count of 35
epochs with 32 batch size. We investigated the efficiency of our proposed model by computing recall,
F1 score, precision and accuracy. The metrics are computed on True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP),
True Negative (TN) and False Negative (FN) cases.
True Positive (TP)- correct label is positive and predicted label is positive.
False Positive (FP)- correct label is negative and predicted label is positive.
True Negative (TN)- correct label is negative and predicted label is negative.
False Negative (FN)- correct label is positive and predicted label is negative.
Accuracy: It is an evaluation metric that finds the model performance across all classes. It is the fraction
of the sum of correct predictions to the sum of total predictions.
((𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃))

Accuracy = ((𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃))

(2)

Precision: It is an evaluation metric that calculates the fraction of the total positive samples over the
sum of total positive samples either classified precisely or imprecisely.
𝑇𝑃

Precision = ((𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃))

(3)

Recall: It is an evaluation metric that calculates the fraction of the total positive samples over the sum
of total positive input samples classified correctly.
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𝑇𝑃

Recall = ((𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁))

(4)

F1-score: It is an evaluation metric that finds the accuracy of the mode by combining both precision and
recall by giving more weightage to false positives and false negatives.
2𝑇𝑃

F1 − score = ((2𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁))

(5)

4.2 Comparison of Proposed Model with Base Pre-trained EfficientNetB3
In our proposed model, we incorporated data augmentation technique and additional layers of global
average pooling (GAP), dropout and dense softmax classification to increase the exactness of skin lesion
classification results. We compare our proposed model with baseline EfficientNetB3 model without data
augmentation, global average pooling layer and dropout layer. The final classification layer of base pretrained EfficientNetB3 model is replaced by dense softmax layer with the correct number of output
classes (two class) to adjust the model to our classification task. From Table 2, it is observed that baseline
EfficientNetB3 model performed much less with an accuracy of 56.97%, precision, F1-score and recall
of 58.00%. Our proposed model gave an accuracy of 87.12% and precision, F1-score and recall of
87.00%.
Table 2. Comparative result of proposed model with baseline EfficientNetB3.
Approach
Baseline EfficientNetB3
Proposed Model

Dataset
ISBI-ISIC 2017
ISBI-ISIC 2017

Figure 6. Accuracy curve of baseline
EfficientNetB3.

Accuracy
56.97
87.12

Precision
58.00
87.00

Recall
58.00
87.00

F1-score
58.00
87.00

Figure 7. Accuracy curve of the
proposed model.

Figure 6 shows the accuracy curve of baseline EfficientNetB3 and Figure 7 shows the accuracy curve
of the proposed fine-tuned model. In Figures 6 and 7, x-axis represents the epochs and y-axis represent
the accuracy value. From Figure 6, it was observed that baseline EfficientNetB3 gave inferior results
and showed a huge gap between training and validation accuracy curves resulting into model overfitting. From Figure 7, it was noticed that the proposed model provided superior results, as the gap
among accuracy curves of training and validation is fairly reduced. In some cases, the training and
testing accuracy curves are overlapping, which indicates the proposed model avoids over fitting
problem.

4.3 Comparison of Proposed Model with Other Pre-trained Models
We further review the potency of the proposed model by comparing it with present state-of-the-art
baseline pre-trained methods. We present comparative analysis of our proposed model with pre-trained
models, such as ResNet50, InceptionV3, InceptionResNetV2, EfficientNetB0, EfficientNetB1 and
EfficientNetB2. ResNet-50 is a variant of residual neural network with 50 layers pre-trained on
ImageNet. ResNet-50 model includes five stages consisting of convolution block and identity block. At
each block of convolution and identity, 3 convolutional layers are present, respectively [14]. Applying
the concept of skip connections is the strength of ResNet model. Skip connection assists in reducing the
vanishing gradient problem in deep neural network by skipping through some of the layers during the
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training. InceptionV3 is a deep-learning model pre-trained on ImageNet dataset comprising of recurrent
inception modules. Inception module consists of convolution layer of 1×1, 3×3, 5×5, max pooling layer
and concatenation layer [16]. InceptionResNetV2 [17] is another deep-learning model trained on
ImageNet dataset. It is a hybridized model elicited from residual connection and inception modules. It
consists of varied-sized convolutional filters mapped with residual connections with 164 deep layers.
Concatenation layer of the inception module is missing in the InceptionResNetV2 model. Combination
of inception architecture with residual connection accelerates the training speed. EfficientNetB0-B2 [15]
belongs to the family of EfficientNet models based on compound scaling method. These models are
considered to attain top accuracy gain and are also computationally efficient deep-learning models pretrained on ImageNet dataset.
All these models are pre-trained on ImageNet dataset and contain features with respect to 1000 classes.
To adjust these models to our ISBI-ISIC 2017 dataset, we use softmax layer as the last classification
network layer with two classes. Only the top layer of these pre-trained models is adjusted and the rest
of layers remain frozen. All these pre-trained models are trained with a count of 35 epochs with 32 batch
size. Adam optimization algorithm with a rate of learning rate of 0.001 is used to compile all the models.
We evaluate their performances on the ISBI-ISIC 2017 dataset for melanoma skin lesion classification
task. From Table 3, it is observed that ResNet50 achieved the second best result and provided an
accuracy of 84.85%, precision, recall and F1-score of 85.00%. Figure 8 indicates the accuracy curve of
ResNet50. InceptionV3 and InceptionResNetV2 provided accuracy values of 82.73% and 83.33%,
respectively. Figure 9 shows the accuracy curve of InceptionResNetV2. In Figures 8 and 9, x-axis
represents the epochs and y-axis represents the accuracy value. EfficientNetB0, EfficientNetB1 and
EfficientNetB2 gave accuracy values of only 60.15%, 55.75% and 58.48%, respectively. The proposed
model outperformed present state-of-the-art deep-learning methods on ISBI-ISIC 2017 dataset with
highest F1-score of 87.00%. To investigate the efficacy of the proposed model, we analyze the confusion
matrix of our model with ResNet50, InceptionV3 and InceptionResNetV2 models. Figure 10 shows the
confusion matrix of the proposed model having lesser number of false negative and false positive labels
as compared to other state-of-the-art advanced neural network methods ResNet50, InceptionV3 and
InceptionResNetV2.
Table 3. Comparative results of the proposed model with state-of-the-art pre-trained methods.
Approach
ResNet50
InceptionV3
InceptionResNetV2
EfficientNetB0
EfficientNetB1
EfficientNetB2
Proposed Model

Dataset
ISBI-ISIC 2017
ISBI-ISIC 2017
ISBI-ISIC 2017
ISBI-ISIC 2017
ISBI-ISIC 2017
ISBI-ISIC 2017
ISBI-ISIC 2017

Figure 8. Accuracy curve of ResNet50.

Accuracy
84.85
82.73
83.33
60.15
55.75
58.48
87.12

Precision
85.00
83.00
83.00
65.00
55.00
66.00
87.00

Recall
85.00
83.00
83.00
60.00
56.00
66.00
87.00

F1-score
85.00
83.00
83.00
59.00
55.00
66.00
87.00

Figure 9. Accuracy curve of
InceptionResNetV2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 10. (a) Confusion matrix of ResNet50, (b) Confusion matrix of InceptionV3, (c) Confusion
matrix of InceptionResNetV2 and (d) Confusion matrix of the proposed model.

4.4 Comparison of the Proposed Model with Other Approaches
In addition, we analyze the findings of the proposed model with previous works carried out on ISIC
dataset. In Table 4, we summarize the evaluation outcomes of the proposed model with those of other
approaches. The proposed model accomplished an accuracy of 87.12% on ISBI-ISIC 2017 dataset,
whereas Hasib et al. [7] achieved an accuracy of 81.18% using MelaNet deep-learning model with
adversial training and transfer learning. Arthur et al. [8] used a combination of decision-directed acyclic
graph with VGG_19 CNN deep-learning model and obtained an accuracy of 76.6%. Maria et al. [10]
presented a deep neural network-based melanoma classification approach along with pre-processing
technique for removal of hair artefacts and lesion segmentation technique. The authors achieved an
accuracy of 81.5% on ResNet model and an accuracy of 74.1% on 2D CNN model on ISBI-ISIC 2017
dataset. Jasil et al. [11] inspected the performance of deep-learning networks, like InceptionV3, VGG16
and VGG19 using pre-processing techniques, like image normalization, image resizing and
augmentation on ISIC dataset. According to [11], VGG19 achieved an accuracy of 76%. It can be noted
that the proposed approach furnished more accurate results compared to other approaches from Table 4.
Table 4. Comparative results of the proposed model with other approaches.
Reference
Proposed Model
Hasib et al. [7]
Arthur et al. [9]

Dataset
ISBI-ISIC 2017
ISBI-ISIC 2016
ISIC-2018

Maria et al. [10]

ISBI-ISIC 2017

Jasil et al. [11]

ISIC-2018

Approach
Fine-tuned EfficientNetB3
MelaNet
DDAG VGG_19_2
ResNet
2D CNN
VGG16
VGG19
InceptionV3

Accuracy %
87.12
81.18
76.6
81.5
74.1
77
76
74
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Melanoma skin cancer is fatal for human being and timely diagnosis of skin cancer is needed. Building
a computer-aided diagnostics system for classification of melanoma skin lesion is important. In this
paper, we propose an improved, comprehensive and fine-tuned EfficientNetB3 deep neural network
model to categorize lesions into malignant and benign. We employ fine-tuning transfer-learning concept
by utilizing network architecture of EfficientNetB3 model by freezing the initial layers of the model and
then fine-tuning their weights in order to classify accurately to our two-class skin lesion classification
task. We employ a range of data augmentation approaches to upgrade the correctness of the model in
the training phase. We fine-tune EfficientNetB3 model, by adding customized layers of global average
pooling (GAP), dropout and dense softmax classification node. In this paper, we provided comparative
analysis of pre-trained deep-learning models for malignant melanoma classification. We reviewed the
performance of ResNet50, InceptionV3, InceptionResNetV2 and EfficientNet B0-B2 pre-trained
models. From the results, it was observed that these pre-trained models suffered model over-fitting
problem. We tried to tackle the problem of model over-fitting by utilizing augmentation techniques and
adding layers of global average pooling, dropout and dense softmax, which achieved promising results
on EfficientNetB3 model. In this paper, we furnished an improved EfficientNetB3 model to categorize
lesions into malignant and benign with promising results. The investigational results reflected the
capability of employment of our proposed model in the task of malignant melanoma classification.
Future scope of our research would be training and testing on more datasets and checking the efficiency
of our proposed model aiding to build a reliable computer-aided diagnostic system for melanoma
diagnosis. The study can be extended for future work by inspecting larger architectures and building
deeper fine-tuned models.
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:ملخص البحث
يُعدددددددد الجددددددددث أحل دددددددد ل دددددددد ل دددددددد ل خطددددددددثل رددددددددع ال تددددددددث أحل جددددددددع أل ر ددددددددأ ل احل
لث دددددددأملجدددددددث أحل ددددددد لي يددددددد ُل ددددددد ل تدددددددأ لر دددددددأ ل تدددددددثي ل ددددددد ل
الك دددددددأّل ت اردددددددثل ل
خ دددددث يل ددددد احلمط دددددّلرتدددددأبيلملدددددع لي ددددد ل اددددد رأمل ع ددددد ل عت لددددد ل ددددد ل ر تددددد ل، تددددداع مل
ا
ا عيثل ا
ليُع ال ث لب ل أئ ل ث ءل ل حللل ط ل
)ل ددددا لEfficientNetB3 ل
مدددد ل أجدددد
دددد لادددد ل لا جدددد يلرلدددد لا لرتعبجددددأل حتدددداألّب ددددّل ا
مدددد ل دددد اب ّ لكدددد لر ددددثّل لأ ردددد ل
مددددأ ا ل أجدددد
ل ف ددددع لمع دددد ل االددددللبّل ا
ملث ددددأمل دددد ل ا
ل
ا
)لResNet50 مح دددددد ل اتددددددأبيل فدددددد ل دددددد لرتددددددأبيل دددددد عل ل عت ددددددّل ت ا دددددد ل تدددددد لأيل ددددددل ل
) ل بددددددددددددددد ل دددددددددددددددثملEfficientNetB0-B2 )لInceptionResNetV2 )لInceptionV3
مددددد ل ددددد ل تترددددد ل الجددددد فأّ ل اددددد ل ددددد ل
)لّب دددددّل اEfficientNetB3 ر دددددأئ ل ل اح دددددلل احلرتدددددعبيل
ل بدد لجدددث لمط ددّلكدد الل إجدددث ء مل
ر دد ليدد لجددث أحل ددد ل مطددعيثل ر تدد ل أجدددع ل ل ا دد
) ل الخ دددأ ل أي ددد ل لااتدددعبيل تل دددثتيلم اتددد ل لأ ر دددد لISBI-ISIC2017 ي ددد ل تعيددد ل أردددأمل
جأجددددد ل لدددددأئ لي ددددد ل ا، )لEfficientNetB3 اتدددددعبيل
طدددددثلل لأئتددددد ل تتددددد ا ل ددددد ل اددددد ي ل
ل ردددد الل دددد ل%87يل اتددددألكأردددد ل لااتدددد ل%87 12تتدددد ّ ل بدددد ل لاددددّل لااتددددعبيل تل ددددثتلّبادددد ل دددد ل
 لكدددد ل لاددددّل لااتددددعبيل تل ددددثتل دددد لادددد ل لا جدددد لر ددددأئ لF1ل جدددد ل%85مدددد يل ل
الجدددد عأّ ل
ا
)FN تأ ل أ ئ ل
تأ لج يل يأ ل ر ل تالء ل فأئم يل ضعل ا ل أل جأ ل ا
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ABSTRACT
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) create various security threats, such as application variance in different sectors
along with the model of cryptographic primitivity and necessity. Despite modernistic evolution, the skillful
utilization of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) for WSNs is a very progressive investigation topic and
approaches to reduce the time and intensity cost. Security of ECC commits on the hardness of the Elliptic Curve
Discrete Logarithm Problem. Many elliptic curve standards are available, such as ANSI X9.62, NIST FIPS 186-2
…etc. Due to some drawbacks in NIST curves associated with security matters, it is important to investigate for
secure alternatives. In our work, we will select 𝐸𝐷25519 (Edwards curve) at the 128-bit security level and contrast
it with Weierstraß curve (also known as Weierstrass curve). To complete the field-calculation functions, we utilize
a radix-24 , which illustrates the operands with MoTE-ECC for Memsic’s MICAz motes over Optimal Prime Fields
(OPFs) of variable size; e.g. 160, 192, 224 and 225 bits. We take ECDH (Elliptic-curve Diffie–Hellman) key
interchange among two nodes where every node needs two scalar multiplications to execute. The scalar
multiplication over twisted Edwards curve utilizes a comb technique to establish base point and utilizes extended
projective coordinates for point summation. Our implementation shows that an ECDH takes 18.20 mJ energy
consumption over 160-bit OPF, which is performing better than AVR-based sensor node. The advantages of our
proposed method will grant advance security and power consumption and diminish communication burden
through key management.

KEYWORDS
Domain name system security extension (DNSSEC), Secure real-time transport protocol (SRTP),
Secure/Multipurpose internet mail extension (S/MIME), Spectrum-aware degree-ranking-based energy-efficient
clustering (SDEC), Advance virtual RISC (Reduced instruction set computing (AVR)), Twisted Edwards curve
(TE), Weierstrass curve (WEI).

1. INTRODUCTION
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) was recommended separately by Victor Miller and Neal Koblitz in
1985 and it started to benefit in cryptographic standards [1]. Cryptographic essential protocols
(Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols, key exchange protocols, public key encryption, digital
signatures) that use ECC became very famous due to their small key sizes, exceptional computational
performance. Using ECC often yields Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS), as compared to RSA(Rivest,
Shamir, Adleman). In this work, we will consider cryptographic primitives with so-called Optimal Prime
Fields (which grant for capable modular rebate), where security builds on Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm Problem (ECDLP). To obtain the achievement, we also desire for a lightweight application
with small amount of RAM and ROM. Different investigators and associations have suggested many
elliptic curves (ECs), such as Weierstraß and NIST; those are used mainly for key exchange and digital
signatures. Few prominent examples are Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (ECDHE) and
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). For different security levels, NIST has suggested
a few prime and binary elliptic curves [5]. Nonetheless, the research community raised ambiguity on the
security of Weierstraß or NIST recommended curves for complexity on scalar multiplication within
Dual Elliptic Curve Deterministic Random Bit Generator [7], [20] and did not replicate the present stateof-the-art of ECC in terms of efficiency. Due to this reason, we select alternative elliptic curves with
better performance and greater security level [31]. Some suggest Brain pool curves developed by
Teletrust [8]. Bernstein recommended Montgomery curve; Curve25519 [9]. A set of elliptic curves have
been proposed by J.-W.-Bos et al. of Microsoft Research with performance and security perspectives
[6]. In this work, we have selected a new elliptic curve 𝐸𝐷25519 at the 128-bit security level and shown
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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field-calculation through a radix-24 that demonstrates the quantities with MoTE-ECC over Optimal
Prime Fields (OPFs) of variable size; e.g. 160, 192, 224 and 225 bits. We take ECDH (Elliptic-curve
Diffie–Hellman) key interchange among two nodes. Our implementation shows that an ECDH takes
much less energy consumption over 160-bit OPF and we compare it to a Weierstraß curve with regard
to ECDLP, energy consumption and “ECC security” [16]. Based on our experiment and calculation, we
can say that our selected curve may perform better in wireless networks. Our implementation result takes
less energy consumption over 160-bit OPF. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we explain Elliptic Curve including 𝐸𝐷25519 and related work. Section 3 introduces
motivation, Section 4 shows the methodology and Section 5 provides implementations. Section 6 shows
fixed-base comb method for point multiplication. Section 7 performs security analysis and Section 8
exhibits execution time. Section 9 exemplifies energy consumption and performance and Section 10
represents the conclusion.

2. ELLIPTIC CURVE AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Elliptic Curve
According to Euler and Gauss entirety, Edwards popularized ordinary form of elliptic curve in 2007 [2].
The curve is explained as:
𝑦 2 + 𝑥 2 = 𝑎2 (1 + 𝑥 2 𝑦 2 )
(1)
over the field 𝐾, where 𝑎 ∈ 𝐾, such that: 𝑎5 ≠ 𝑎. As Edwards declared in his paper, each curve of the
form given in (1) is bi-rationally identical to an elliptic curve in Weierstraß [3]. Because of an established
field 𝐾 of different distinctive and erratic integers 𝑐, 𝑑 ∈ 𝐾 so that 𝑐𝑑(1 − 𝑑𝑐 4 ) ≠ 0, the curves are
popularized as:
𝑦 2 + 𝑥 2 = 𝑐 2 (1 + 𝑑𝑥 2 𝑦 2 )
(2)
The aforementioned explanation covers higher than 1 = 4 of entire isomorphism classes of elliptic
curves over a restricted field. It is illustrated that each elliptic curve on a non-binary field is birationally
equivalent to a curve in Edwards structure over an expansion of the field and in several facts over the
innovative field [4]. In [6], Bernstein et al. established a simplification of Edwards curves called twisted
Edwards curves. These combine elliptic curve in Montgomery form [10]. As interpreted in [6], the set
of twisted Edwards curves is constant under quadratic flourish, whereby a quadratic twist of an Edwards
curve is not naturally an Edwards curve. A quadratic flourish of a curve is an isomorphic curve on a
field expansion of scale two. In a field 𝐾 of different distinctive and non-zero components 𝑎, 𝑑 ∈ 𝐾 ,
the twisted Edwards curve 𝐸𝑇,𝑎,𝑑 (𝐾) is described as:
𝐸𝑇,𝑎,𝑑 (𝐾): 𝑎𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 = 1 + 𝑑𝑥 2 𝑦 2
(3)
If 𝑎 = 1, then 𝐸𝑇,𝑎,𝑑 is an Edwards curve with 𝑐 = 1. Moreover, 𝐸𝑇,𝑎,𝑑 is a quadratic flourish of the
𝑥̅
, 𝑦)
√𝑎

Edwards curve 𝐸𝒪,1,𝑑/𝑎 = 𝑎 with the map: (𝑥̅ , 𝑦̅) → (𝑥, 𝑦) = (

𝑥̅ 2 + 𝑦̅ 2 = 1 + (𝑑 = 𝑎)𝑥̅ 2 𝑦̅ 2

over the field expansion 𝐾(√𝑎):
(4)

Twisted Edwards curves and Montgomery curves are intently relevant. As explained in [4], each twisted
Edwards curve 𝐸𝑇,𝑎,𝑑 on the ground 𝐾 with char(𝐾) ≠ 2 is birationally identical to a Montgomery curve
𝐸𝑀,𝐴,𝐵 : 𝐵𝑣 2 = 𝑢3 + 𝐴𝑢2 + 𝑢 using the map:
(1+𝑦) (1+𝑦)

(𝑥, 𝑦) → (𝑢, 𝑣) = ((1−𝑦)′ (1−𝑦))
where 𝐴 =

(𝑎+𝑑)
(𝑎−𝑑)′

and 𝐵 =

(5)

4
(𝑎−𝑑)

Whether a is a square in 𝐾, therefore such curves are isomorphic through 𝐾 itself. Since the function
enumerates of the point computation in [11], it is simple to watch that twisted Edwards curves surpass
curves in Weierstraß shape in fast condition (although the binary form of Edwards curve is a bit-delay
from compared with its Weierstraß equivalent [10]). Twisted Edwards curve’s cluster rules are
standardized and perfect; that carries to secure fulfilments over specific kinds of offensives [4]. The best
relevant
implementation of twisted Edwards curves is Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(EdDSA). The 𝐸𝐷25519 is a twisted Edwards curve utilized for EdDSA, elsewhere particular parameters
121665
are determined like [12]: 𝑎 = −1, 𝑑 = 121666′, 𝑝 = 2255 − 19.
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The respective Montgomery curve of 𝐸𝐷25519 is Curve25519 that is specified as [13]:
𝑦 2 = 𝑥 3 + 486662𝑥 2 + 𝑥

(6)

Point propagation is speedy and capable upon Montgomery curves. This successfully utilizes unlike
point supplement and point folding [11] as well as regular Montgomery ladder computation to execute
a point addition[14]. The constant Montgomery ladder algorithm [40] is executed in fixed rate, which
leads to timing attack. Various activities have utilized Curve25519 since its presentation by Bernstein
in 2006 [9]. Moreover, because of its 128-bit security stage and effective computation [44], it has also
an optimistic application for Internet of Things (IoT) demand. Currently, an amount of hardware
fulfilments have been established [15]-[19] over a concentrate on IoT demand. All these functions use
FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) DSP (Digital Signal Processing) segments to execute modular
factors. High-efficiency cryptographic converters that may be initiated on affordable FPGAs or ASICs
(Application Specific Integrated Circuits) are in order in favour of mobile uses similar to the Internet of
Things (IoT) and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITSs) [14]. Affordable FPGAs (containing negativeconsolidated-established FPGAs) are specifically limited in several hardware funds. Utilization of
hardware assets will minimize with movable low energy without wasting achievement [43]. In
consequence, we propose a zone-competent, low-energy hardware execution of the 𝐸𝐷25519 on FPGA.
The DSP parts of FPGA assets will not utilize our exploit. We establish a great race interlace modular
factor adjusted in favour of such implementation.

2.2 Related Work
Security: Studies specifically associated to the security of ECDSA P-256 and 𝐸𝐷25519 have been
performed before. Nystrom [21] observed through an examination of an initial RFC8080 (Request for
Comments) design with no citation or confirmation that 𝐸𝐷25519 would provide enhanced security
assets and enforcement features comparable to RSA and ECDSA algorithims, causing such declaration
to be eliminated through RFC8080. However, there are motivations to trust that Ed25519 gives better
security compared with ECDSA P-256; e.g. while monitoring Lange and Bernstein’s security roster in
favour of elliptic curves in comprehensive called security curves [16], it is observed that Weierstraß is
examined to be unreliable, while 𝐸𝐷25519 (which is related to Curve25519 [38]) is considered to be
safe. An ECDSA P-256 particular assault has been outlined as well. Brumley et al. [22] discovered that
such ECDSA P-256 in the newest form of OpenSSL 1.0.1 (which is OpenSSL 1.0.1u) is exposed to
reserve-schedule attacks, permitting themselves to restore the individual for TLS and SSH. That might
be appropriate in favour of DNSSEC, whereas DNSSEC package may trust OpenSSL, considering that
enforcements of 𝐸𝐷25519 might be protected against reserve-schedule attacks[23]. The importance of
these security inconvenience and achievable alleviates is evaluated in this work.

3. MOTIVATION
In this study, we choose 𝐸𝐷25519 curve and its extended twisted Edwards coordinates at the 128-bit
security level. A famous Weierstraß elliptic curve is presently obtained, though it contains a few
disadvantages due to that we select another curve 𝐸𝐷25519 . Additionally, we focus on high-speed
signature validity, achieving SPA (Simple Power Analysis) attack and high-speed scaler computations.
Security has become a major concern due to high benefit through IoT equipment which we are using in
our daily life. Particular types of IoT equipment are source-compelled; in favour of particular cases,
these contain less storage capacity as well as lengthy battery life. Due to this, encoded algorithms such
as ECC are appropriate here.

3.1 Some Drawbacks of Weierstraß Curves
Weierstraß mathematical expression is 𝑦 2 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏 over 𝔽𝑝 . The straightforward calculation in
Weierstraß curve is hard. Magma supplies small methods in favour of calculation on elliptic curves
shown in small as well as in large (difficult) Weierstraß designs [15]. The circumstance is much intricate
in the constant case: the majority of quality algorithms may effectively move into exceptions. Weierstraß
curve’s quantifiable characteristics place into 3 and twisted Edwards curve’s quantifiable characteristics
place into −1. Two alternative curves are chosen in a fixed way and provide twist-security; this
characteristic is benefited from in some works. Clock period of Weierstraß curve’s point supplement as
well as point multiplication are high over 160-bit OPFs (Optimal Prime Fields). This type of curves is
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of less value to assist Twisted Edwards curves over prime fields and might be combined with past
equipment by exchanging the curve’s variables as well as the field computation.

3.2 Problems in Existing WSN Encryption System
Our current task is relevant to high-speed ECDH key shares and less energy consumption. Attackers
may estimate the existing record from encoded media [24]. The problem that we have recognized is
that the effective use of PKC(Public-Key Cryptography) is the serious restrict assets of cell-voltage
sensor nodes. Also, ECDH key exchange energy ingest is high [41]. For illustration, the predominant
MICAz mote from (the ATmega128 [25]) as well as distinctive attributes are 4 KB of RAM and 128
KB flash storage area. Tiny ECC [26] is the presently installed ECC software package for WSNs; this
is a favourable arrangement with several times observations to establish famous curves across 160- and
192-bit primary grounds. However, we have noticed in [27] that ECC on compelled equipment is not a
self-loading occurrence; for this reason, the advanced function currently does not fulfil the majority of
the software. So, the effective performance of ECC on sensor node is still a demandable research matter
and new methods are necessary to enhance the performance rate (i.e., energy cost) as well as memory.

3.3 Suitable Encryption Scheme for WSNs
Encoding and decoding expressions are normally asset-vigorous security techniques [42], but wireless
equipment is attribute-restricted. Therefore, thin-security algorithms are considered relatively less
material- absorbing. In this statement, measured to other non-symmetrical key algorithms, ECC is a
more desirable act, because the size of key length is very small as well as it needs a smaller amount of
power absorption. Another important thing is that detector node equipment is generally a fixed
mechanism which is composed of technique-on-chip, micro devices, memory chips, energy-control ICs
and additional similar types of chips. In favour of security-specified jobs, varieties of ICs are deployed
in this scheme. Whether a particular concern security plan is preferred for wireless sensor node
equipment, for a particular case where ECC arrangement is in favour of key shares, we decide another
possibility to diminish energy consumption. Whether only ECC is deployed for together key shares and
encoding functions, then the complete security process might be applied through a restricted amount of
chips to reduce the quantity of gates over circuits and diminish energy absorption. Through this
experiment, we have seen high-speed ECDH key shares with less energy consumption.

4. METHODOLOGY
We carefully choose 𝐸𝐷25519 curve in relation to EdDSA and extended coordinates aspect. Particularly,
this curve’s expression is 𝐸: {(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐹𝑞 × 𝐹𝑞 : −𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 = 1 + 𝑑𝑥 2 𝑦 2 }. 𝐸𝐷25519 -SHA (Secure Hash
Algorithm)-512 is EdDSA accompanied by these arguments: 𝑏 = 256; 𝐻 is 𝑆𝐻𝐴 − 512; 𝑞 is the prime
2255 − 19; the 255-bit encrypting of 𝐹2255 −19 is the regular small-endian encoding of {0,1. . . , 2255 −
20}; ℓ is the prime 2252 + 27742317777372353535851937790883648493 from [28], 𝑑 =
−121665/121666 ∈ 𝐹𝑞 ; as well as 𝐵 is the special point (𝑥, 4/5) ∈ 𝐸 for which 𝑥 is optimistic. This
121665

Edwards curve is corresponding to −𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 = 1 − (121666) 𝑥 2 𝑦 2 , because −1 is multiplied in 𝐹𝑞 .
Additionally, the security of 𝐸𝐷25519-SHA-512 is not harmed, because 𝑟 is not able to be seen by the
attacker. The most vital job in favour of elliptic prime curve procreation is to select a prime number.
Brainpool curves achieve pseudo-random prime digits to produce the prime curves, but due to lack of
capabilities, such kind of curve is not as good as Edwards curves. Weierstraß curves make progress on
random prime branches. To enhance performance, TinyECC or MICAz restrain better situations in
favour of proficiency 128-, 160- and 192-bit fields. We have deployed coordinates-twisted Edwards
curve and have selected the additional quantifiable characteristics of the curve in a particular way. In
favour of field-computing process, we deploy a radix-24 model in relation to MoTE-ECC adjacent to
Optimal Prime Fields (OPFs). In MoTE-ECC, RAM size in favour of 256-bit OPFs is 556 bytes and for
160-bit OPFs, RAM size is 380 bytes, which is smaller than in AVR-based sensor nodes. Our selected
curve’s parameters and other details are explained in the next parts.

4.1 Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP)
Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) specifies the security of 𝐸𝐷25519 and Curve25519.
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Assume 𝐸 is the elliptic curve stated on the prime field 𝔽𝑝 and assume the combination of logical dots
over curve 𝐸 indicated through 𝐸(𝔽𝑝 ). At the present time, consider a point 𝑃 ∈ 2𝐸(𝔽𝑝 ) of order n as
well as the closed ring subgroup of 𝐸(𝔽𝑝 ) produced by point 〈𝑃〉 = {𝒪, 𝑃, 2𝑃, . . . , (𝑛 − 1)𝑃}. Acquire a
random number 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑛 − 1] and let 𝑄 = 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑃, where the point 𝑄 is stated through joining spot 𝑃 to
emphasize 𝑘 − 1 times.
𝑄 = 𝑘. 𝑃 = ⏟
{𝑃 + 𝑃. . . +𝑃. }
(7)
𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠

Specifying particular parameters of an area 𝑄, the problem of establishing a particular number 𝑘 is
specified (ECDLP) [15]. The dot 𝑄 is able to be quickly calculated in relation to 𝑘 deploying particular
identical-aspect task 𝑄 = 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑃 (declared elliptic curve point doubling or scalar multiplication).
However, to determine analytically 𝑘 from recognized points 𝑄 and 𝑃 is absolutely complex.

4.2 Parameters of Ed25519
Parameter

p
b
encoding of
H(x)
GF(p)
c
n
d
a
b
L
PH(x)

Value
p of 𝐸𝐷25519 in [RFC7748]
(i.e., 2255-19)
256
255-bit little-endian encoding of {0,1, . . . , 𝑝 − 1}
SHA-512(dom2(phflag, context)∥ x) [RFC6234]
base 2 logarithm of cofactor of 𝐸𝐷25519 (i.e., 3)
254
-121665/121666=3709570593466943934313808350875456518954211389843219016388785533085940283555
-1
(X(P),Y(P))
of
𝐸𝐷25519
in
[RFC7748]
(i.e.,
15112221349535400772501151409588531511454012693041857206046113283949847762202,
46316835694926478169428394003475163141307993866256225615783033603165251855960))
Order of 𝐸𝐷25519 in [RFC7748] i.e., 2∧ 252+27742317777372353535851937790883648493).
x (i.e., the identity function)

4.3 Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA)
EdDSA is a digital authorization arrangement. 𝐸𝐷25519 understands EdDSA authorization.
Algorithm 1. EdDSA key establishment as well as authorization generation
Key setup.
1: Hash 𝑘 such that 𝐻(𝑘) = (ℎ0 , ℎ1 , … , ℎ2𝑏−1 ) = (𝑎, 𝑏)
2: 𝑎 = (ℎ0 , . . . , ℎ𝑏−1 ) perform with integer in little-endian symbols
3: 𝑏 = (ℎ𝑏 , . . . , ℎ2𝑏−1 )
4: Compute public key: 𝐴 = 𝑎𝐵
Signature generation.
5. Compute ephemeral private key: 𝑟 = 𝐻(𝑏, 𝑀).
6. Compute ephemeral public key: 𝑅 = 𝑟𝐵.
7. Compute ℎ = 𝐻(𝑅, 𝐴, 𝑀) and convert to integer.
8. Compute: 𝑆 = (𝑟 + ℎ𝑎) mod ℓ.
9. Signature pair: (𝑅, 𝑆).

Establishing the key first four sequences is deployed and implemented through a private key. Element
(𝑥, . . . , 𝑦) indicates addition of the constituent part. We specified an individual scalar and 𝑏 =
(ℎ0 , ℎ1 , . . . , ℎ2𝑏−1 ) the auxiliary key. Particular ephemeral key 𝑟 is established in Step 5 . To justify an
authorization (𝑅, 𝑆) over a message 𝑀 accompanied by public key 𝐴, a justifier observes the method
explained in Algorithm 2. ECDSA acts this way: it substitutes 𝐹𝑞∗ accompanied by an order−ℓ
subdivision of an elliptic-curve set in contrast with 𝐹𝑞 and describes 𝑥(𝑅) even though 𝑥 − is the element
of 𝑅. ECDSA in addition to substituting 𝐴 accompanied by −𝐴, exchanges the authorizer’s
Algorithm 2. EdDSA signature establishment
1: Compute ℎ = 𝐻(𝑅, 𝐴, 𝑀) and convert it into an integer.
2: Check if the group equation 8𝑆𝐵 = 8𝑅 + 8ℎ𝐴 in 𝐸 holds.
3: If the group equation holds, the signature is correct.
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calculation directed to sum and acquires the establishment of equation 𝐻(𝑀)𝐵 + 𝑥(𝑅)𝐴 = 𝑆𝑅. ECDSA
substitutes specifically three-scalar mathematical expressions accompanied by the function of twoscalar mathematical expressions 𝑆 −1 𝐻(𝑀)𝐵 + 𝑆 1 𝑥(𝑅)𝐴 = 𝑅 at the cost of needing 𝑆 to be altered
modulo ℓ.
The 𝑝𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑞/𝑝𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑞 directions accomplish two quantities of 32-bit numbers, manufacturing 64-bit
output in each sequence. The 𝑝𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑞 direction is explained in [23].
4.4 Elliptic-curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH)
A direction by Hisil [29] of ECDH on an Edwards curve is accompanied by identical security
characteristics to Curve25519. Lin and Scott [30] of ECDH conducted an investigation on an Edwards
curve in addition to an endomorphism. Bernstein’s Curve25519 programme was used in favour of
Diffie-Hellman key shares.
𝜀

Such curve is described by 𝐹 : 𝑦 2 = 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 48662𝑥 + 1)𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑝 = 2255 − 19.
𝑝

We identify #𝜀(𝐹𝑝 ) = 8𝑟 and #𝜀′(𝐹𝑝 ) = 4𝑟′, in which 𝑟 as well as 𝑟′ are 253-bit primes. Recent
performance of this system uses 𝑥-coordinate on a Montgomery display of the curve, for together
mathematical reduction, side-channel security and little effort to establish.

4.5 Extended Twisted Edwards Coordinates
The important mathematical relationship in favour of point calculation on twisted Edwards curves was
nominated by Hisil et al [29], constituting points in the utmost twisted Edwards coordinates: a point
𝑃 = (𝑥, 𝑦) is appointed through the quadruple (𝑋: 𝑌: 𝑇: 𝑍); for example 𝑥 = 𝑋/𝑍, 𝑦 = 𝑌/𝑍, 𝑥𝑦 = 𝑇/𝑍
and 𝑍 ≠ 0. The additional coordinate 𝑇 homogeneous coordinates were derived (𝑋: 𝑌: 𝑍) in relation to
the multiplication of 𝑥 as well as 𝑦, with a characteristic 𝑇 = 𝑋𝑌/𝑍. The group affinity element is
demonstrated through (0: 1: 0: 1), undesirable of an element (𝑋: 𝑌: 𝑇: 𝑍) which is (−𝑋: 𝑌: −𝑇: 𝑍). A
point in affine elements (x, y) be able to change into extended twisted Edwards coordinates by 𝑋 = 𝑥,
𝑌 = 𝑦, 𝑇 = 𝑥𝑦 as well as 𝑍 = 1. To change rear to affine, 𝑇 is disregarded, in addition to an inversion
and two multiplications are needed: 𝑥 = 𝑋/𝑍 and 𝑦 = 𝑌/𝑍. Likewise, it is possible to convert a point
into identical projective coordinates (𝑋: 𝑌: 𝑍) merely via dumping 𝑇. Hisil et al projected an extensive
coordinate scheme to facilitate a supplementary coordinate 𝑡 = 𝑥𝑦 [29]. As a substitute of signifying a
point over twisted Edwards curve 𝐸𝑇 through association with x and y coordinate solitary, we can utilize
the extended affine coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡). The consequent developed coordinates of that point are
(𝑋: 𝑌: 𝑇: 𝑍), by which the supplementary coordinate 𝑇 has the assets 𝑇 = 𝑋𝑌/𝑍 through 𝑍 ≠ 0. In
appreciation of these coordinates, Hisil et al. invented the proficient point addition method, particularly
under the constraint 𝑎 = −1. Behind implementation of clear-cut resources [32], the mathematical
calculation rate of an assorted point addition over a curve is done through 𝑎 = −1 total to 7𝑀 + 6𝐴,
whereas a doubling needs 3𝑀 + 4𝑆 + 6𝐴.
Algorithm 3. Point multiplication in assorted homogeneous and extended twisted Edwards coordinates
Input: 𝑷𝟏 = (𝑿𝟏 ; 𝒀𝟏 ; 𝒁𝟏 ) in homogeneous projective coordinates.
Output: 𝑷𝟑 = 𝟐𝑷𝟏 = (𝑿𝟑 ; 𝒀𝟑 ; 𝑻𝟑 ; 𝒁𝟑 ) in extended twisted Edwards coordinates.
1: 𝐴 ← 𝑋12 ; 𝐵 ← 𝑌12 ; 𝐶 ← 2𝑍12
2: 𝐷 ← −𝐴; 𝐸 ← (𝑋1 + 𝑌1 )2 − 𝐴 − 𝐵; 𝐺 ← 𝐷 + 𝐵
3: 𝐹 ← 𝐺 − 𝐶; 𝐻 ← 𝐷 − 𝐵; 𝑋3 ← 𝐸. 𝐹
4: 𝑌3 ← 𝐺. 𝐻; 𝑇3 ← 𝐸. 𝐻; 𝑍3 ← 𝐹. 𝐺
Algorithm 4. Point addition in extended twisted Edwards coordinates
Input: 𝑷𝟏 = (𝑿𝟏 , 𝒀𝟏 , 𝑻𝟏 , 𝒁𝟏 ) and 𝑷𝟐 = (𝑿𝟐 , 𝒀𝟐 , 𝑻𝟐 , 𝒁𝟐 ) in extended twisted Edwards coordinates; constant
𝒌 = −𝟐𝒅, where 𝒅 = −𝟏𝟐𝟏𝟔𝟔𝟓/𝟏𝟐𝟏𝟔𝟔𝟔.
Output: 𝑷𝟑 = (𝑿𝟑 , 𝒀𝟑 , 𝑻𝟑 , 𝒁𝟑 ) in extended twisted Edwards coordinates.
1: 𝐴 ← (𝑌1 − 𝑋1 ). (𝑌2 − 𝑋2 ); 𝐵 ← (𝑌1 + 𝑋1 ). (𝑌2 + 𝑋2 ); 𝐶 ← 𝑘. 𝑇1. 𝑇2 ;
2: 𝐷 ← 2𝑍1 𝑍2 ; 𝐸 ← 𝐵 − 𝐴; 𝐹 ← 𝐷 − 𝐶;
3: 𝐺 ← 𝐷 + 𝐶; 𝐻 ← 𝐵 + 𝐴; 𝑋3 ← 𝐸. 𝐹;
4: 𝑌3 ← 𝐺. 𝐻; 𝑇3 ← 𝐸. 𝐻; 𝑍3 ← 𝐹. 𝐺;
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4.6 Projective Coordinate Randomization
We put the arbitrary projective coordinates countermeasure to the extended twisted Edward coordinates
(𝑋: 𝑌: 𝑇: 𝑍) in Joye’s Double-Add, Goundar’s Signed-digit and FLS (Fuzzy Logic System) algorithms
[33]. In Joye’s Double-Add and Goundar’s Signed-digit algorithms, we arbitrarily produce 𝜆 ∈ 𝐹𝑝 \0
and execute 𝑋′ ← 𝜆𝑥, 𝑌′ ← 𝜆𝑦, 𝑇′ ← 𝑥𝑌′ 𝑍 ← 𝜆, where 𝑃 = (𝑥; 𝑦) is the enter position in affine
organization and particular consequential point 𝑃′ = (𝑋′: 𝑌′, 𝑇′, 𝑍′) is worn in position of P within
particular rest of algorithms. During FLS algorithm [31], we indiscriminate the coordinates for initial
point which is filled from the chart of previous calculated points, 𝑃0 = (𝑋: 𝑌: 𝑇: 𝑍), as pursue: produce
arbitrary 𝜆 ∈ 𝐹𝑝 \0 and do 𝑋′ ← 𝜆𝑥, 𝑌′ ← 𝜆𝑌, 𝑇′ ← 𝜆 T and 𝑍′ ← 𝜆𝑍. Particular consequential point
𝑃′0 = (𝑋′: 𝑌′: 𝑇′: 𝑍′) is adopted in position of 𝑃0 . While this countermeasure is implemented, the ideals
of the coordinates of the accumulator point 𝑄 are randomized, altering from single implementation of
the scalar multiplication to the additional.
Since particular significance of 𝑃′0 is allocated to 𝑄 in the foundation of assessment phase, the extended
twisted Edwards coordinates of every point 𝑃𝑖 𝑗 are governed to accumulate in the table, by means of a
random 𝜆 produced in favour of every point, similar to how 𝑃0 was governed. The authorization
generation utilizes the FLS algorithm through (𝑣 = 1; 𝑤 = 4) (8 points, 1 chart) with an exclusive table
search for safeguarded and governed coordinates countermeasures. The accomplishment effect of
EdDSA- 𝐸𝐷25519 -SHA512 progress particular state of the art capabilities [34] needs 19047706
sequences for authorizing; an enhancement of 17.9% and 30776942 cycles in favour of authentication;
an enhancement of 5.7%. The transparency of the table search security (action taken for threat) as well
as governed projective coordinates to particular FLS algorithm is merely 1.0%. Likewise, while these
actions are implemented over the signature creation role, transparency is too little (0.9%). To calculate
shared secret utility, overhead of the coordinate randomization is only 0.04%. Particular point
replication algorithm (Algorithm 2) stands on the enthusiastic doubling principle, most effective in
favour of 𝑎 = −1 (the case for 𝐸𝐷25519 ) and charges 4𝑀 + 4𝑆. We examine stand on Faz-Hernandez
et al.’s customized LSB (Lower Side Band)-set comb algorithm, called FLS [33].

4.7 Prime Field 𝔽𝟐𝟓𝟓−𝟏𝟗
𝟐
A constituent of 𝔽𝑝 is an integer modulo 2256−38 through field process. This surplus illustration
favourably permits additional proficient decline than sinking straight modulo 𝑝. Simply, at the last part
of scalar multiplication computation, where an integer is not previously existent in 𝔽𝑝 , we deduct 𝑝 in
steady time.
Table 1. Standard outcome on ATmega328P.
Operation Class

Fixed-base ECSM 𝐸𝐷25519

Operation/Algorithm
FLS(v=1,w=3)
FLS(v=2,w=4)
FLS(v=1,w=3) lookup prot.
FLS(v=1,w=4)
FLS(v=2,w=3)
FLS(v=1,w=4)lookup prot.
FLS(v=2,w=3) lookup+rand. coord.

Cycles
21 553 188
26 661 293
21 658 857
18 119 234
19 170 150
18 264 710
18298387

4.8 Field Multiplication and Squaring
Field squaring is executed as a 3-level subtractive Karatsuba, in which there is no provisional exclusion
of M. The 32-bit multiplier from the multiplication is reprocessed here, along with a function name, at
the foundation level.

4.9 Field Inversion
We utilize Fermat’s theorem, 𝑥 −1 ≡ 𝑥 𝑝−2 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝), to calculate inversion in 𝔽𝑝 in steady time. Addition
sequence is composing of 254 squares at 11 multiplications, although we diminish the amount of
provisional field variables; those needed are 10 to just 5.
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4.10 Arithmetic Modulo Ed25519 Group Order
EdDSA 𝐸𝐷25519 authorization method needs accumulation as well as multiplication modulo 𝐸𝐷25519
cluster order (𝑁). We execute decline modulo 𝑁 in 𝐶 utilizing a stable rate edition of the Barret
algorithm achieved through unfolding the ultimate subtraction circle into pair facsimiles of its body (the
highest digit of computational process) as well as utilizing provisional shifts executed in steady time.
We computed the mutual of the modulus 𝑅 = ⌊𝑏 2𝑛 /𝑁⌋ =⌊25664 /𝑁⌋, where a constraint of the Barret
algorithm [15] is accumulated into program memory. The development identifies the 256-bit multiplier
and afterword diminishes completely. The addition is also reduced as well as executed in assembly.

4.11 Optimal Prime Fields
The prime fields that we utilize in MoTE-ECC fit in a unique class of restricted fields recognized as
Optimal Prime Fields (OPFs) [39]. The OPF library establishes a great extent of resilience as single and
an identical role can process to operate every extent. An additional significant characteristic of the
library is its flexibility over SPA attacks, since entire mathematics functions are applied in a normal
manner and perform forever the identical series of guidelines, irrespective of the real worth of the
operands. These grounds are described through primes and mentioned as 𝑝 = 𝑢. 2𝑘 + 𝑣 by which 𝑢 as
well as 𝑣 are a little contrasted to 2𝑘 ; henceforth they robust into single or double registers for targeted
podium. MoTE-ECC sustains OPFs through 215 ≤ 𝑢 < 216 (i.e. 𝑢 is 16 bits lengthy) as well as 𝑣 = 1.
An actual illustration is 𝑝 = 65356. 2144 + 1 (i.e., 𝑢 = 65356 and 𝑘 = 144), which occurs through a
160-bit
prime
and
hex
notation
is
as
pursued.
𝑝=
0𝑥𝐹𝐹4𝐶000000000000000000000000000000000001. Low hamming weight characterized these
prime structures, while only extremely important bytes as well as slightest-importance bytes are nonzero; while other bytes are zero. The small power of 𝑝 permits favourably precise resources of modular
calculation, since just non-zero bytes of 𝑝 require to be progressed in the decline function. We apply the
inversion in OPFs founded on Fermat’s little theorem 𝑎𝑝−2 ≡ 𝑎−1 mod 𝑝, the straight idea of the
appearance 𝑢. 2𝑘 − 1, needing n squarings as well as n multiplications, by which n indicates the bitspan of 𝑝. To diminish the bit-span, we choose an algorithm in favour of effective enhancementsupported inversion with regard to OPFs.
In appreciation about such an algorithm, it is feasible to reduce the entire number of functions to 𝑛
squaring addition just 𝐻𝑊(𝑘) + 𝐻𝑊(𝑢 − 1) + 1 multiplications, whereby 𝐻𝑊(𝑥) implies the
0.6ex
hamming weight for 𝑥. During the initial period, 𝑎2
k−1 is measured through the exponentiation
technique. During the next stage, a right-to-left square-and-multiply algorithm is conducted.
Algorithm 5. Optimized exponentiation-based inversion for OPFs
Input: Element 𝑎 of 𝔽𝑝 with 𝑝 = 𝑢. 2𝑘 + 1.Output: 𝑟 ≡ 𝑎𝑢.2
1: 𝑢′ ← 𝑢 − 1
2: 𝑟 ← 𝑎, 𝑏 ← ⌈𝑙𝑑(𝑘) − 2⌉,
𝑖←1
3: while 𝑏 > 0 do
4: 𝑡 ← 𝑟 2
5: for 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑖 − 1 do
6: 𝑡 ← 𝑡 2
7: end for
8: 𝑟 ← 𝑟. 𝑡
9: 𝑖 ← 𝑖 ≪ 1
10: if 𝑘&𝑏 > 0 then
11: 𝑟 ← 𝑟 2 . 𝑎
12: 𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1
13: end if

𝑘 −1

≡ 𝑎 −1 mod 𝑝.

14: 𝑏 ← 𝑏 ≫ 1
15: end while
16: 𝑡 ← 𝑟. 𝑎
17: 𝑏 ← 1
18: while 𝑏 < 0𝑥8000 do
19: if 𝑢′&𝑏 > 0 then
20: 𝑟 ← 𝑟. 𝑡
21: end if
22: 𝑡 ← 𝑡 2
23: 𝑏 ← 𝑏 ≪ 1
24: end while
25: if 𝑢′&𝑏 > 0 then
26: 𝑟 ← 𝑟. 𝑡
27: end if

5. IMPLEMENTATIONS
A radix-2𝑟 illustration a component 𝑓 within 𝑏-bit prime area like (𝑓0, 𝑓1, . . . , 𝑓⌈𝑏/𝑟⌉−1 ) is given as:
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𝑏
⌈ ⌉−1
𝑟

𝑓 = ∑ 𝑓𝑖2⌈𝑖𝑟⌉
𝑖=0

𝑟

This is termed a radix-2 illustration. We utilize radix-24 , indication in favour of field components. We
diminish intermediary consequences modulo 2256 − 38 within the complete implementation of the
scalar propagation and merely diminish the ultimate result modulo 2255 − 19. We completed 𝑛- bit
quantities, an entire of ⌈𝑛/2⌉ limited results is produced, where the outcome of extreme altitude for
limited output array is ⌈𝑛/2⌉ + 1 components to be combined. A radix-24 numeral is ullustrated
through numbers, since the particular set 𝐷 = {0,1,2. . . ,14,15} within an identical radix-24 illustration
utilizing a zero-discharge number set in the shape of 𝐷′ = {±1, ±3, . . . , ±13, ±15}. 𝔽𝑝 implies an OPF
established through a prime structure 𝑝 = 𝑢 ⋅ 2𝑘 + 1; therefore, 𝑢 is within the order [215 , 216 − 1];
i.e., 𝑢 contains extent of 16 bits. Despite the aforementioned topic, the bit range 𝑛 for primes is a product
of 32; e.g. 𝑛 = 160, 192, 224 or 256 bits. Field components are mentioned as 𝑎 ∈ 𝔽𝑝 . The proper
partitioning application is selected to the equilibrium of the digit of odd as well as uniform directions,
diminishing the entire digits of the needed round. We track investigation: odd 𝑛-bit numeral 𝑘 specified
𝑖
by 𝑘 = ∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑘𝑖 ⋅ 2 through 𝑘𝑖 ∈ {0,1} for 0 < 𝑖 < 𝑛 − 1 and 𝑘𝑛−1 = 𝑘0 = 1 may be mentioned as
𝑖
conventional Binary Signed-Digit(BSD), since 𝑘 = 2𝑛−1 + ∑𝑛−2
𝑖=0 (2𝑘𝑖+1 − 1) ⋅ 2 ; i.e., entire numbers
of BSD illustration of 𝑘 are non-null. For confirmation, we monitor:
𝑛−2
𝑖
𝑛−1
𝑖
𝑖
𝑘 = 2𝑛−1 + ∑𝑛−2
− ∑𝑛−2
𝑖=0 (2𝑘𝑖+1 − 1) ⋅ 2 = 2
𝑖=0 2 + ∑𝑖=0 2𝑘𝑖+1 ⋅ 2
𝑛−1
𝑖+1
𝑖
𝑖
= 1 + ∑𝑛−2
= 1 + ∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑘𝑖+1 ⋅ 2
𝑖=0 𝑘𝑖 ⋅ 2 = ∑𝑖=0 𝑘𝑖 ⋅ 2 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘0 = 1

(8)

This formula is utilized to change an odd numeral provided in regular binary shape into a BSD
illustration including merely non-zero numerals; specifically −1 and 1.

6. FIXED-BASE COMB METHOD FOR POINT MULTIPLICATION
We transfer the entire binary illustration of 𝑘 single bit as appropriate and introduce 𝑎 "1" within empty
MSB (Most- Significant Bit) place. Presently, this transferred bit-series is accurately transferred in the
structure of BSD of k to clarify all zero bits as −1. Radix-24 illustration may be acquired by splitting
the bit-series within a cluster of 4-bit numerals, every single one communicating with an odd digit in
the area [−15, 15]. This way, 𝑤 indicates the digit of bits (i.e., size of bit-series) treated in every
replication of the curve and 𝑑 = ⌈𝑛/𝑤⌉. Our alternative composes an off-heritage moment (Step 1) as
well as an online stage. During the beginning stage, 2𝑤−1 items are computed in advance and
accumulated, including all straight associations of 𝑃. Our execution computes in advance eight points
as we utilize 𝑤 = 4 to obtain an equalization among implementation times as well as accumulator
demands. A demonstration of the structure (2𝑎𝑖 − 1) in stage 1 output is one way 1 (while 𝑎𝑖 = 1) or
the other −1 (if 𝑎𝑖 = 0), therefore implementing the numeral-set alteration explained previously. In
every recurrence, the online form includes a basic curve that performs duality followed through
summation. Anyhow, compared to established comb technique, 𝑤 − 1 bits (in place of 𝑤 bits) through
𝑘 are utilized to establish a certain kind of 2𝑤−1 advance calculated points, which are to be added, when
an additional bit (specifically 𝐾(𝑤−1)𝑑+𝑖 within stage 5 of Algorithm 6) is specified, since such point is
truly joined or deducted. To accomplish a normal implementation, we require an operation that is subject
to the significance of a bit, allocating a spot 𝑅 or the adverse of that spot (i.e., −𝑅) to a target. The
pessimistic matter of 𝑅 in prolonged refined coordinates is −𝑅 = (−𝑥, 𝑦, −𝑡). MoTE-ECC executes the
revocation of a component 𝑥 ∈ 𝔽𝑝 confiding on the quality of 𝑎 bit 𝑏 as pursue. We compute 𝑥′ = 𝑝 −
𝑥 through deductions after we carry bit 𝑏 to extract a cover 𝑚, that is likewise an all-1 byte (if 𝑏 = 1),
otherwise an 𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 0 byte (if 𝑏 = 0). Furthermore, a second mask is required: 𝑚′ is the bit-smart
supplement of 𝑚; i.e., 𝑚′ is 0 when 𝑚 is an all -1 byte and vice versa. Next, we assess (𝑥′𝑖 &𝑚)|(𝑥𝑖 &𝑚′)
for total byte of 𝑥′ as well as 𝑥 (whereby & and | express a bit-smart 𝑎𝑛𝑑 and 𝑜𝑟 function). Particular
field is whether −𝑥 = 𝑝 − 𝑥 (if 𝑏 = 1; i.e., the negation is truly performed) rather (if 𝑏 = 0; i.e., no
contradiction). Comb procedure follows 𝑑 − 1 point addition and 𝑑 − 1 multiplication of the real worth
of scalar bits.
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Algorithm 6. Regular w-bit comb method for fixed-base scalar multiplication
Input: 𝒏 − 𝒃𝒊𝒕 𝒔𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒂𝒓 𝒌 = (𝒌𝒏−𝟏 , . . . , 𝒌𝟏 , 𝒌𝟎 )𝟐 𝒘𝒊𝒕𝒉 𝒌𝟎 = 𝟏, 𝒑𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕 𝑷 ∈ 𝑬(𝔽𝒑 ).
Output: 𝑸 = 𝒌 ⋅ 𝑷
1: Pre-compute 𝑅[𝑗] = 𝑅[𝑎𝑤−2 , . . . , 𝑎1 , 𝑎0 ] = 2𝑑𝑤 𝑃 + (2𝑎𝑤−2 − 1)2(𝑑−1)𝑤 𝑃+. . . +(2𝑎1 − 1)2𝑤 𝑃 + (2𝑎0 −
1)𝑃 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑖𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑗 = (𝑎𝑤−2 , . . . , 𝑎1 , 𝑎0 ) 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑤 − 1
2: 𝑄 ← 𝑅[𝑘𝑑𝑤 , . . . 𝑘2𝑑 , 𝑘𝑑]
3: 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 𝑑 − 1 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑡𝑜 1 𝑑𝑜
4: 𝑄 ← 2𝑄
5: 𝑄 ← 𝑄 + (2𝑘(𝑤−1)𝑑+𝑖 − 1) ⋅ 𝑅[𝑘(𝑤−2)𝑑+𝑖 , . . . , 𝑘𝑑+𝑖 , 𝑘𝑖 ]
6: end for

7. SECURITY ANALYSIS
MoTE-ECC acquires the prolonged coordinate procedure in favour of twisted Edwards curves. It is
possible to convert each twisted Edwards curve into a Montgomery curve conversely. ECDH procedure
is to utilize the ridiculous comparison among Montgomery and twisted Edwards curves. Every 𝐿detector is pre-installed through a single individual secret key. Next to key setup, every couple of
connected 𝐿-detectors has various mutual keys. Therefore, yielding 𝐿-detector does not influence the
security of transmissions within different 𝐿-detector. The DH private key is merely calculated among
two transmit stakeholders, After that, it is utilized in favour of its progressive communication. Scalar
multiplication protocols generally include three instances: established base point (𝑘𝐺), while 𝐺 is a
determined point (generally subset creator) and 𝑘 is a scalar; varying foundation point (𝑘𝑃), while 𝑃 is
a point which is not previously known. Suppose two detector nodes 𝐴 and 𝐵 to determine a mutual
private key, while the group domain arguments (𝑎, 𝑑, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐺, 𝑝) are concurred above. This way, 𝑎 and
𝑑 are the arguments of twisted Edwards curve 𝐸𝑇 , when 𝐴 and 𝐵 distinguished to be bi-rationally
identical to Montgomery curve 𝐸𝑀 . 𝐺 exists at a point of prime rule over 𝐸𝑇 and 𝑝 specifies the essential
OPF. Single turn ECDH key sharing protocol can be split into three phases:
First; node 𝐴 produces a private key 𝑑𝐴 and produces the respective public key 𝑄 = 𝑑𝐴 ⋅ 𝐺. Such scalar
multiplication is completed through twisted Edwards curve 𝐸𝑇 utilizing originator 𝐺. Afterwards, node
𝐴 transforms the point 𝑄 = (𝑥𝑞 , 𝑦𝑞 ) into spot 𝑀 = (𝑥𝑚 , 𝑦𝑚 ) over the bi-rationally identical
Montgomery curve 𝐸𝑀 and dispatches 𝑥-coordinate 𝑥𝑚 of 𝑀 to node 𝐵. Node 𝐵 executes the identical
stairs through private key 𝑑𝐵 and transmits particular 𝑥-coordinate to 𝐴.
Second; thereafter, 𝑥-coordinate is obtained by node 𝐴 from 𝐵; it starts to measure the scalar
multiplication 𝑆 = 𝑑𝐴 ⋅ 𝑀(𝑀 includes merely an 𝑥 coordinate) over the Montgomery curve 𝐸𝑀 . Node
𝐵 performs similarly through the 𝑥-coordinate, obtained from node 𝐴. Together node 𝐴 as well as node
𝐵 need to perform dual scalar multiplication to acquire the mutual private key 𝑆 = 𝑑𝐴 ⋅ 𝑑𝐵 ⋅ 𝐺.
Considering that the foundation point 𝐺 is steady and previously aware, we utilize quick scalar
multiplication through fixed-base comb procedure utilizing a window diameter 𝑤 = 4 as well as eight
points quantified in advance.
Third; ECDH key interchange is mainly established by the calculated energy 𝑊𝑐 in favour of two scalar
multiplications; the correspondence energy 𝑊𝑡 is mainly insignificant.
Table 2. Execution time (clock cycle) of field arithmetic function for operands of a measurement of
160,192, 224 and 256 bits.
Operation
𝑚𝑜𝑑_𝑎𝑑𝑑
𝑚𝑜𝑑_𝑠𝑢𝑏
𝑚𝑜𝑑_𝑚𝑢𝑙
𝑚𝑜𝑑_𝑠𝑞𝑟
𝑚𝑜𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑣

160 bits
530
530
3237
2901
571916

192 bits
631
631
4500
3909
830823

224 bits
732
732
5971
5058
1163655

256 bits
833
833
7650
6347
1491839

Executing a fixed-base scalar multiplication over twisted Edwards curve 𝐸𝑇 : −𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 = 1 −
121665/121666𝑥 2 𝑦 2 is in contrast to 𝔽255
− 19 and the outcome is reversed compared to the
2
Mongomery curve in terms of single inversion. The curve points are represented as 𝐸𝑇 (𝐹2255 − 19). A
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proficiently quantifiable bi-rational correspondence exists between 𝐸𝑇 and 𝐸𝑀 , hence the curves
exchange similar cluster framework. Twisted Edwards curve is ideal in favour of 𝑎 = −1 (for 𝐸𝐷25519 ),
the input point is truly illustrated in twisted Edward complements and point 𝑄 outcomes are based on
quick scalar multiplication in extended projective coordinates. Alteration of point 𝑄 over a twisted
Edwards curve 𝐸𝑇 within a point 𝑀 on the birationally-corresponding Montgomery curve 𝐸𝑀 can be
performed in this method. Initially, we alter the projective point 𝑄 = (𝑋𝑞 , 𝑌𝑞 , 𝑇𝑞 , 𝑍𝑞 ) on 𝐸𝑇 associated
with affine illustration 𝑄 = (𝑥𝑞 , 𝑦𝑞 ) and work out 𝑀 = (𝑥𝑚 , 𝑦𝑚 ) on 𝐸𝑀 by the use of 𝑥𝑚 = (1 +
𝑦𝑞 )/(1 − 𝑦𝑞 ) along with 𝑦𝑚 = (1 + 𝑦𝑞 )/((1 − 𝑦𝑞 ) ⋅ 𝑥𝑞 ). We scamper an inversion within affine-toprojective alteration to acquire 1/𝑍𝑞 as well as other reversal for the element of Edwards-toMontgomery alteration (𝑡𝑜 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 1/[(1 − 𝑦𝑡 ) ⋅ 𝑥𝑡 ]). To diminish the computational transparency
reasoned through two inversions, we straightforwardly alter the point 𝑄 = (𝑋𝑞 , 𝑌𝑞 , 𝑇𝑞, 𝑍𝑞 ) to the point
𝑀 = (𝑥𝑚 , 𝑦𝑚 ) as follows:
𝑥𝑚 = (1 + 𝑦𝑞 )/(1 − 𝑦𝑞 ) = (1 + 𝑌𝑞 /𝑍𝑞 )/(1 − 𝑌𝑞 /𝑍𝑞 ) =
(𝑍𝑞 + 𝑌𝑞 )/(𝑍𝑞 − 𝑌𝑞 )

(9)

𝑦𝑚 = (1 + 𝑦𝑞 )/(𝑥𝑞 ⋅ (1 − 𝑦𝑞 )) = (𝑍𝑞2 + 𝑌𝑞 𝑍𝑞 )/
(𝑋𝑞 𝑍𝑞 − 𝑋𝑞 𝑌𝑞 )

(10)

Now, we will obtain one inversion to calculate 1/(𝑋𝑞 𝑍𝑞 − 𝑥𝑞 𝑌𝑞 ), which is multiplied by 𝑋𝑞 to get
1/(𝑍𝑞 , −𝑌𝑞 ).

8. EXECUTION TIME
We applied the OPF inversion from scrape and utilized OPF documentation from additional arithmetic
functions.
We utilize the role of ANSI C and establish the performance time of point addition and point
multiplication on twisted Edwards curve. The point addition and point multiplication on twisted
Edwards curve are quicker than on Weierstraß curve. The supremacy of scalar multiplication through
the performance period of all cryptographic activities is clear. Regarding signature authentication
performance on 𝐸𝐷25519 , the implementation time rises dramatically while the marvellous characteristic
is activated since this presents an additional multiplication. Particular arithmetic functions replicate the
carry transmission sequence even without transmission. Particular regular-time implementation
characteristic (not obligatory) makes stronger the execution in contrast to the aggressor’s capability to
utilize side-channels within the structure of executing timing assault.
Table 3. Implementation time (in clock cycles) of point arithmetic functions over
160-, 192-, 224- and 256-bit OPFs.
Operation
TE point add
TE point dbl
WEI Point add
WEI Point dbl

160 bits
27355
25421
40222
31536

192 bits
36903
33848
N/A
N/A

224 bits
47907
43463
N/A
N/A

256 bits
60367
54262
N/A
N/A

Table 4. Implementation time (in clock series) of scalar multiplication over
160-, 192-, 224- and 256-bit OPFs.
Operation
Scalar mul. TE curve
Scalar mul. WEI curve (R.Int)
ECDH

160 bits
2767454
7384579
9044084

192 bits
4412519
N/A
14377068

224 bits
6603888
N/A
21460334

256 bits
9420788
N/A
30539566

The ECDH protocol is implemented to 2.76 ⋅ 106 clock series over a 160-bit OPF, which contains
Edwards-to-Montgomery alteration. MoTE-ECC utilizes Montgomery curve with an execution time of
6.27 ⋅ 106 cycles over 160-bit OPF. The complete computation cost of an ephemeral ECDH key
exchange amounts to about 9.04 ⋅ 106 clock cycles while utilizing a 160-bit OPF, with an
implementation time of 1.22 s at 7.37 MHz.
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9. ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND PERFORMANCE
MoTE-ECC, the slightest ECC is executed in favour of Memsic’s MICAz motes as well as other 8-bit
AVR-established sensor nodes. Energy is the highest valuable source for battery-driven detector nodes.
Thus, it is essential to maximize the achievement of ECC application due to the reason the energy
utilization of scalar multiplication increases consecutively over the implementation time. Based on [37],
the ATmega128 processor of a MICAz mote relies on a medium current of 8 mA (at a delivered voltage
of 3.0 V) while it is operating. Due to the reason that the clock rate for a mote is familiar to be 7.3728
MHz, we may obtain the energy utilization of single scalar multiplication through the execution of a
basic computation like 𝑊 = 𝑈 ⋅ 𝐼 ⋅ 𝑡, thus 𝑈 implies the delivered power (i.e., 3 V while utilizing two
traditional 1.5 V AA power cells). 𝐼 is the medium current worn through the processor (i.e., 8 mA in our
case), and 𝑡 is the performance time. In our execution, we get a medium implementation time of 2767454
clock cycles, substantiating the energy charges of computing an individual scalar multiplication figure
to 𝑊𝑐 = 𝑈 ⋅ 𝐼 ⋅ 𝑡 = 3𝑣 ⋅ 8𝑚𝐴 ⋅ (2767454/7.3728 ⋅ 106 ) = 9.008𝑚𝐽. ECDH key interchange needs
every node to calculate two scalar multiplications as well as to transmit a message (including the public
key) to another node. Based on the energy pattern explained in [35], the energy value of sending an
agreement message is 𝑊𝑡 = 𝑃 ⋅ 𝑡 = 0.185 mJ. Thus, the entire energy expenditure of ECDH key
interchange is mainly rigid by the computation energy 𝑊𝑐 for two scalar multiplications; the
correspondence energy 𝑊𝑡 is basically insignificant. Complete energy utilization to achieve an ECDH
key interchange is 𝑊 = 2 ⋅ 𝑊𝑐 + 𝑊𝑡 = 18.20 mJ for each node. Piotrowski et al. declare in [36] that
the assessed capability of a 1.5 V AA alkaline power cell is around 2500 mAh and two AA batteries
may technically release an energy of 21600 Ws. The node energized by two AA alkaline power cells
utilizes just 31.25 % of the entire ability. ECDH key interchanges can execute prior to the delivered
voltage of the MICAz mote falling below 2.7 V.
Table 5. Energy utilization of TE curve, WEI curve and ECDH over 160-, 192-, 224- and 256-bit
OPFs.
Operation
TE Curve
WEI Curve
ECDH

160 bits
9.00 mJ
24.03 mJ
18.20 mJ

192 bits
14.36 mJ
N/A
28.91 mJ

224 bits
21.49 mJ
N/A
43.17 mJ

256 bits
30.66 mJ
N/A
61.51 mJ

Beyond achievement, execution-time memory utilization is a significant factor for WSN utilization,
since a standard AVR-supported detector node characterizes merely 4 kB RAM. Our comb technique
in favour of scalar multiplication on a twisted Edwards curve needs to reserve eight points provided in
enlarged affine coordinates. Like that, we merely require to shift the point which is needed for the
present replication of the comb technique from ROM or flash memory to RAM. Our selection of 𝑤 = 4
with eight previously assessed points illustrates a fair trade-off between performance and code size. The
total ROM/flash footprint of MoTE-ECC supporting Montgomery as well as twisted Edwards curves is
14.7 kB, which establishes about 11.5% of 128 kB flash storage which exists on an ordinary AVRdeployed sensor node.

9.1 Signature Verification
The speed of Edwards-curve summation, particularly through −1 twist, makes such methods especially
proficient. The prime 𝑞 = 2255 − 19 is identical to 5 modulo 8; therefore, every square 𝛼 ∈ 𝐹𝑞 fulfils
𝛼 2 = 𝛽 4 , whereby 𝛽 = 𝛼 (𝑞+3)/8, i.e.,±𝛼 = 𝛽 2 . The regular assessment is an individual elaboration to
measure 𝛽, pursued by a fast propagation of 𝛽 by √−1 if 𝛽 2 = −𝛼. In expansion, 𝛼 is a percentage
𝑢/𝑣, while 𝑢 = 𝑦 2 − 1 and 𝑣 = 𝑑𝑦 2 + 1. Beginning from 𝑢 and 𝑣 requires only some multiplication
compared with single exponent.

9.2 Defeating SPA Attacks
Within a model, SPA attacks attempt first to identify the energy utilization of a series of commands
performed on a tool identical to the aimed tool. A determined couple (key, data) is refined and replicates
for such various pairs oppose a single track acquired from the objective (pattern identical stage). A
greatly routine execution of the comb technique for permanent-base scalar multiplication is utilized to
diminish the SPA-leakage.
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9.3 Fast Scalar Multiplication
To obtain the finest speed, we presume that (𝑎 = −1). An 𝑛-bit scalar multiplication contains of
absolutely 𝑑 = ⌈𝑛/𝑤⌉ point doublings as well as effectively 𝑑 point additions. Therefore, 𝑤-bit comb
technique reduces the amount of point doublings by an element of 𝑤 in contrast to the binary method in
spite of that the respective 𝑤 bits of 𝑘 are all 0. We can estimate the value of 𝜀 𝑒 ← 2𝜀 as 3𝑀 + 4𝑆 by
pressing an additional multiplication to the function measure of 𝜀 ← 𝜀 𝑒 + 𝜀 𝑒 .

10. CONCLUSION
This work suggested a novel ECDH key exchange technique through little energy utilization. First, we
select ED25519’s extended coordinates through point addition as well as point-doubling algorithm.
Second, we determine radix-24 in favour of optimal execution through a Fermat-established inversion
that is powerful over SPA attacks. Third, we represent the achievement of ECDH key interchange by
combining Montgomery as well as twisted Edwards curves. Fourth, we compute and illustrate energy
exhaustion of TE Curve, ECDH and contrast it with WEI curve. MoTE-ECC in favour of Memsic’s
MICAz motes is utilized for quick ECDH key interchange on 160-bit OPF and RAM footmark of OPF
256 bits is 556 bytes. We obtained the implementation time by joining quick 𝔽𝑝 mathematically (grateful
to utilizing an OPF) with extremely competent group mathematical twisted Edwards curve. MoTE-ECC
assists 160-bit OPF with merely 380 bytes in RAM. We applied multiplication as well as other arithmetic
functions required for ECC in a framework model to obtain great expandability and little code size. In
favour of additional effective field arithmetics, we utilize quick point addition/doubling equation of
twisted Edwards curves. An ECDH key interchange needs just one-third of energy of the ECDH
execution. In the future, we will extend our work through Montgomery and Edwards curves for secure
monitoring of low-power wireless devices by leveraging the security modules, like ECDH and ECDSA,
which will support more ECC security features and will perform better than the existing curves.
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ملخص البحث:
ت َخلققققققت اققققققت ال سلكيةققققققال سلعلققققققل ن ،تلى ققققققىس ب
ل تطةلققققققت ا ققققققا سلقققققق ا قققققق ققققققى ةققققققا ،
ققققققق ىس ققققققق ،لوج قققققققا ققققققق س لقققققققطاا ققققققق
وضقققققققووج كقققققققوعل سلطغقققققققانو وولققققققق سلقققققققو
سلطغقققققانو القققققطخىست سلكيضينقققققال سلتن قققققو  ،وضقققققول قققققاج للتضققققق و قققققيل لقققققى سلققققق ت لنققققق
كلاقققققق ،سلوكققققققي وسل اا قققققق ،قققققق تلقققققق سلغققققققت ال و وت قققققق ل ققققققا سلطغققققققانو الققققققطخىست سلكيضينققققققال
سلتن ققققققو  ،ولقققققق اققققققةو  ،غقققققق ل ،سلخوسج نققققققال سلكيققققققو سلكوتتطقققققق ،الكيضينققققققال سلتن ققققققو ،
 NISTو نو ققققققا و ةققققققت ةقققققق
FIPS
 ANSIو 186.2
سلكةناج قققققق ،اقققققق X9.62
سلةنقققققوم ققققق يضينقققققال  NISTنكقققققا طةلقققققت ا قققققا ققققق ققققق سل قققققووج سلط قققققا قققققىس
خطققققققققاج  ED25519و ققققققققو يضيقققققققق وسج  )Edwardsولقققققققق
آ يقققققققق ،و قققققققق قققققققق س سلتضقققققققق
ةققققققققققطو ل ققققققققققا كققققققققققىج ِ 128ققققققققققي و اج قققققققققق كيضيقققققققققق وس ولققققققققققطوس )Weierstrass
ةققققققطخىت  )radius-24سلقققققق كاقققققق سلةوس قققققق سلىس لقققققق،
وإلتكققققققات و ققققققا ي سلضةققققققام سلكنققققققىس
ققققققق سلضةقققققققام ققققققق  ] MoTE-ECCكيظقققققققات تغقققققققانو ولققققققق سلكيقققققققا ل س لالقققققققن ،سلكاالنققققققق،
 )OPFsأ يققققققققات خطلاقققققققق ،اقققققققق  160و  192و  244و ِ 255ققققققققي ككققققققققا ةققققققققطخىت ظققققققققات
نققققق تضطقققققال كققققق و قققققى سلققققق وكلنطققققق ضقققققوم قققققن
 )ECDHلطتقققققى سلكاقققققاتنت قققققن و قققققىت قن
ككنققققققال نققققققو طيلقققققق ،ل قققققق ققققققط تيانقققققق سلةكلنقققققق ،سلكطةل قققققق ،طتققققققى سلكاققققققاتنت وت َةققققققطخىت وكلنقققققق،
ضقققققققوم سل كنقققققققال نقققققققو سلكطيلققققققق ،يضيققققققق وسج سلكققققققق س وت ينققققققق ،سلكغققققققق إل غقققققققا طققققققق،
س لقققققا وت َةقققققط سلكضقققققاوج عسل سإللققققق ا سلككطقققققى ليكققققق سلقققققي و ظلقققققو تطتن يقققققا ولققققق ظقققققات
 )ECDHسلقققققققققطلعكا ق للطاكققققققققق ،كقققققققققىج  18 20لققققققققق قققققققققو  )mJويقققققققققى سلقققققققققطخىست يقققققققققا ق
للالقققققق اققققققال ضيقققققق ِ 160ققققققي و قققققق س ل قققققق قققققق و ققققققى سلكيةققققققال سلكةققققققطيى سلقققققق ظققققققات
 )AVRوتيققققققىج سإلاققققققاج سلقققققق ل يا نققققققال سلطو قققققق ،سلك طو قققققق ،تض ققققققت ج قققققق،ق ط ى قققققق،ق قققققق
ووس ت س ت ا وتو سج سلكااتنت
سلط لن
س ا وسلطاك ،سلكةطلل ،
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ABSTRACT
The exponential growth of data generated from the Moroccan court makes it difficult to search for valuable
knowledge within multiple and huge datasets. Traditional searching methods are not adapted to Big Data context.
Indeed, handling the search of specific information on Big Data requires advanced methods and powerful search
systems. To contribute to the Court Digital Transformation Strategy, we aim to develop a solution that will
leverage the technological advances in this field.The project we propose consists in developing new methods and
techniques of artificial intelligence in order to automate the content of a large mass of data produced by the
jurisdictions of the Kingdom of Morocco and to design a system capable of analyzing large volumes of complex
judicial data. The aim is to discover and explain certain existing phenomena or to extrapolate new knowledge
from the information analyzed, to recognize shapes, make predictions and make the necessary adjustments if
necessary. For that, the purpose of this first study is to investigate and examine the existing search and indexing
technologies for Big Data. It compares the leading solutions used for information retrieval in order to choose one
that will serve as the base for our jurisprudential search engine.

KEYWORDS
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the potential of Big Data is recognized by many industries, research laboratories,
governmental and private sectors. They exploit Big Data to extract valuable insight and knowledge. In
fact, more than thousands of data gigabytes are rapidly generated every day, in different formats and
from heterogeneous sources (ex., ICT applications, sensors, social media, mobile devices, logs and so
on) [1].
Big Data is raising many challenges [2]. In fact, because of Big Data characteristics ( velocity, variety
and volume), experts need to process and analyze Big Data rapidly to extract valuable insights, find
and analyze patterns within such large data, establish more accurate predictions and get a better
understanding of the industrial changes. Big Data analysis is a powerful tool to maintain companies’
agility and competitiveness [3].
Thus, to process such huge streams of data generated very rapidly and in different formats, experts
need powerful solutions to stock, manage, process and analyze Big Data.
These tools are well explained in our paper as a review that surveys recent technologies developed for
Big Data [4].This article offers a broad overview of the major Big Data technologies, as well as
comparisons based on system components, such as data storage, data processing, data querying, data
access and management. It classifies and examines the primary technological aspects, benefits,
limitations and applications. Actually, experts need also advanced search and indexation tools to deal
with Big Data that imposes huge volumes and high complexity. In fact, research efforts previously
focused on finding efficient massive storage capabilities. But, there was a shift in research to innovate
new and efficient solutions for advanced big-data analytics [5].
In fact, extracting useful information from such huge volumes of data requires adapted tools to perform
advanced analytics and search operations on big data. Not only solutions should be scalable, efficient
and powerful, but they should handle the complexity of the unstructured datasets and to retrieve data
from distributed storage [6].
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Thanks to the advancement in information technology, it has become easier to collect and store Big
Data. But, there are other challenges, such as how to find new and efficient ways to first index data,
then to extract information and valuable knowledge from massive volumes of unstructured data.
To fill this gap, many advanced indexing solutions have been developed and incorporated in big data
analysis. The goal is to enhance query execution and optimize operations as well as to improve the
efficiency of searching information in large, complex and unstructured datasets.
The process of search engine indexing needs scalable and powerful solutions that can collect, parse
and store tremendous data volumes. Such process includes also the creation of indexes to ensure fast,
efficient and accurate information retrieval. Indeed, searching aims to process queries and retrieve
information based on both queries and the indexes previously created [6].
Indexation and search tools are important, as they play a major role to access and rapidly search data
items. These search tools help experts in many data analysis tasks; for instance, to investigate and
analyze massive datasets in order to find hidden patterns and discover relationships and other useful
information.Those extracted patterns and information enable experts to get a better understanding of
the studied phenomenon as well as to monitor sector changes and evolutions (for instance, customer
behaviours and preferences). Such cohesive understanding is needed to make timely strategic decisions
to take advantage of opportunities, minimize risks and control costs [7].
Big-data search and analytics technologies are used in many sectors (e.g. finance, marketing, research,
health, security) and for important applications such as : to monitor disease evolution, adapt medical
prescriptions online, detect traffic congestion points, understand the decision process of drivers
enhance customer services, predict citizen and customers behaviors, prevent terrorism, detect policy
violations and better understand nature evolution [8]-[11].

1.1 Motivation and Methodology
Multiple solutions were designed to tackle the issues related to information retrieval in the case of Big
Data. However, because each solution has its advantages and limits, users need experience and deep
knowledge to select the best suitable solution for their user case.
As far as we know, there is no published state-of-the-art survey assessing the efficiency and performance
of such technologies in the literature. Hence, we try to fill this gap. This article is a continuation of our
previous article, which deals with big-data technologies [4].
Information management is one of the main axes on which the Ministry of Justice is committed to
modernize and develop the judicial administration with a view to establish the foundations of the digital
court. To this end, the Ministry has made several investments to modernize judicial administration
methods by intensifying the use of new information and communication technologies.
The transition to digital court implies the generation of raw, semi-structured and information-rich data. It
generates extremely large data, which makes the management of this data quite complicated and difficult
to process and analyze with classic database management tools or traditional information management
tools. This large amount of data motivated us to study new methods and technologies that can be applied
in order to understand the structure of any type of data and integrate it into models that can be understood
and used by everyone. One of the research axes that we deal with in this article is the indexing and search
for judicial information.
Indeed, the objective of this paper is to investigate and examine the existing search and indexing
technologies for Big Data. It compares between the leading solutions used for information retrieval. The
goal is to offer a detailed overview about such solutions as well as their best use cases in order to choose
one that will serve as the base for our jurisprudential search engine.
Several search engines have been compared in terms of multiple criteria, like functionality, productivity,
efficiency in searching and indexing, ease of use, speed and safety and so on. Advantages and
disadvantages of each search engine have been included.
This paper is structured as follows: An overview of important related works on different search tools for
Big Data is discussed in Section 2. Big Data search technologies are presented in Section 3 and an
advanced comparison analysis of these different tools is discussed in Section 4. A brief conclusion is
given in the last section.
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2. RELATED WORKS
Most of Big Data search surveys pertinent to this topic give an overview of Big Data search tools’
applications, opportunities and indexing challenges. Others discuss also techniques and methodologies
used in big-data search and how they can help improve performance and results’ accuracy.
In light of the literature, [12] examined Solr and ElasticSearch in terms of query and indexing speeds,
simplicity of use, configuration forms and architectures. [13] compared and contrasted the two most
popular platforms for building information retrieval systems, Apache Solr and ElasticSearch. The writers
looked at both systems to see what they have to offer and how they are used. They looked at expert
comments on both systems as well as real-world examples. They conducted a comparative analysis that
looked at a variety of factors, including usability and scalability. Finally, they came to the conclusion
regarding whatever system is superior for which application. Solr and ElasticSearch were compared by
[14] in terms of productivity, ease of use, speed and safety. In addition, the advantages and disadvantages
of either search engines have been included.
[15] utilized Splunk to detect the attack of Distributed Denial of Service. The authors used the data
generated from the attacks with the Splunk platform to conduct data analysis to quickly identify attacks
and predict potential dangers that could arise. [16] developed SmallClient as an indexing system for huge
text data to increase indexing and search performance for large datasets. SmallClient focuses on
increasing the volume and speed with which large datasets are processed. As a result, their technology
becomes a generic indexing framework with quicker data access by allowing users to choose block size
and replication factor. SmallClient’s performance improves with increasing data amount, according to
tests on small and large datasets.
A short comparison of four search engines, Sphinx, Apache Solr, ElasticSearch and Xapian, is done in a
research article released by a group of researchers from Moscow Technological University [17]. The
authors recommended to use ElasticSearch to arrange the interface for working with Big Data (search
and visualization). [18] presented a system that uses a customized ElasticSearch search engine to
successfully solve the problems of real-time analysis. As a consequence, the authors discovered that a
suitable configuration of ElasticSearch and Kibana enables real-time analysis of large-scale data and can
assist policy makers in seeing the findings instantly to support the decision-making. [19] conducted a
functional analysis of well-documented open source forensic tools and search engines. The authors
presented also a literature study of publicly accessible forensic datasets. They compared through a
benchmarking exercise both ElasticSearch and Solr’s indexing as well as full text searching procedures
in terms of memory and time usage. [20] outlined the fundamentals of developing and deploying a socialmedia monitoring and analysis system for cybersecurity. The system is the outcome of a systematic
method of gathering, processing and analyzing publicly available data. It is based on the use of
information retrieval, data analysis and information flow aggregation methodologies and tools. In their
built-in system, Sphinx, a full-text search engine for massive data, is employed as a search engine. [21]
described the design and deployment of a CLP tool that compresses unstructured text logs while allowing
rapid searches on the compressed material. CLP allows more efficient search and analytics on historical
logs as compared to ElasticSearch and Splunk enterprise. [22] examined how the academic infrastructure
network SINET was hit by a coronavirus-based cyber assault. They built a data flow pipeline based on
ElasticSearch and Splunk to handle massive session traffic data recorded on SINET in order to extract
and evaluate the COVID-19 attacker group’s traffic patterns. Table 1 covers some of the most current
studies on search and indexing technologies.
Table 1. Recent works on search and indexing tools.
Article
& Year

Objective

Indexing and
Search Tools Used

Obtained Results

[12]
2016

Comparison of big-data
tools Solr and ElasticSearch

ElasticSearch and Solr

They are similar tools in terms of technical features.
Both tools are rapid search tools.
ElasticSearch has a wider range of coding languages
than Solr.
ElasticSearch performs better with short data,
whereas Solr performs better with long data.
When compared to the amount of data after indexing,
Solr utilizes less disk space.
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ElasticSearch’s ease of use, flexibility and modular
architecture make it an excellent candidate for
prototype as well as big, scalable information retrieval
applications.
ElasticSearch provides considerably superior data
analytics and the ELK stack, when paired with
Logstash and Kibana, it outperforms Solr in several
areas, including preprocessing, analytics and
visualization.
The present version of ElasticSearch has a drawback
in that it lacks a centralized mechanism for managing
cluster nodes.
Teams with Solr expertise should think twice before
switching to a new system, as both systems are almost
comparable in most circumstances.
It includes powerful filtering, highlighting, multidimensional searching, caching, Rest Api and a
distributed architecture support engine. The Restful
API is a very quick and useful tool.
When compared to the Solr search engine,
ElasticSearch is less complicated and detailed.
It is both durable and adaptable. One of the most
significant advantages is that it is distributed and realtime.
During DDoS assaults against firewalls,
researchers used Splunk big-data technologies to
examine traffic characteristics. The experimental
results did certainly aid in the knowledge of various
attack types and a warning system might be used to
identify security issues prior to an assault.

[13]
2016

Providing an overview of the
best options for constructing
information retrieval systems
to developers and members of
the scientific community, as
well as offering insight into
the best use cases for both
technologies

Apache, Solr and
ElasticSearch

[14]
2016

Comparing and analyzing
the security of Solr and
ElasticSearch; two popular
full-text search engines

Solr and ElasticSearch

[15]
2016

Detecting distributed denial of
service attacks

Splunk

[16]
2017

Creating a huge text data
indexing system to increase
indexing
and
search
efficiency
for
massive
datasets

SmallClient

When compared to the Lucene indexing library,
SmallClient outperforms in terms of index generation
and has the shortest time between data upload and
query execution. SmallClient indexes are also lower
in size than Lucene indexes, in addition to being faster
to create.
To get complete records, Lucene requires that all
attributes be indexed. SmallClient, on the other hand,
is not one of them. Even when just one attribute is
indexed, SmallClient allows you to obtain whole data
records.
With growing data amount, SmallClient improves.

[17]
2017

Analysis of software for fulltext
search
and
data
visualization

Sphinx, Solr and
ElasticSearch

[18]
2018

Suggesting a solution to realtime analytical problems

ElasticSearch and
Kibana

[19]
2018

Comparing the functionality,
efficiency and effectiveness
of open-source search engines
for digital forensic search

Solr and ElasticSearch

Sphinx has a rapid search and indexing system, but it
is slow to update.
Only MySql and Postgres are supported by Sphinx.
Overall, the ElasticSearch system is the best choice
for full-text search and data visualization.
ElasticSearch is a real-time storage, pre-indexing,
search and query solution for very big datasets.
A correct ElasticSearch and Kibana configuration
enables for real-time analysis of enormous amounts of
data, allowing policy makers to view the results
instantly and in a manner that allows for decisionmaking.
Deduplication keyword recommendations and search
result clustering are supported by Solr, whereas
phonetic search is supported by ElasticSearch.
Solr provides many unique capabilities that can help
with large-scale dataset search.
In terms of index building time, ElasticSearch
outperformed Solr.
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[20]
2020

Monitoring system for socialmedia content

Sphinx

[21]
2021

Building a fast and scalable
search tool for compressed
text logs

CLP tool

[22]
2021

Extracting and analyzing the
traffic patterns of the
COVID-19 attacker group

ElasticSearch and
Splunk

The practical importance of the obtained results is
to develop a functioning model of a social-media
content monitoring and analysis system that can be
used as part of information and cyber security
decision support systems.
ElasticSearch and Splunk enterprise are equivalent, if
not better than the CLP tool when it comes to search
performance.
The CLP tool exceeds Elastic-search and Splunk
enterprise in terms of log ingestion by almost 13
times.
Some unveiled patterns are informative
to handling security operations of the academic
backbone network.

3. BIG DATA INDEXING TECHNOLOGIES
With big-data search and indexing technologies, data scientists and others can analyze huge volumes of
data that conventional analytics and traditional business intelligence solutions cannot handle. The
following sub-sections discuss the finest search tools that provide full featured search engines. Thanks to
their scalable and high-performance indexing, these tools are designed for information retrieval in Big
Data.

3.1 Apache Lucene
We opted to introduce Apache Lucene [23] before looking into Solr and ElasticSearch. This introduction
constitutes the information retrieval library for both systems.
Apache Lucene [24] is developed to address big-data searching needs. Lucene is an open-source, highperformance and full-featured text search engine library that is built completely in Java.
Apache Lucene offers multiple query options and scalable indexing (it indexes almost 150 GB per hour
on commodity hardware) with minimal memory requirements. The algorithm offers ranked searching,
field searching, data-range searching as well as multiple-index searching [8].
Apache Lucene offers powerful features related to four main categories: analysis of incoming content
and queries, indexing and storage, searching and ancillary modules (everything else) [25]. The first three
items contribute to Lucene’s core, while the last item consists of code libraries that have proven to be
useful in solving search-related problems.
A high-level Lucene architecture is presented in Figure 1. Its main components are IndexSearcher,
IndexReader, IndexWriter and Directory. The IndexWriter object is used to create the index and add new
index entries (i.e., Documents). IndexReader reads the content of indexes in support of IndexSearcher.
Directory abstracts out the implementation of index dataset access and provides APIs for manipulating
them. Both IndexReader and IndexWriter leverage Directory for access to this data. The standard Lucene
distribution contains several Directory implementations, such as filesystem-based and memory-based,
Berkeley DB-based (in the Lucene contrib module) and several others [26]. Lucene is one of the most
powerful and widely used search engines.

3.2 Apache Solr
Solr [27] is the popular, blazing fast open-source enterprise search platform from the Apache LuceneTM
project. Apache Solr is more compatible, its major features include powerful full-text search, hit
highlighting, faceted search, nearly real-time indexing, dynamic clustering, database integration, rich
document (e.g. Word, PDF) handling and geospatial search.
Thanks to SolrCloud mode [28], Solr provides a highly available, scalable, replication and fault-tolerant
environment for distributing the indexed content and requests across multiple servers with the help of
ZooKeeper. In fact, SolrCloud uses the information in the ZooKeeper database to figure out which servers
need to handle the request. In fact SolrCloud’s integration with end-user applications is depicted in Figure
2.
As illustrated in Figure 2, there are four elements. SolrCould is an indexing and search service that runs
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independently. Users can shop for items from the online store via an end-user application, such as an
online store application. The Content Management System gives the shop’s employees an internal access
to update product information from various data sources. Solr will index the product metadata for end
users to consume via a simple HTTP request and return format of JSON, XML or CSV.

Figure 1. High-level Lucene architecture.

Figure 2. Solr integration with applications.

While Apache Solr can easily handle high-volume traffic, Apache Lucene is used by search-based sites
in order to handle reverse index and the related issues.
Contrary to Lucene, Solr is easy to use. It can be installed and used by non-programmers. Solr is a web
application (WAR) which can be deployed in any servlet container. Solr is integrated into major
distribution of Hadoop (Cloudera, Hortonworks, MapR) as the search engine for their products marketed
for Big Data [29].
Unlike Lucene, which is a Java library that can only be used from other Java programs, Solr on the other
hand is a wrapper around Lucene that allows using the Lucene functionality from any programming
language that can submit HTTP requests.
Solr is used by many largest internet sites across the world. This is because it enhances the search and
navigation features. Indeed, it is capable of indexing, efficiently searching multiple websites and
returning recommendations for related content. For that, it uses the search query’s taxonomy.
Furthermore, Solr is a mature solution that has a large user community.

3.3 ElasticSearch
ElasticSearch [30] is an Apache 2.0 licensed open source search solution that is based on JSON. It is an
efficient solution used to store, search and analyze structured and unstructured data. Thus, it is suitable
for many data types, including system logs, free text, time-series and NoSQL data. ElasticSearch is built
on top of Apache Lucene.
ElasticSearch is a distributed, multi-tenant and document-oriented search engine [31]. It supports
distributed deployments, by breaking down an index into shards and distributing the shards across the
nodes in the cluster.
By integrating it to Logstash and Kibana tools, ElasticSearch can perform tasks for search, analysis and
visualization operations. The integration of these three tools is called ELK stack [32].
While both ElasticSearch and Apache Solr use Apache Lucene as the core search engine, ElasticSearch
aims to provide a more scalable and distributed solution that is better suited for cloud environments than
Apache Solr.

3.4 Splunk
Splunk Enterprise [27] is one of the leading platforms for collecting, analyzing and visualizing machinegenerated Big Data. It provides a unified way to organize and extract real-time insights from massive
amounts of machine data generated by diverse sources. Spunk is equivalent to ELK Stack that includes
ElasticSearch, Logstash and Kibana for storage, analysis and visualization. But, it is mainly used for bigdata analysis and can analyze structured or semi-structured data. It is possible to get 15 days free trail of
Splunk commercial solutions. The latter was released in 2003.
HunK: Splunk Analytics for Hadoop [33] is a platform for discovering, analyzing and visualizing
Hadoop’s historical data at rest. Hunk is a full-featured Hadoop exploration, analysis and visualization
application. Hunk offers huge improvements in the speed and ease of gaining insights from large data at
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rest in Hadoop, based on many years of expertise designing big-data solutions that have been
implemented by thousands of Splunk customers. Hunk is compatible with Apache Hadoop and the
majority of Hadoop distributions, including MapReduce.
Splunk has three main functionalities, including data collection, data indexing, as well as data search and
analysis as follows [34]:





Data collection: Splunk can gather static data as well as data created by real-time monitoring of
modifications and additions to files and directories. Data can also be gathered directly from
programs or scripts using network ports. Splunk can also gather, insert and update data from
relational databases.
Indexing: The acquired data is divided into events, which are essentially equal to database entries
or simply lines of data. The data is then processed and a high-performance index that points to
the stored data is built and updated.
Search and analysis: Users may use the Splunk Processing Language to search for data and alter
it to get the information they need, whether it is in the form of reports or alerts. Individual events,
tables and charts can be used to show the findings [35].

3.5 Sphinx Search Server
Sphinx (SQL Phrase Index) [36] is a standalone full-text search engine that gives third-party programs,
particularly SQL databases with efficient search capability. This search engine was created in 2001 by
Andrew Aksyonoff, a Russian engineer, to ensure (1) good search quality, (2) fast speed and (3) low
resource usage (Disk IO, CPU). It’s compatible with scripting languages like Python and Java.
Sphinx [37] is an open-source full-text search server, designed from the ground up with performance,
relevance (aka search quality) and integration simplicity in mind. It is written in C++ and works on Linux
(RedHat, Ubuntu, …etc), Windows, MacOS, Solaris, FreeBSD and a few other systems. Sphinx clusters
scale up to tens of billions of documents and hundreds of millions search queries per day, powering top
websites, such as Craigslist, Living Social, MetaCafe and Groupon.
Sphinx [38] has been improved. Currently, it is able to handle nearly real-time search among huge
volumes of files. In fact, if users need search functions without data visualization and analysis, then
Sphinx is a good choice for fast indexing and querying. Sphinx can process 500 queries/sec against
1,000,000 documents with the biggest registered number of indexing estimated at 25+ billion documents.
Table 2 provides a general overview for the features of big-data search tools.
Table 2. General overview for the features of big-data search tools.
Feature
Initial release
License
Developer
Format
Official client
libraries

solr
2004
Open-source
Apache Software
Foundation
XML, CSV, JSON
Java

Community
client libraries

PHP, Ruby, Perl,
Scala, Python, .NET,
Javascript, Go,
Erlang, Clojure

Server operating
systems

All OS with a Java
VM

ElasticSearch
2010
Open-source
Elastic
JSON
Java, Groovy, PHP, Ruby,
Perl, Python, .NET,
Javascript
Clojure, Cold Fusion,
Erlang, Go, Groovy,
Haskell, Java, JavaScript,
.NET, OCaml, Perl, PHP,
Python, R, Ruby, Scala,
Smalltalk, Vert.x
All OS with a Java VM

Splunk
2003
Commercial
Splunk, Inc.

Sphinx
2001
Open-source
Sphinx Technologies, Inc.

C++

C# ,Java,
JavaScript, PHP,
Python Ruby

C++, Java, Perl, PHP,
Python, Ruby

Linux OS X
Solaris Windows

FreeBSD Linux
NetBSD OS X
Solaris Windows

4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF BIG DATA INDEXING TECHNOLOGIES
This section compares the various tools we discussed in Section 3, notably Solr, ElastiSearch, Splunk
and Sphinx, in terms of a variety of criteria.
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Figure 3. DB-engines ranking.

4.1 Ranking of Search Engines
Regarding the popularity (Figure 2), ElasticSearch is well ranked in comparison to other big-data tools,
as it is considered the most popular search engine since 2016. In fact, while ElasticSearch is ranked
number one, Sphinx is ranked number two and Solr is ranked number three, as confirmed by DB-Engines
that ranks database management systems and search engines according to their popularity. On the
contrary, Solr has become popular among the first ten years of its initial release.

4.2 Data Sources
Both ElasticSearch and Solr can handle various types of data sources. Since ElasticSearch is totally based
on JSON, it supports data ingestion from different sources by using Logstach and Beasts family.
On the contrary, Solr is based on request handlers to ingest data from multiple sources, including CSV
files, databases, XML files, Microsoft Word documents and PDFs. Solr is capable of supporting
extraction and indexing from over one thousand file types. This is because of the native support for the
Apache Tika library.
Splunk, on the other hand, provides tools for setting a variety of data sources, including those specific to
application requirements. Splunk also has capabilities for configuring input forms for any type of data.
Files and folders, data from system log files and any other application that uses the TCP protocol can all
be used as Splunk inputs. Data may be indexed by Splunk Enterprise from any network port. It can also
index data sent over UDP. Splunk software also supports a variety of data sources, including Windows
Event Log data, Active Directory data and data from performance monitoring.
When it comes to Sphinx, the data to be indexed can originate from a variety of places, including SQL
databases, plain text files, HTML files, e-mails and more. The data that Sphinx indexes is a collection of
structured documents, each with the identical set of fields and characteristics. This is comparable to SQL,
in which each row represents a document and each column represents a field or property. Different code
is necessary to get the data and prepare it for indexing depending on what source Sphinx should obtain
the data from. Data source driver is the name of the program (or simply driver or data source for brevity).

4.3 Use Cases
Both Solr and ElasticSearch are document-oriented search engines [13]. But, Solr is more focused on
enterprise-directed text searches with advanced information retrieval (IR). It is a good choice for use
cases that need to search within a massive volume of static data or to handle Rich Text Format (RTF)
documents. Solr is also recommended for Enterprise applications that are based on Big Data ecosystem,
like Spark or Hadoop. To be competitive, Solr has implemented new features, including Parallel SQL
Interface and streaming expressions.
On the contrary, ElasticSearch is adapted for many use cases. For instance, it is a powerful and flexible
solution for full text search. Indeed, it is a good choice not only for Enterprise search and E-commerce
[39], but also for other use cases, such as fraud detection, security and collaboration [40]-[41].
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ElasticSearch is known for its scalability and easiest way to implement powerful logging solutions. It is
capable to grab and index different remote large data sources. It can handle easily time-series data, such
as application events and metrics. ElasticSearch is more convenient for modern web applications where
data is in JSON format.
Sphinx is a full-text search engine with the advantages of fast indexing and searching, as well as
integration with existing database management systems (MySQL, PostgreSQL) and an API for common
web programming languages (officially supports PHP, Python and Java; community-implemented APIs
for Perl, Ruby, .NET and C++). For Russian and English languages, sophisticated search features, such
as ranking and stemming, are supported. The Delta index technique can be used to accelerate indexing
for huge amounts of data. Sphinx also offers Real-Time indexes, search result filtering and sorting and
wildcard searching. In comparison to ElasticSearch, Sphinx uses fewer memory and compute resources.
Splunk began as a machine-generated data analytics platform, but it has now extended into a number of
different domains, including the fields of IT operations and application delivery, security compliance,
fraud management, business analytics and the internet of Things. It continues focused on becoming "the
omnipresent machine data platform, the standard in every enterprise."This was accomplished through the
development of a number of products and version updates, including Splunk Enterprise 8.2.4, a new
version of Splunk Cloud Platform, Splunk Enterprise Security 7.0.0 and so on. Event sequencing, a new
use case library to speed investigations, rules to strengthen insider threat detection models and solutions
to give a threat intelligence-centered view for investigations are among the new features of the revised
products.
Both ElasticSearch [3] and Splunk [5] are two of the industry’s biggest players right now. Elastic claimed
sales of $428 million with 11,300 clients in their most recent fiscal year [13], whereas Splunk reported a
revenue of $2.359 billion with 19,400 customers [21]. Furthermore, the products ElasticSearch and
Splunk Enterprise are employed by a number of major corporations, including eBay, Verizon and Netflix.

4.4 Searching
Currently, ElasticSearch and Solr support (nearly real-time) searches as well as JSON-based Query DSL.
They both take advantage of Lucene’s search capabilities.
Unlike ElasticSearch, Solr enables users to write complex search queries. Solr’s Standard Query Parser
allows users to create a variety of structured queries, but the probability of syntax errors is higher.
On one hand, Solr provides a search user interface named Velocity Search. The latter has robust features.
In addition to searching, users can exploit faceting, highlighting, autocomplete and Geo Search. On the
other hand, ElasticSearch has a native DSL and a robust aggregation framework with a better caching. It
is noticed that the last releases of ElasticSearch ensure a better memory management.
Splunk Assistant [42] is a search function that appears as users input their search parameters into the
Search application. The Search Assistant is similar to autocomplete, but with a lot of more features.
Matching queries are also returned by the Search Assistant, which are based on recent searches. When
users wish to rerun a search from yesterday or a week ago, they can use the Matching Searches list. When
they log out, their search history is saved.
Splunk’s Search Processing Language (SPL) [43] contains commands and functions for creating
searches. Sphinx treats full-text searches as simple "bags of words" by default and all keywords in a
document must match in order for the query to succeed. To put it another way, users may do a rigorous
Boolean AND on all keywords by default. Text queries, on the other hand, are significantly more versatile
and Sphinx has its own full-text query language to reveal that versatility.

4.5 Indexing Performance
Earlier, Solr was based on a defined schema. But currently, both ElasticSearch and Solr supports
schemaless mode. As a result, both are flexible and can be used to index data and dynamic fields. So,
users do not need to define in advance the schema of the index.
Both ElasticSearch and Solr write indexes in Lucene. But, they have different architecture, files and
different mechanisms for sharding and replication. Moreover, while Solr has a powerful Standard Query
Parser that is compatible with Lucene syntax, ElasticSearch has native DSL (Domain Specific Language)
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support. Both solutions support synonym-based indexing, stemming, custom analyzers and various
tokenization options.
Sphinx has a quick search and indexing system [44]; however, it is slow to update due to the lack of an
automated index updating mechanism. It only works with MySql and Postgres, which is a huge limitation.
It is incompatible with the work at hand, since it is unable to update or remove documents in the index.
Apache Solr features a fast indexing and searching performance, one of the lowest index sizes and a lot
of adaptability. It can also be used as a storage facility. Solr comes with a slew of extra features, like
imprecise search and the capacity to scale right out of the box. The drawback is that it is a Java server in
a servlet container that has been turned into a web service with XML, JSON and CSV interfaces.
ElasticSearch, which is built on Apache Lucene, has somewhat slower indexing and searching speeds
than Sphinx, but it also has other features in addition to search and storage (visualization, log collector,
encryption system, …etc.). It has the ability to scale and can sample highly complicated forms, making
it an excellent choice for an analytical platform. This engine is not the most user-friendly, but it has a lot
of extra functions. The main benefit is that this engine consumes very little memory and incremental
indexing is as quick as indexing several articles at once. ElasticSearch is substantially quicker than Solr
for indexing, as demonstrated by [19].
As a result, ElasticSearch, a search engine and full-text search system, is ideally suited for searching and
visualizing enormous volumes of clustered data resulting from users’ interactions with diverse
information resources.
On the other hand, ElasticSearch and Splunk Enterprise work by creating external indexes on log
messages as they are being ingested. These tools may then swiftly search the indexes corresponding to
the logs in response to a query, decompressing just the chunks of data that may include logs matching the
search term. For example, ElasticSearch is based on Lucene, a general-purpose search engine. This
strategy, however, comes with a high cost in terms of storage space and memory use. Despite the fact
that these methods compress the logs lightly, the indexes typically take up the same amount of space as
the raw logs; moreover, to be completely effective, these indexes must be maintained largely in memory
or on fast random access storage.
Thus, users of Splunk Enterprise and ElasticSearch who have a lot of data may only afford to keep their
indexed logs for a few weeks [21].

4.6 Clusters, Sharding and Rebalancing
Both search engine solutions support sharding. However, while SolrCloud enables further splitting of an
existing shard, ElasticSearch does not offer this option. So, shards cannot increase once they’ve been
created in ElastiSearch. But, shards of an index can be reduced in ElasticSearch based on a shrink API,
but it is not possible using SolrCloud.
For cluster coordination, ElasticSearch provides built-in Zen Discovery module. Instead, SolrCloud
needs an additional service that is Apache Zookeeper.
When there is a shard or node failure, Elastisearch rebalances clusters automatically. It is rare when
manual intervention is required. But, SolrCloud has a complex rebalancing mechanism that is hard to
manage [45].
Indexer clusters are groups of Splunk Enterprise indexers set to duplicate each other’s data, allowing the
system to store multiple copies of all data. Index replication is the name for this procedure. Clusters
reduce data loss while enhancing data availability for searches by retaining several, identical copies of
Splunk Enterprise data.
Automatic failover from one indexer to the next is a characteristic of indexer clusters. This implies that
even if one or more indexers fail, incoming data is still indexed and searchable.
Sphinx offers distributed search capabilities, which helps it scale effectively. In multi-server, multi-CPU
or multi-core setups, distributed searching can help reduce query latency (i.e., search time) and
throughput (max queries/sec). This is critical for apps that must sift through large volumes of data (i.e.,
billions of records and terabytes of text). It also allows you to create an arbitrary cluster architecture,
clustering and sharding over several agent servers.
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4.7 Data Visualization
A user-friendly interface (Graphical user interface (GUI)) is essential for users. For that, Splunk has
improved its GUI by integrating a new dashboard and its controls. It offers also the possibility to export
the dashboards to pdf version via simple features [46].
On the contrary, ElasticSearch does not offer its own GUI. Therefore, users need to install Kibana for
visualization [18]. Kibana has various cool background themes that Splunk does not offer. It offers also
different controls to manipulate dashboards. Thus, the dashboard in Kibana is slightly better than in
Splunk.
The Banana project [47], which was forked from Kibana and works with all types of time series (and
non-time series) data saved in Apache Solr, has been integrated into Apache Solr’s data visualization
capabilities. It makes use of Kibana’s extensive dashboard configuration capabilities, adapts important
panels to work with Solr and adds a slew of new features. The objective is to offer a rich and flexible user
interface that allows users to quickly design end-to-end applications that take advantage of Apache Solr’s
capability.

4.8 Machine Learning
Solr offers machine learning as a free module that runs on top of the streaming aggregations architecture
[48]. Users may employ machine-learned ranking models and feature extraction on top of Solr with the
help of the additional libraries in the contrib module, whilst the streaming aggregation-based machine
learning is focused on text categorization using logistic regression.
ElasticSearch, on the other hand, offers a commercial solution called X-Pack [49], which includes a
Kibana plugin that enables machine-learning techniques for anomaly and outlier identification in timeseries data. It is a fantastic set of tools with professional services wrapped in, but it is rather
costly.Through Splunkbase, users of Splunk Enterprise and Splunk Cloud Platform can use the Machine
Learning Toolkit (MLTK).The Machine Learning Toolkit adds additional Search Processing Language
(SPL) search commands, macros and visualizations to the Splunk platform. More than 30 algorithms are
supported by MLTK, which are the most extensively used machine-learning algorithms. Anomaly
Detection, Classifiers, Clustering Algorithms, Cross-validation, Feature Extraction, Preprocessing,
Regressors, Time Series Analysis and Utility Algorithms are all categorized by algorithm type.

4.9 The Community
ElasticSearch is driven more by its company. Indeed, even though those contributors can access and
change the code, the final changes are confirmed by the employee of the company. Most of the code is
open-source, but there are non-open premium features. For Solr, users can contribute directly to its opensource code. New Solr developers or code committers are selected based on merit. It has a large
community.
Splunkbase is a Splunk-hosted community where users can find applications and add-ons for Splunk that
can enhance its capability and usefulness, as well as providing a quick and easy interface for certain usecases and/or vendor products. There are currently over 2,512 applications on the framework [50].

4.10 Documentation
ElasticSearch improved its website and its documentation. As a result, user can find easily clear
configuration instructions and multiple examples. Furthermore, because of the ElasticSearch popularity,
the internet is full of its books and guides. On the contrary, Solr documentation is not well-maintained.
In fact, following its release, it was easy to find well documentation about API’s use cases and good
examples. But currently, Solr documentation is not complete as many gaps were noticed by users. APIs
coverage is not sufficient and it is not easy to find good technical examples and tutorials.Sphinx is the
same way, with only a few pages of documentation and no technical examples.
Splunk documentation, on the other hand, comes in a number of formats and topic kinds. Step-by-step
instructions, conceptual information, reference manuals, troubleshooting pages, use cases and product
tutorials are all included in the Splunk documents collection. The easiest approach for users to achieve
their goals using Splunk products is to read the documentation provided by Splunk.
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4.11 Summary
After carefully analyzing all systems and reviewing relevant papers and publications, we have come to
the conclusion that all of the systems given are viable options for document indexing and searching.
It is not easy to define a winner between those advanced big-data solutions. For that, it is necessary not
only to understand their features, ease of maintenance, scaling options, but also to analyze their use cases.
To summarize the comparison, Solr and ElasticSearch have common advantages. For instance, both
technologies are quite easy to install and to begin working with. Furthermore, both engines are
documented and have matured codebase and large ecosystem. However, they are different. For instance,
while Solr offers many functionalities in the field of information retrieval, ElasticSearch is easier for
production and scalability.
Depending on their case study and requirements, users can select between the two.Solr is the ideal option
for consumers who want a text-based search. ElasticSearch, on the other hand, is the perfect solution if
they need distributed and scalable features with analytical queries.
Sphinx is an excellent tool for searching structured data (predefined fields and non-text attributes).
Sphinx, on the other hand, needs a lot of effort and time to configure for unstructured material, like MP3s,
PDFs and DOCs.As a result, compared to its competitors, it is more difficult to use.
ElasticStack (ELK Stack) and Splunk are the two most popular enterprise log analytics platforms. Splunk
is a software tool for monitoring, analyzing and visualizing data. ElasticSearch is a database search
engine, while Splunk is a software tool for monitoring, analyzing and visualizing data. Splunk is used to
search, monitor and analyze machine data, whereas ElasticSearch stores and analyzes data. Splunk has a
number of drawbacks, one of which is that it is a paid and pricey tool, whereas ElasticSearch is a free
tool.
In terms of data transfer and user administration, Splunk is a simple and dependable solution, although
ElasticSearch is rapidly gaining these capabilities.
Table 3 compares the performance and setup capabilities of several big-data search tools. The comparison
is based on data processing techniques and direct or indirect access, data storage, data processing,
distributed architectural features, search and indexing capabilities and tool performance.
Table 3. Technical comparison of big data-search tools.

Distributed Architecture

Access and Data Processing

Technical
Specifications

Sub-specifications

Solr

ElasticSearch

Solr Parallel SQL
Interface
Java API REST-ful
HTTP/JSON API

Splunk

Data Import

DataImportHandler
CSV, XML, Tika,
URL, Flat File

Master-slave
replication

Only in nonSolrCloud

Partition Tolerance

Yes

SQL-like query
language
Java API REST-ful
HTTP/JSON API
Rivers modules,
ActiveMQ, Amazon
SQS, CouchDB, Dropbox, DynamoDB,
FileSystem, Git,
GitHub, , JDBC, JMS,
Kafka, MongoDB,
neo4j, Redis, RSS ,
Twitter, … etc.
Not an issue, because
shards are replicated
across nodes
No

Shard replication

Yes

Yes

Consistency

Eventual Consistency:
Indexing requests that
are synchronous with
replication

Web Admin interface

Bundled with Solr

By default consistent;
Replication between
Eventual Consistency
nodes is set to
synchronous
Marvel or Kibana
Splunk Web
apps

SQL
APIs and other
access methods

No
HTTP REST
Event logs, web
logs, live
application
logs,
network feeds,
system metrics,
archive files, …etc

Sphinx
SQL-like query
language (SphinxQL)
query
Proprietary
protocol
SQL-like
query
language
(SphinxQL
SQL
databases,
l)
plain text files,
HTML files,
mailboxes and so
on

Multi-source
replication

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

JamDocs: a web
interface
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Indexing and
Searching

Real-time
Sarch/Indexing
Performance

Better performance of
analytical queries

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

High

High

High

Kibana

Splunkbase

No

index, cross-cluster
search, Highlighters,
Query DSL,
Typeahead,
corrections (spell
check)

autocomplete
suggestions,
multifield

autocomplete
suggestions, spell
checker, faceted,
synonyms,
highlighting

High
Banana (Port of
Kibana)

Characteristics

Visualization of data

Text-oriented

A scalable and
reliable platform for
investigating,
monitoring,
analyzing and acting
on data

Highlighters, spell
check,
autocomplete, filter
queries, geospatial,
synonyms

Better
ranking

relevance

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Nowadays, large data volumes are daily generated at unprecedented rates from heterogeneous sources.
However, traditional technologies lack scalability and performance needed in big-data context. Indeed,
traditional indexing solutions are not adapted for big-data. This is because of the large and increasing size
of indexes that requires more processing time and optimized index scheme.
This paper reviews and compares the main searching and indexing tools developed to handle big-data
challenges. Those solutions are different, but most of them integrated advanced technologies to be
scalable and powerful with high-performance indexing.
Furthermore, we compare their features. We notice that most of them optimize indexing and queries to
ensure a real-time searching and indexing. They support full-text search by many ways. In addition, they
offer shard replication, eventual consistency and methods to process data coming from distributed storage
or in the Cloud with some differences. Some offer also the possibility to create plug-in APIs. For an easy
usage, they also integrate options for visualization and other features. In addition to this comparison,
users need experience to select among big-data searching and indexing solutions according to their needs,
because each of them has advantages and limitations.
Overall, the ElasticSearch system is the best choice for full-text search and data visualization applications
(free, open-source, simple interface, web-based data processing). It is suggested that the interface for
working with big-data be organized using ElasticSearch’s capabilities (search and visualization).
In the future work, we aim to build a legal search engine for the Moroccan Ministry of Justice, based on
ElasticSearch, which was recommended after conducting this study.
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:ملخص البحث
ّ
صووووو التنووووو
إن النّمووووو المتصووووولبي لات للووووولة المت لّووووويم روووووج المن مووووو المث ووووو
ّ ووووو روووووج ال
ّ
إن ووووووو التنووووووو
بوووووووج الم ّووووووو الا ّمووووووو ّووووووو ر م بووووووولة الت للووووووولة المت ووووووويّ م ال ّ ووووووو م
ّ
التاا ي وووووو س وووووو رن وووووو م روووووو فوووووو ل الت للوووووولة ال ّ وووووو م ّوووووو النا اوووووو ّوووووو ن التنوووووو بووووووج
ر ا رووووووول ة
دووووووول ة رتايرووووووو ل مووووووو نووووووو ة بلل ووووووو
ة ر ّنووووووو ّووووووو الت للووووووولة ال ّ ووووووو م ت اّووووووو
ّ
ووووو ّ روووووج
التنووووو ه ال ّ دمووووو لامن مووووو ليوووووي الووووو ل ووووو
الف لل ووووو لإلفووووويلا ّووووو افوووووت ال
ّ
ّ شوووووو لع ن و
الوووووو لنووووووج
وووووتا الت ّ وووووو اة الت ن ل وووووو ّوووووو ذوووووو ا الم ووووووله تم وووووو الم وووووو
ووووو ة لان ووووول ة
ة ي ووووويم لت اّووووو للووووو ّ ل ا ووووو نلب روووووج ووووو
صوووووي الا ووووولا وووووع ّووووو ل ووووو
لمتووووو رنتووووو ذليوووووو ة روووووج الت للووووولة التوووووو نت يووووول النّ ووووولا الا وووووولي ّووووو المما ووووو المث وووووو
ووووو
ذووووويّنل ذووووو
ووووولا دووووول ة باووووو لنا ووووو ووووو ّم ذليووووو ة روووووج الت للووووولة الا ووووولي
لصوووووم م ل
ة
ظووووو اذ ر نووووو دليمووووو شووووو يل افوووووتتل ر ّووووو ة ي ووووويمة روووووج الم ا رووووولة التووووو وووووت ّم لنا ايووووول
رووووووج وووووو لم ووووووت اوشوووووو له بموووووو الت ّ د وووووولة إ وووووو ا الت ووووووي ة ال اروووووو بنووووووي ال ّ وووووو م
 ذوووووو افتاصوووووول لان وووووولة التنوووووو-او لوووووو رووووووج ل بيوووووول- لوووووو ا ّوووووو ّن ذوووووويّنل رووووووج ذوووووو الي افوووووو
الفي فووووو الاليمووووو ّووووو ر وووووله الت للووووولة ال ّووووو م ّنصووووويل اووووول ن التنووووو ووووو ا الناووووو ه
الم وووووت ير فوووووت ل الم ا رووووولة ث ووووو ا ت ووووول النووووو ّ اور ووووو روووووج نيووووول الووووو صوووووا ون
لاتنووووو بوووووج الت للووووولة ال ّ ووووو م الا ووووولي
ووووو ن فلفووووول ة لمنووووو ّ و التنووووو الووووو لنووووو ل ووووو
ّي فتيل لنا ايل
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ABSTRACT
Two-dimensional principal component analysis (2DPCA) is a subspace technique used for facial image
representation and recognition. Standard 2DPCA may be unable to extract informative features to adequately
describe the inherent structural information of the original facial images with the presence of irrelevant variations,
such as lighting conditions, facial expressions and so on. To deal with this, an improved fractional twodimensional principal component analysis (IF2DPCA) is proposed in this paper. It is an extension of fractional
2DPCA (F2DPCA), which was developed based on the concept of fractional covariance matrix (FCM). IF2DPCA
employs the same principle as F2DPCA for learning a projective matrix, but further extends the use of fractional
transformed 2D images throughout the entire recognition task. As a result, the feature subspace modeled by
IF2DPCA maintains the most informative content of the 2D face images and is relatively insensitive to irrelevant
variations. Experimental results on three face datasets confirm the effectiveness of the suggested IF2DPCA method
in facial recognition.

KEYWORDS
Face recognition, Feature extraction, Fractional covariance matrix, 2DPCA, F2DPCA.

1. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition has earned much popularity because of its wide applications in the areas of video
surveillance, machine learning and pattern recognition. Among the vast approaches introduced over the
years [1]–[4], the most attractive ones are those based on subspace learning techniques [5]. A common
paradigm in subspace-based face recognition is to find a subset of features maintaining the informative
content of a training set consisting of facial images from distinct classes to be able to correctly assign a
class membership to an unknown facial image with the aid of a classifier. Of the subspace learning
techniques, the earliest and most widely used is probably the principal component analysis (PCA) [6]–
[9]. The PCA procedure consists of mapping high-dimensional input image vectors into a small set of
principal components (eigenfaces), describing the most representative content of the input images.
Besides, the construction of the eigenfaces is fundamentally dependent on the predominant eigenvectors
of the covariance matrix determined from the training image vectors.
Although PCA-based facial recognition methods have exhibited satisfactory recognition accuracy, their
formulation requires a preliminary step that unfolds the 2D training images into 1D vectors, inducing
high computational cost and loss of inherent structural characteristics of the facial images. To
circumvent the implications of image vectorization, two-dimensional principal component analysis
(2DPCA) [10] has been developed, wherein the facial images are treated as matrices instead of vectors.
The primary purpose of 2DPCA is to create a projective matrix in which the columns are the leading
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix evaluated from the row directions of the training instances. In
other words, 2DPCA converts each input image to a much smaller feature matrix. This can offer both
low computational cost and preservation of the facial structure, so that 2DPCA performs markedly better
in most cases than PCA. Following the success of 2DPCA in the representation and recognition of face
images, a number of 2DPCA variants have been suggested to improve its performance. Some of them
include the bilateral 2DPCA (B2DPCA) [11], horizontal and vertical 2DPCA-based discriminant
analysis (HVDA) [12], two-directional two-dimensional 2DPCA ((2D)2PCA) [13], incremental
(2D)2PCA (I(2D)2PCA) [14], block-wise (2D)2PCA (B(2D)2PCA) [15] and sequential row-column
2DPCA (RC2DPCA) [16]. The key concept underlying these methods is the projection of face images
F. Alsaqre is with Department of Computer Engineering Techniques, Al Hikma Uni. College, Baghdad, Iraq, Email: alsaqre@ieee.org
ORCID: 0000-0002-9510-5264.
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onto two (row-wise and column-wise) projection matrices, simultaneously. While this indeed correlates
the row-column information and produces far fewer coefficient features than 2DPCA, it generally yields
only a slight improvement in recognition accuracy.
Other efforts have concentrated on the adoption of alternative reconstruction error criteria instead of the
L2-norm employed in 2DPCA. The representative ones are L1-norm 2DPCA [17], Lp-norm 2DPCA
[18], F-norm 2DPCA [19], nuclear-norm 2DPCA [20], R1-norm [21] and Angle-2DPCA [22]. One
major advantage of such type of methods is that they perform quite well in image compression.
Nonetheless, their solution relies on iteratively evaluating the projective matrices and as such reducing
the flexibility of facial recognition. On the other hand, methods like in [23] and [24] extend classical
2DPCA to class-wise 2DPCA (CW2DPCA) to increase the recognition performance. Instead of
establishing a holistic projection matrix from the entire training dataset, CW2DPCA builds multiple
projective matrices according to the number of classes that constitute the training dataset. However, this
results in a longer computational time when dealing with a large training dataset.
Another approach based on the theory of the fractional covariance matrix (FCM) has been introduced
to improve the recognition performance of PCA and 2DPCA. The original idea was presented by Gao
et al. [25], who replaced the typical covariance matrix in PCA and 2DPCA with an FCM computed from
the fractional transformed training images. The new versions of PCA and 2DPCA are named fractional
PCA (FPCA) and fractional 2DPCA (F2DPCA), respectively. This approach has three interesting
properties. First, adequate selection of the fractional-order to establish the FCM plays a crucial role in
the recognition performance. Second, both FPCA and F2DPCA share the same computational
complexity as their classical counterparts. However, third, the features subspace is defined in terms of
the dominant eigenvectors of the FCM and original training images, which may deteriorate the spatial
quality of the captured information. Within this context, to define better projection while avoiding the
curse of dimensionality when dealing with image-as-vector, De Carvalho et al. [26] extended FPCA to
fractional eigenfaces (FE), where the feature vectors are generated by applying the eigenface technique
to the fractional transformed image vectors. Although FE has demonstrated a recognition advantage
over FPCA, it still suffers from drawbacks similar to those of 1DPCA-like methods.
It is important to point out that neither [25] nor [26] have provided a clear justification for why the
applications of FCM theory in PCA, eigenfaces and 2DPCA could improve face recognition accuracy.
In fact, since in these subspace learning techniques, the learned projection matrix maximizes the overall
scatter of the entire training samples, they often retain undesirable variations caused by lighting
conditions, shadows, facial expressions and so on [6], [27]. Due to this, it makes sense to employ the
FCM theory for scaling down, to some extent, the weights of such variations, thereby mitigating their
adverse influence on the performance of face recognition. More details can be found in [28], but
regarding the modeling of fractional-order singular value decomposition.
Furthermore, Gao et al. [25] demonstrated the superiority of F2DPCA over 2DPCA in terms of the
attained recognition accuracy. Later, F2DPCA is performed in the frequency domain to extract texture
information [29]. Despite this endeavor, the main drawback with the F2DPCA model is that the original
2D images are directly involved in the calculation of feature matrices. This could pose a remarkable
obstacle towards achieving high recognition performance, as the existence of unwanted variations in the
original images may affect the facial appearances and may be substantially high in weight, which can
result in a large level of uncertainty in the feature matrices. A practical remedy to this drawback is to
extract the feature matrices by means of FCM and fractional transformed 2D images.
In this paper, an extension of F2DPCA, termed improved F2DPCA (IF2DPCA), is proposed to enhance
the capability of F2DPCA in face recognition tasks. The proposed IF2DPCA is largely inspired by the
fractional transformation in FE and the fractional-order covariance matrix in F2DPCA. In mathematical
terms, the IF2DPCA determines a projective matrix, based on the FCM theory, to map the fractional
transformed 2D images from the image space to the features subspace, such that the measure of the total
scatter in the new subspace is maximal. As a consequence, the feature matrices obtained via the
IF2DPCA model are not only explained by the structural information of the facial images, but also
relatively insensitive to the irrelevant variations, leading to better recognition accuracy than either FE
or F2DPCA alone.
In the remainder of this paper, background information and related work are presented in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the proposed IF2DPCA method for face recognition. Then, experimental results
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demonstrating the performance of the IF2DPCA method are reported in Section 4. Finally, conclusions
are given in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 PCA
The computational goal of standard PCA [30] is to identify a set of principal component vectors
(eigenvectors) from the covariance matrix of the input dataset such that this set characterizes the
𝑠
variations across the dataset samples, in our case the facial images. Formally, let 𝑨 = {𝑨𝑖 }𝑖=1
, 𝑨𝑖 ∈
𝑠
𝑚×𝑛
ℝ
, be a face training dataset with 𝑠 images and its vectorized version is 𝑽 = {𝒂𝑖 }𝑖=1 , 𝒂𝑖 ∈ ℝ𝑑 (𝑑 =
̅ = 1/𝑠(∑𝑠𝑖=1 𝒂𝑖 ) as the total mean of the image vectors, the covariance matrix (𝑪𝑃𝐶𝐴 )
𝑚𝑛). By defining 𝒂
of 𝑽 can be evaluated as:
𝑠
1
1
̅ ) (𝒂𝑖 − 𝒂
̅ )𝑇 ∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑑 = 𝑯𝑯𝑇 ,
𝑪𝑃𝐶𝐴 = ∑(𝒂𝑖 − 𝒂
(1)
𝑠
𝑠
𝑖=1

𝑠
̅ }𝑖=1
𝒂

𝑑×𝑠

1

where 𝑯 = {𝒂𝑖 −
∈ ℝ . In practice, applying eigenvalue decomposition to the 𝑠 𝑯𝑯𝑇 matrix
is infeasible for typical images. As noted in [31], a simpler alternative solution is determining the
1
1
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix 𝑠 𝑯𝑇 𝑯 ∈ ℝ𝑠×𝑠 . Now, suppose that 𝑠 𝑯𝑇 𝑯 has the
eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs {(𝜆𝑖 , 𝒘𝑖 ) ∶ 𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋯ , 𝑠}, where 𝜆1 ≥ 𝜆2 ≥ ⋯ ≥ 𝜆𝑠 and that 𝑾 =
[𝒘1 , 𝒘2 , ⋯ , 𝒘𝑘 ] ∈ ℝ𝑠×𝑘 is formed by keeping the 𝑘 top eigenvectors. It follows that the PCA projection
matrix is 𝑾𝑃𝐶𝐴 = 𝑯𝑾 ∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑘 , in which the column vectors are indeed the first 𝑘 eigenfaces of 𝑽.
With 𝑾𝑃𝐶𝐴 , the image vectors of 𝑽 can be simply transformed into a set of reduced training feature
vectors written as:
𝑠
(2)
̅ ) ∈ ℝ𝑘 .
𝒀 = {𝒚𝑖 }𝑖=1
, 𝒚𝑖 = 𝑾𝑇𝑃𝐶𝐴 (𝒂𝑖 − 𝒂
Furthermore, the classification of a test image vector 𝒃 ∈ ℝ𝑑 is carried out by comparing its
̅ ) ∈ ℝ𝑘 with the training feature vectors and 𝒃 ascribes
corresponding feature vector 𝒙 = 𝑾𝑇𝑃𝐶𝐴 (𝒃 − 𝒂
to the class that displays the maximum similarity score. This is usually accomplished through the
Euclidean minimum distance procedure.

2.2 Fractional PCA
Fractional principal component analysis (FPCA) [25] is a modified version of PCA. From a formulation
perspective, the single difference between standard PCA and FPCA is that the former uses a typical
covariance matrix, while the latter utilizes the fractional (𝑟 −order) covariance matrix, where 0 < 𝑟 ≤
1. Note that when 𝑟 = 1, FPCA becomes equivalent to PCA. In this sense, PCA can be viewed as a
special case of FPCA.
Under the FPCA assumptions, the FCM (𝑪𝐹𝑃𝐶𝐴) of the training dataset 𝑽 is defined by:
𝑠

𝑪𝐹𝑃𝐶𝐴

1
1
̅ )𝑟 ) (𝒂𝑟𝑖 − (𝒂
̅ )𝑟 )𝑇 ∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑑 = (𝑯𝑟 )(𝑯𝑟 )𝑇 ,
= ∑(𝒂𝑟𝑖 − (𝒂
𝑠
𝑠
𝑖=1

(3)

𝑟
𝑟
𝑟 𝑇
𝑠
) and 𝑯𝑟 = {𝒂𝑟𝑖 − (𝒂
̅ )𝑟 }𝑖=1
where 𝒂𝑟𝑖 = (𝑎𝑖1
, 𝑎𝑖2
, ⋯ , 𝑎𝑖𝑑
∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑠 .

Like standard PCA, FPCA constructs the projection matrix 𝑾𝐹𝑃𝐶𝐴 = [𝒘1 , 𝒘2 , ⋯ , 𝒘𝑘 ] ∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑘 by
𝑠
staking the 𝑘 leading eigenvectors of the 𝑪𝐹𝑃𝐶𝐴. The training feature vectors 𝒀 = {𝒚𝑖 }𝑖=1
are
subsequently obtained using Eq. (2), but replacing 𝑾𝑃𝐶𝐴 with 𝑾𝐹𝑃𝐶𝐴 and likewise for the test samples.
As discussed earlier, with respect to Eq. (1), due to the high dimensionality of the typical images, PCA
is unable to directly perform the eigenvalue decomposition to 𝑪𝑃𝐶𝐴 . Unfortunately, this intrinsic
limitation is also present in FPCA. One way to address this limitation is by employing the fractional
eigenfaces (FE) technique [26], which follows the same procedure as the eigenfaces technique, but
assumes fractional transformed image vectors. To be specific, let the column vectors of 𝑾 =
1
[𝒘1 , 𝒘2 , ⋯ , 𝒘𝑘 ] ∈ ℝ𝑠×𝑘 be the 𝑘 leading eigenvectors of the matrix (𝑯𝑟 )𝑇 (𝑯𝑟 ) ∈ ℝ𝑠×𝑠 . In this way,
𝑠
one can obtain 𝑾𝐹𝐸 = 𝑯𝑟 𝑾 ∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑘 as a projection matrix composed by the first 𝑘 fractional
eigenfaces of the dataset 𝑽. With 𝑾𝐹𝐸 in hand, the training feature vectors can be calculated by the
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following fractional transformation:
𝑠
𝒀 = {𝒚𝑖 }𝑖=1
,
Moreover, 𝒙 =

𝑾𝑇𝐹𝐸 (𝒃𝑟

𝑟)

̅)
− (𝒂

̅ )𝑟 ) ∈ ℝ𝑘 .
𝒚𝑖 = 𝑾𝑇𝐹𝐸 (𝒂𝑟𝑖 − (𝒂

𝑘

(4)
𝑑

∈ ℝ is the feature vector of a particular test sample 𝒃 ∈ ℝ .

Apart from facilitating the application of FPCA, the FE provides a noticeable enhancement in face
recognition accuracy. This can mainly be attributed to the projection of the fractional transformed
images in place of the original images in FPCA.

2.3 2DPCA
In [10], Yang et al. introduced 2DPCA, which, unlike PCA, evaluates the covariance matrix using the
2D images without going through the image-vectorization step. As a result, 2DPCA guarantees
appropriate preservation of the facial statistical information with low computational cost, hence
benefiting the representation and recognition of the facial images.
In the basic formulation, 2DPCA learns a projection matrix such that the overall scatter of the projected
𝑠
training samples is maximized. More concretely, for the training dataset 𝑨 = {𝑨𝑖 }𝑖=1
, 𝑨𝑖 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑛 ,
2DPCA first determines the image covariance matrix (𝑪2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴) as:
𝑠
1
̅ )𝑇 (𝑨𝑖 − 𝑨
̅ ) ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑛 ,
(5)
𝑪2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 = ∑(𝑨𝑖 − 𝑨
𝑠
𝑖=1

̅ = 1/𝑠(∑𝑠𝑖=1 𝑨𝑖 ) denotes the mean image of 𝑨. After that, the projective matrix 𝑾2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 =
where 𝑨
[𝒘1 , 𝒘2 , ⋯ , 𝒘𝑘 ] ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑘 is made with the 𝑘 top orthonormal eigenvectors of 𝑪2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 . It follows that the
projection of each training sample 𝑨𝑖 onto 𝑾2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 makes a set of feature matrices according to the
number of training samples; that is:
𝑠
(6)
𝒀 = {𝒀𝑖 }𝑖=1
, 𝒀𝑖 = 𝑨𝑖 𝑾2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑘 .
For classification, the feature matrix 𝑿 = 𝑩𝑾2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑘 of a test image 𝑩 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑛 is matched
with the training feature matrices and is given a class membership of its nearest neighbor.

2.4 Fractional 2DPCA
F2DPCA [25] is similar to 2DPCA, except that the covariance matrix is calculated using the fractional
transformed 2D images. This implies that, in addition to the inherited properties from 2DPCA, F2DPCA
preserves the facial structural information with less impact from the unwanted variations. In more detail,
for the training dataset 𝑨, the FCM (𝑪𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 ) is computed as:
𝑠

𝑪𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴

1
̅ )𝑟 )𝑇 (𝑨𝑟𝑖 − (𝑨
̅ )𝑟 ) ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑛 .
= ∑(𝑨𝑟𝑖 − (𝑨
𝑠

(7)

𝑖=1

Here, 𝑨𝑟𝑖 = (𝑎𝑗𝑙𝑟 ) , where 𝑗 = 1,2 ⋯ , 𝑚 and 𝑙 = 1,2 ⋯ , 𝑛. As in 2DPCA, suppose that 𝑾𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 =
𝑖

[𝒘1 , 𝒘2 , ⋯ , 𝒘𝑘 ] ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑘 is the F2DPCA projection matrix. And along similar lines, the training feature
matrices can be produced using Eq. (6) with 𝑾2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 replaced by 𝑾𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 as follows:
𝑠
(8)
𝒀 = {𝒀𝑖 }𝑖=1
, 𝒀𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖 𝑾𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑘 .
This also applies to the test images. So, for a given test image 𝑩, the feature matrix is obtained as 𝑿 =
𝑩𝑾𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑘 .

3. IMPROVED F2DPCA
Essentially, the proposed IF2DPCA method can be regarded as an appearance-based modeling problem.
In the training phase, IF2DPCA generates compact representations of the facial appearances from a set
of fractional transformed 2D images. During the testing phase, given an unknown face image, the face
identity can be revealed from the compact representations with the aid of a classifier.

3.1 IF2DPCA Formulation
As aforementioned, in the formulation of the F2DPCA model, both the selected eigenvectors of
fractional (𝑟 −order) covariance matrix and the original training samples have participated in the
computation of the feature matrices. In the majority of cases, assuming the original images, there is still
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a potential for retaining a high level of unwanted information in the projected subspace. Further to this,
according to the 2DPCA theory, it is supposed that the projection matrix maximizes the overall scatter
of the projected training samples. Arguably, F2DPCA lacks this property. For the sake of dealing with
these two concerns, the proposed IF2DPCA method considers the fractional transformed images rather
than the original images in the formation of feature matrices. In other words, IF2DPCA and F2DPCA
are identical with regard to the definition of the FCM, but differ in the way that they compute the feature
matrices. More specifically, IF2DPCA projects the fractional transformed images while F2DPCA
projects the raw images.
𝑠
Let 𝑨𝑟 = {𝑨𝑟𝑖 }𝑖=1
, 𝑨𝑟𝑖 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑛 , be the fractional transformed version of the training data 𝑨 and let 𝑾 ∈
ℝ𝑛×𝑛 be a projection matrix. The projection of each fractional transformed sample into 𝑾 yields the
following projected feature matrices:

𝒀𝑖 = 𝑨𝑟𝑖 𝑾 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑛 ,

𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋯ , 𝑠.

(9)

As indicated in [10], the criterion of the total scatter, 𝐽(𝑾), can be modeled by means of the trace of the
covariance matrix, 𝑪, of the feature matrices; that is:
𝐽(𝑾) = 𝑡𝑟(𝑪).
In our case, the covariance matrix 𝑪 is defined by
𝑠
𝑠
1
1
𝑇
𝑚×𝑚
̅ )(𝒀𝑖 − 𝒀
̅) ∈ ℝ
̅ )𝑟 )𝑾] [(𝑨𝑟𝑖 − (𝑨
̅ )𝑟 )𝑾]𝑇 ,
𝑪 = ∑(𝒀𝑖 − 𝒀
== ∑[(𝑨𝑟𝑖 − (𝑨
𝑠
𝑠
𝑖=1
𝑖=1
̅ denotes the mean of the feature matrices. Therefore,
where 𝒀

(10)

(11)

𝑠

1
̅ )𝑟 )𝑇 (𝑨𝑟𝑖 − (𝑨
̅ )𝑟 )] 𝑾 ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑛 = 𝑾𝑇 𝑪𝐼𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 𝑾,
𝑡𝑟(𝑪) = 𝑾 [ ∑(𝑨𝑟𝑖 − (𝑨
𝑠
𝑇

(12)

𝑖=1

𝑛×𝑛

where 𝑪𝐼𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 ∈ ℝ
is the fractional covariance matrix of 𝑨𝑟 and it is by default positive semidefinite. Given this, the goal is now to find a set of orthonormal projection vectors, 𝒘1 , 𝒘2 ⋯ , 𝒘𝑘 ,
maximizing 𝐽(𝑾); that is:
{𝒘1 , 𝒘2 ⋯ , 𝒘𝑘 } = argmax𝐽(𝑾)
(13)
1, 𝑖 = 𝑗
𝑠. 𝑡. 𝒘𝑇𝑖 𝒘𝑗 = {
𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2, ⋯ , 𝑘 .
0, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗
This says that these vectors are the 𝑘 predominant orthonormal eigenvectors of 𝑪𝐼𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 . Having thus
obtained the projection vectors, the IF2DPCA projective matrix can be formed as follows:
𝑾𝐼𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 = [𝒘1 , 𝒘2 , ⋯ , 𝒘𝑘 ] ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑘 .

(14)

The 𝑾𝐼𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 is then used to transform each fractional transformed image into a features matrix,
creating a set of training feature matrices:
𝑠
(15)
𝒀 = {𝒀𝑖 }𝑖=1
, 𝒀𝑖 = 𝑨𝑟𝑖 𝑾𝐼𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑘 .

3.2 Face Classification
After the training phase, the extracted feature matrices are employed for classification. During testing,
upon computing the feature matrix 𝑿 = 𝑩𝑟 𝑾𝐼𝐹2𝐷𝑃𝐶𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑘 of the fractional transform test image
𝑠
𝑩𝑟 , the minimum distance between 𝑿 and 𝒀 = {𝒀𝑖 }𝑖=1
is the evidence that the test image belongs to any
of the 𝑐 classes of the training dataset. More specifically, let 𝐷𝑗 denote the minimum distance between
𝑿 and the feature matrices in the 𝑗th class, calculated as follows:
(16)
𝐷𝑗 = min(‖𝑿 − 𝒀𝑖 ‖𝐹 ) ,
𝑗 = 1, 2, ⋯ , 𝑐.
𝑖∈𝑗

Here, ‖∙‖𝐹 stands for the standard Frobenius norm. Accordingly, the test image is assigned to the class
𝑗 for which 𝐷𝑗 is the minimum among all the classes.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, a set of experiments is presented to confirm the utility of the proposed IF2DPCA model
in face recognition. Three public facial datasets (ORL [32], Yale [6] and Georgia Tech [33]) are used to
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evaluate the recognition performance of IF2DPCA and compare it against PCA [31], FPCA [25], FE
[26], 2DPCA [10] and F2DPCA [25]. Throughout experiments, the nearest neighbor classifier is
deployed to carry out the classification task. Note that this classifier is based on the Euclidean distance
and the Frobenius norm for the 1D and 2D methods, respectively.

4.1 Results on ORL
The ORL facial dataset is made up of 40 classes, each with 10 grayscale images. The samples of a
distinct class are collected under different lighting conditions, facial expressions, poses and facial details
(such as glasses or no glasses). Within this dataset, all images are resized from 112 × 92 to 28 × 23
pixels [25]. Figure 1 shows the samples of one class in the ORL.

Figure 1. Samples of one class in the ORL dataset.
In the experiments, the first 𝑞 (𝑞 = 2, 3, 4, 5) images per class are kept to act as the training set and the
leftover images compose the testing set. In addition, the value of 𝑟 is set to 0.01, as this value exhibits
the best recognition performance for FPCA-like methods [25] and FE [26] on the ORL dataset. For a
certain 𝑞, the number of eigenvectors (𝑘) increases form 1 to 20. Under this setting, the size of the
learned projection matrices for PCA, FPCA and FE is 644 × 𝑘 and for 2DPCA, F2DPCA and IF2DPCA
is 23 × 𝑘. Figure 2 depicts the recognition rates of the six methods. Figure 2 a, b, c and d show the
results when 𝑞 is set to 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. As observed, compared with other methods, the
recognition rate of the IF2DPCA method is the most dominant when considering the same number of
eigenvectors in all cases.

(a) 𝑞 = 2

(b) 𝑞 = 3

(c) 𝑞 = 4

(d) 𝑞 = 5

Figure 2. The recognition rates of the IF2DPCA and competitor methods on the ORL dataset.
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The experimental results of each method in terms of maximal recognition rate (MRR) and average
recognition rate (ARR) are presented in Table 1. Note that the number of eigenvectors corresponding to
the achieved MRR is displayed in parentheses. Based on the results shown in Table 1, the IF2DPCA
model consistently produced the MRR at the lowest dimension among the tested methods. For example,
with 𝑞 = 3, IF2DPCA achieved MRR of 89.28% (𝑘 = 5), whereas the MRRs for F2DPCA, 2DPCA,
FE, FPCA, and PCA are 87.07% (𝑘 = 5), 85.35% (𝑘 = 15), 84.64% (𝑘 = 17), 82.14% (𝑘 = 19), and
79.64% (𝑘 = 20), respectively. From this table, it can be seen again that IF2DPCA outperformed the
competitors regarding the ARR with the same number of eigenvectors. In the comparison with the FCMbased methods, IF2DPCA showed improvement over F2DPCA, FE, and FPCA by about 2.5%, 14%,
and 17.5%, respectively. This set of results emphasizes the benefits of using the fractional transformed
images instead of the original ones in F2DPCA.

4.2 Results on Yale
The Yale faces dataset is composed of 165 frontal-view grayscale images representing 15 different
classes, where for each class, there are 11 images acquired with various variations in lighting conditions,
face expressions and face details. In this group of experiments, the head part of each image is manually
cropped and normalized to 40 × 40 pixels. The cropped images of one class are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Cropped samples of one person in the Yale dataset.
Table 1. The MRR (%) and ARR (%) on the ORL dataset.
Method
PCA
FPCA
FE
2DPCA
F2DPCA
IF2DPCA

𝒒=𝟐
MRR (𝒌)
76.87 (20)
80.31 (20)
83.12 (19)
84.37 (4)
86.31 (2)
88.43 (2)

ARR
65.70
68.53
72.53
81.87
83.48
87.07

𝒒=𝟑
MRR (𝒌)
79.64 (20)
82.14 (19)
84.64 (17)
85.35 (15)
87.07 (5)
89.28 (5)

ARR
67.55
70.32
73.50
84.32
85.75
87.91

𝒒=𝟒
MRR (𝒌)
83.75 (20)
85.41 (19)
87.50 (19)
89.16 (8)
90.16 (9)
92.08 (9)

ARR
71.62
74.06
75.41
87.89
88.87
90.75

𝒒=𝟓
MRR (𝒌)
87.00 (19)
88.50 (19)
91.50 (17)
92.00 (10)
93.50 (6)
95.50 (8)

ARR
74.77
77.25
79.07
90.22
91.85
94.00

In the following experiments, for each class, the first 𝑞 (𝑞 = 2, 3, 4, 5) images are chosen to constitute
the training set and the rest are used for testing purposes. For the FCM-based methods, the value of 𝑟 is
assigned to be 0.2 [25]. Further, with each 𝑞, the recognition performance of each method is tested by
changing the number of eigenvectors (𝑘) from 1 to 20. This implies that the size of the projective
matrices for the 1D methods is 1600 × 𝑘, whereas for the 2D methods, it is 40 × 𝑘.

(a) 𝑞 = 2

(b) 𝑞 = 3
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(c) 𝑞 = 4
(d) 𝑞 = 5
Figure 4. The recognition rates of the IF2DPCA and competitor methods on the Yale dataset.
The obtained recognition rates of the PCA, FPCA, FE, 2DPCA, F2DPCA and IF2DPCA methods are
shown in Figure 4. More specifically, Figures 4a, b, c and d display the recognition rates in the cases
that = 2, 3, 4 𝑎𝑛𝑑 5, respectively. Table 2 lists the MRRs and ARRs of the six methods.
Table 2. The MRR (%) and ARR (%) on the Yale dataset.
Method
PCA
FPCA
FE
2DPCA
F2DPCA
IF2DPCA

𝒒=𝟐
MRR (𝒌)
83.18 (17)
84.44 (15)
85.18 (14)
85.92 (12)
86.92 (10)
88.88 (8)

ARR
69.03
70.77
73.88
83.07
84.82
87.03

𝒒=𝟑
MRR (𝒌)
83.50 (19)
84.50 (15)
85.16 (11)
87.83 (9)
88.80 (9)
91.50 (3)

ARR
70.46
72.54
75.70
84.58
85.44
89.33

𝒒=𝟒
MRR (𝒌)
87.61 (19)
88.57 (17)
88.57 (17)
89.52 (9)
90.31 (8)
93.33 (8)

ARR
71.95
73.40
77.30
87.60
88.86
92.04

𝒒=𝟓
MRR (𝒌)
90.00 (16)
88.66 (16)
91.11 (12)
93.33 (13)
93.82 (11)
94.44 (8)

ARR
73.07
75.10
80.67
90.11
91.09
93.27

4.3 Results on Georgia Tech
The Georgia Tech face dataset comprises color images of 50 persons, each with 15 facial images taken
under different illumination conditions, facial expressions, details and viewpoints. In the experiments,
all the images are converted into grayscale and the head part of each image is manually cropped into a
size of 50 × 40 pixels. The cropped images of one person are shown in Figure 5.
For evaluation purposes, the first 𝑞 = 10 and 13 images per person are employed to construct the
training set and the others served as testing samples. With this dataset, following the suggestion in [25],
the value of 𝑟 is set to 0.01 based on the cumulative contribution rate of the dominant eigenvalues. As
before, for each 𝑞, the number of the eigenvectors (𝑘) is increased from 1 to 20. Accordingly, the sizes
of the resulting projective matrices for the 1D and 2D methods are 2000 × 𝑘 and 40 × 𝑘, respectively.

Figure 5. Cropped images of one person in Georgia Tech face dataset.
The results of the experiments on this dataset are displayed in Figures 6 a and b when 𝑞 = 10 and 13,
respectively. As shown, IF2DPCA consistently gives a better recognition rate than any of the five
competitor methods. Table 3 reports the achieved MRRs and ARRs by the six methods. As can be seen
in the table, with 𝑞 = 10, IF2DPCA reached an MRR of 83.80% at the lowest dimension (𝑘 = 4) among
all the methods. Results from Table 3 also show that IF2DPCA achieved ARRs surpassing those of
F2DPCA, 2DPCA, FE, FPCA and PCA by about 1.5%, 2%, 15%, 16% and 18%, respectively.
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Furthermore, as shown in the same table, when 𝑞 = 13, the reported MRRs and ARRs of the six methods
exhibit the same tendencies as with the previous case. These results further affirm the potential utility
of IF2DPCA as an alternative to F2DPCA.

(a) 𝑞 = 10
(b) 𝑞 = 13
Figure 6. The recognition rates of the IF2DPCA and competitor methods on the Georgia Tech dataset.
Table 3. The MRR (%) and ARR (%) on the Georgia Tech dataset.
Method
PCA
FPCA
FE
2DPCA
F2DPCA
IF2DPCA

𝒒 = 𝟏𝟎
ARR
MRR (𝒌)
75.00 (13)
64.15
76.40 (14)
65.90
77.80 (13)
67.45
82.40 (6)
80.12
82.80 (5)
80.74
83.80 (4)
82.23

𝒒 = 𝟏𝟑
ARR
MRR (𝒌)
83.00 (19)
70.20
84.00 (19)
72.45
84.00 (11)
74.95
88.00 (2)
85.00
88.00 (2)
85.85
90.00 (2)
87.40

4.4 Discussion
As stated in the introduction, the primary objective of this paper is to utilize the theory of FCM and
fractional transformed 2D images in order to develop IF2DPCA as an extension of F2DPCA. The key
difference between IF2DPCA and F2DPCA lies in the fact that the former uses fractional transformed
images throughout the entire recognition task. Judging by the results of experiments on two facial
datasets, the recognition rates are consistently better with the feature matrices extracted by IF2DPCA,
so it can be considered as a suitable alternative to F2DPCA. The same remark can also be made when
comparing FE with FPCA. In other words, among all the competing methods, IF2DPCA offered the
best recognition performance in terms of MRR and ARR, whilst FE outperformed its counterpart
methods; i.e., FPCA and PCA. Such results strengthen the significance of fractional transformation in
the face recognition task as a way to reduce the negative impact of undesirable variations that are present
in facial images.
According to the theory of FCM, the value of the order 𝑟 in FCM-based methods can affect their
recognition performances. Moreover, the optimal value of this parameter depends on the characteristics
of a particular facial dataset. However, in this work, the values of 𝑟 for the ORL, Yale and Georgia
Tech face datasets are set following the procedure in [25], where these values are empirically derived
based on the cumulative contribution rate of the first 𝑘 eigenvalues.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a direct extension of F2DPCA for face recognition, the IF2DPCA, is proposed. The
IF2DPCA and F2DPCA methods are conceptually similar, but differ in that the former uses the
fractional transformed 2D images not only for evaluating the fractional (𝑟 −order) covariance matrix,
but also for extracting the feature matrices. With this formulation, the redefined feature matrices capture
the inherent characteristics of facial images and are relatively insensitive to undesirable variations. The
experiments on the ORL, Yale and Georgia Tech face datasets demonstrate the utility of the suggested
method and exhibit that in all cases, IF2DPCA outperforms F2DPCA, 2DPCA, FE, FPCA and PCA in
terms of maximal and average recognition rates.
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Obviously, the idea of the proposed IF2DPCA method can be easily adapted for other versions of
2DPCA. Another future work may focus on developing a sophisticated algorithm for identifying the
optimal value of the fractional order.
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ملخص البحث:
تعدددددددةتحليلددددددداتتالرددددددديتالبُعددددددددالتالليرتدددددددراتز تالرععدددددددةي ت ددددددد تال ل ردددددددالتزالتالارددددددد تال ل ددددددد ت
البتددددد فة اتثددددد تتب رددددديتالعلدددددعكتنتبرر مدددددايتنللمبددددداتقدددددا تالددددد ب تالبعردددددا ت ددددد تمددددد كتال ل ردددددات
()2DPCAتغردددددددلتلدددددددا ِ ت لدددددددمتا ددددددد فعلت ن دددددددبالتالبعلع دددددددالت نلر ن ددددددد ت لدددددددمتداددددددد ِعتقدددددددا ِ ت
البعلع دددددالتالر رعيدددددداتالُا دددددداتثددددد تال ددددددع تاد ددددددلراتللعلدددددعكتثدددددد ت دددددديتنلدددددع تتغرددددددلالِتثدددددد ت
لن تاإلضاءةتنتعامرلتالعلعكتن اتالمتزلكي ت
نلبعالجددددداتزلدددددكتالل دددددع رتتل دددددلحتمددددد كتالع لددددداتحليلدددددات اتددددد اتتلدددددع ت لدددددمتال الرددددديتالج يددددد ت
ز تالرععددددددةي تالبتدددددد ةتالددددددمتتالردددددديتالبُعدددددددالتالليرتددددددرات()IF2DPCAرتنمدددددد تمب امدددددداتا ددددددةا ت
لل الرددددددديتالج يددددددد تز تالرععدددددددةي تما ددددددد فةا تتالرددددددديتالبُعددددددددالتالليرتدددددددرات()F2DPCAتالددددددد ت
تددددددددهتتاددددددددعيلكتم ددددددددا اءت لددددددددمت دددددددد عثاتال غرددددددددلالتالب دددددددد لقاتالج يرددددددددات()FCMيتنتتدددددددد فة ت
الاليل دددددددددا ت()IF2DPCAتنت()F2DPCAتالبردددددددددةعتد تدددددددددقتلددددددددد علهت ددددددددد عثات دددددددددلاحرت تع ت
الاليلددددداتالبل لسددددداتتع ددددد ت ددددد تا ددددد فةا تادلددددد اءتالب اعلدددددات ددددد تال دددددع تزالتالرععدددددةي ت ردددددلت
هبددددداتال بررددددد تمُا لهدددددايتند رجدددددااتلددددد لكرتثدددددف تالارددددد تال ل ددددد تال عب بددددد تثددددد تالاليلددددداتالباتددددد ات
البل لسددددداتياددددداثتت لدددددمتالبا دددددعّتالددددد تي ادددددع ت لدددددمتعمدددددهتالبعلع دددددالتثددددد ت ع دددددع تالعلدددددعكت
زالتالرععدددددددةي رتنت دددددددريت بلرددددددداتال بررددددددد تعلددددددديتستا دددددددراتلل غردددددددلالتثددددددد ت دددددددلن تاإلضددددددداءةت
نتعامرلتالعلقتنغرلمايت ت
نلددددددةتتبدددددد تتجلمدددددداتالاليلدددددداتالباتدددددد اتالبل لسددددددات لددددددمت ددددددع ِت دددددد ت جبع ددددددالتالررادددددددال ت زت
ع ر تثعالر هاتث تتبرر تالعلعكي ت
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a design methodology for a fully integrated narrow-band low noise amplifier (LNA). To
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, an LNA for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth standards at 2.4 GHz
is conducted. The design circuity is implemented using 0.18 µm TSMC CMOS technology; however, the
methodology can be equally applied to any process node. Optimum transistor sizing and biasing to achieve
minimum noise figure (NF) and maximum power gain without violating the specified power budget are attained
by this methodology. It also specifies the criteria for choosing the on-chip RF inductors based on the quality factor,
self-resonance frequency and area. The demonstrated LNA design achieves a power gain (S 21) of 22.75 dB, an
input return loss (S11) of –30.11 dB, a reverse isolation (S12) of –60.49 dB and an output return loss (S22) of –11.23
dB. The linearity parameters of the P1-dB compression point and IIP3 are –19 dBm and –13.5 dBm, respectively. It
produces an NF of 1.75 dB while consuming 6.16 mW from a 1.8 V power supply.

KEYWORDS
Design methodology, Front-end receiver, LNA, Wireless network, Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11 b, IEEE 802.15.1, 0.18
µm CMOS.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are ubiquitous among almost all modern devices, as they are used to connect users
to the Internet and other peripheral devices. There is a need for high-performance, low-power and lowcost devices to keep up with the customers’ need for battery-operated devices. CMOS technology has
been very popular in building these devices due to its superior capability of integration, low cost, low
power and accessibility. The design of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth front-end receivers is challenging due to
several opposing requirements. One of the main building blocks of the front-end receiver is the low
noise amplifier (LNA), as it determines the noise figure (NF) and hence the overall sensitivity of the
receiver.
The key performance metrics in designing the LNA include NF, power gain, linearity, input-output
impedance-matching circuits, stability and reverse isolation. Indeed, all these design parameters are
equally critical, but there are unavoidable trade-offs among them when attempting to build an optimum
LNA [1]-[3]. Due to this complex inter-relationship among all these entities, there is a need for a simple
and precise methodology to obtain optimal performance for a given LNA.
There is a wealth of prior art that has been published optimizing the design of LNA and its performance
parameters using different topologies and different techniques. However, there is a lack of a simple and
comprehensive design methodology that guides the RF designer through different steps, starting from a
set of design specifications to the optimal design parameters [4]-[9].
This paper presents a simple, concise and comprehensive design methodology for narrow-band LNA.
The proposed design methodology specifically explains the topology selection with detailed analysis.
In addition, the methodology uses gm/ID technique to select the optimum transistor sizing and biasing to
achieve minimum NF and maximum power gain without violating the specified power budget. It also
specifies the criteria for choosing the on-chip RF inductors based on the quality factor, self-resonance
frequency and area. Although the methodology utilized the 0.18 µm process node, it can be easily
extended to any other process node.
1.
2.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the design methodology for narrow-band LNA
operated at 2.4 GHz. In Section 3, the simulation results are presented and compared with those of some
recently reported works. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY
This section depicts the proposed design methodology demonstrated with LNA for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth.
The flowchart illustrated in Figure 1 summarizes the steps to be followed in designing a narrow-band
LNA with optimal performance parameters. The methodology starts with the targeted design
specifications and ends up with optimal design parameters. The main steps of the flow charts are given
in the following sub-section and Section 3.

Figure 1. Proposed design methodology flowchart.

2.1 Target Specifications
As the first order of business, when designing an LNA, it seems appropriate to know the target
specifications. This is done in terms of several various parameters, like noise, gain, linearity, input and
output reflection coefficients. These parameters differ from one application to another. The
demonstrated LNA is targeting Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Zigbee applications. The target design
specifications for each application are summarized in Table 1 below based on [4], [10]-[14].
Table 1. LNA design specifications.

Noise Figure (NF)

Bluetooth @
IEEE 802.15.1
< 3.5 dB

Wi-Fi @
IEEE 802.11 b
< 3.5 dB

Power Gain (S21)

> 15 dB

> 15 dB

1dB Compression Point

> -20 dBm

> -20 dBm

IIP3

> -15 dBm

> -15 dBm

Input Reflection Coefficient (S11)

< -10 dB

< -10 dB

Output Reflection Coefficient (S22)

< -10 dB

< -10 dB

Reverse Isolation Coefficient (S12)

< -40 dB

< -40 dB

Power

< 10 mw

< 10 mw

Performance parameters
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2.2 Topology Selection
The second step is to choose the topology that best suits the design specifications for the targeted
applications. The IDCCS topology has been chosen for several reasons that will be discussed in detail
in this section.
2.2.1 Inductively Degenerated Cascoded Common Source (IDCCS) LNA
As a starting point, a simple CS LNA is selected, as shown in Figure 2. The input impedance is
dominated by the gate-source capacitance (Cgs). So, it is hard to achieve a pure real impedance without
an input impedance matching network.
One of the input impedance matching networks that may be used is a parallel resistor at the input to
match with the source resistor, but this is not an optimal solution. Although it may provide the real part
of impedance, the imaginary part still exists due to CMOS parasitic capacitance. Also, it adds thermal
noise that increases the overall LNA NF.
One of the best solutions to achieve real impedance matching without using a resistor and improve the
LNA NF is IDCS topology [4], [15]. IDCS topology uses gate and source inductor to match input
impedance, as shown in Figure 3. Gate inductor (Lg) dominates the input capacitance of CMOS (Cgs) by
forming a series LC circuit at the desired frequency; source inductor (Ls), input transistor
transconductance (gm) and Cgs of IDCS produce a real impedance to match the source impedance without
using a resistor.
VDD

VDD
RL

RL
Rs

Rs

Cgd

Lg

+
M1

CL

Cgs

+
M1

Vout

Cgs

Vout

-

Vs

-

Vs

Ls

Figure 2. Simple common source CMOS LNA.

Figure 3. IDCS LNA topology.

2.2.2 Inductively Degenerated Cascoded Common Source (IDCCS) LNA
A small-signal equivalent circuit of the input stage of IDCS CMOS LNA is shown in Figure 4, where
the input impedance is Zin.
Applying KVL in the input loop of the circuit in Figure 4, Zin can be found by the following Equations:
I
Vin = Iin ∗ SLg + in + (g m ∗ Vgs + Iin )SLs
(1)
SCgs

where:
I

Vgs = SCin

(2)

gs

By substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1), we have:
Vin = Iin ∗ SLg +

Iin
SCgs

+ (g m ∗

Iin
SCgs

+ Iin )SLs

(3)

Then, the input impedance can be found as:
V

1

Zin = I n = S(Ls + Lg ) + SC +
in

By replacing 𝑠 = 𝑗𝜔, we have:

gs

gm ∗Ls
Cgs

(4)
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V

1

Zin = I n = jω(Ls + Lg ) + jωC +
in

gs

gm ∗Ls
Cgs

(5)

The real and imaginary parts of the input impedance are shown in Equation (6) and Equation (7),
respectively:
g ∗L
Re( Zin ) = mC s
(6)
gs

Im( Zin ) = jω(Ls + Lg ) +

1
jωCgs

(7)

The input impedance of IDCS LNA is similar to the series RLC circuit shown in Figure 5, where the
first term and second term shown in Equation (5) are inductive and capacitive, respectively, while the
third term is a resistive impedance.
Iin

Lg

Rs

Vin
Zin

+
Vgs
-

Cgs

gmVgs

+

gmLs/Cgs

+

Vout
Ls

(Lg+Ls)

+

Vin

-

Zin

Vgs

Cgs

-

-

Figure 4. Small-signal equivalent circuit
of the input stage of IDCS LNA.

Figure 5. Input equivalent circuit of
IDCS LNA.

So, IDCS LNA achieves a resistive input impedance without using a resistor. Generating a resistive
impedance using a degenerative source inductor does not generate as much noise as a real resistor; it
helps minimize the LNA NF.
To match the input impedance with the source impedance (Zo) that is usually equal to 50Ω, the real part
of Zin, Re(Zin) should be equal to 50 Ω. It depends on transconductance, source inductance and Cgs.
Also, the imaginary part of Zin, Im(Zin), should be equal to zero, which occurs only at a particular
frequency. This frequency is called the resonance frequency ω° , where ω° is expressed as in Equation
(8) [16].
1
ω° = (L +L )(C )
(8)
√

s

g

gs

At other frequencies, we can’t get pure resistive matching. It is worthy to note that the desired matching
impedance can be achieved at a particular frequency. Thus, the IDCS topology is proposed for NB LNA.
2.2.3 IDCS Output Impedance Analysis
Generally, in the NB topology, LNA has an inductive load instead of a resistive load, as shown in Figure
6. There are several reasons to use an inductor instead of a resistor on the load. The first one is to
minimize the NF, noting that the resistor will add thermal noise. The second one is to maximize the
voltage swing, because in DC behaviour, the frequency is zero and the inductor will act as a short circuit
which maximizes the voltage swing, while in the resistor case, the voltage swing will be decreased by
the amount of DC voltage drop across the resistor. The third one is that, in AC behaviour, the LNA will
act as a Low Pass Filter (LPF) in the resistor case, while in the inductor case, it will act like a Band Pass
Filter (BPF) at certain frequencies.
To explain how the IDCS LNA with load inductor (Ld) acts as a BPF, we should mention that Ld has a
parasitic resistance modelled as a small series resistor (Rds), as shown in Figure 7. a, where the value of
Rds depends on the inductor value and its quality factor. For further discussion, the quality factor (Q)
must be introduced.
Q is the parameter used to discover the characteristics and performance of the circuit. The most basic
definition is embodied in Equation (9) [17]-[18].
Energy Stored

Q = ω × Average Power Dissipated, where 𝜔 is the angular frequency.

(9)

Also, Q can be used as a measure of how lossy the component is, as shown in the Equations below:
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QL =
Qc =

XL
R

|Xc |
R

ω∗L
R

=

(10)

1

= ωCR

(11)

VDD

Rs

Lg

Ld

+
M1

Vout

Cgs

VDD

VDD

Ld

Rds

VDD

Ld

CL

Rds

Rds

-

Vs

M1

M1

M1

Ls

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. IDCS LNA with load inductor. Figure 7. LNA with load inductor (Ld). a) Ld with its series
resistor (Rds). b) Ld as a part of parallel RLC circuit.
c)LNA load at the resonance frequency (ωo).
From Equation (10), The value of Rds can be found as expressed in Equation (12).
R ds =

Ld ∗ω
QLd

(12)

where R ds is a series resistor, as shown in Figure 7. (a), Ld is the drain inductor and QLd is the quality
factor of the inductor Ld.
As shown in Figure 7(a), we have a series (RL) circuit on the load, where the series (RL) circuit can be
converted into a parallel (RL) circuit using Equation (13) that shows the quality factor for a parallel
(RL) circuit.
R

QLd = L dp
, then R dp =QLd∗ω∗Ld
∗ω

(13)

d

where R dp is the parallel resistor, as shown in Figure 7 (b).
The value of R dp depends on the Ld value and its quality factor and angular frequency. After the
conversion, we have a parallel RLC circuit in the load, as shown in Figure 7 (b), Ld and R dp have
formed a parallel tuned circuit with CL , where CL represents the LNA parasitic capacitance and the input
capacitance for the next circuit after the LNA, which might be a mixer or a buffer circuit.
To match the output impedance to 50 Ω, R dp should be equal to 50 Ω and Ld should resonate with CL
at the operating frequency (output resonance frequency), which can be expressed as shown in Equation
(14):
1
ωo =
(14)
√Ld CL

2.2.4 Cascode IDCS
IDCS topology has bad isolation between input and output due to the Miller capacitor. To solve this
problem, cascode IDCS LNA, as shown in Figure 8, has been used to improve the reverse isolation
between input and output by reducing the effect of the Miller capacitor, which may cause instability.
Transistor M2 has a minor influence on the noise behaviour of the LNA and its contribution to the total
noise can be disregarded [19], because the source of the cascode transistor is connected to a large
resistance (M1 output resistance).
The cascode IDCS has been selected for the designed LNA, since it can achieve narrow-band matching
at the input and output at the operating frequency. Also, it can achieve a high gain, minimum noise and
high reverse isolation.
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2.3 Selecting Device Size and Biasing Voltages
The next step is to find the optimum device size and biasing voltages to obtain the minimum NF and
maximum gain by considering the power specification for the demonstrated LNA. The gm/ID method is
used to find the optimum device size and biasing voltages, because there’s a disconnection between the
actual transistor behavior and the simple square-law model [20]. Any square law-driven design
optimization will be far from the simulation results.
The solution to solve this problem is to begin the design with precomputed simulation data using hand
calculations. To achieve our goal in maintaining a systematic design methodology in the absence of a
set of functional compact MOS equations, a strategy of using lookup tables or charts is followed. These
tables or charts are obtained from the technology characterization via DC Sweep simulation of the
transistor model, as shown in Figure 9.
VDD

Ld

CL
VB
Rs

M2

+

IDS

Vout

Lg

M1
Cgs

Vs

M1

VDS

VGS

Ls

Figure 8. Cascode IDCS LNA.

Figure 9. CMOS test circuit for acquiring gm/ID charts.

To find the optimum device size and biasing voltages for minimum NF and maximum gain from the
resulting charts, we should discuss Equation (15) that expresses the noise factor in general [2], [10],
[21].
2

R

F = Fmin + Gn |Ys − Yopt |
s

(15)

where Fmin is the minimum noise factor as expressed in Equation (16), R n is the noise resistance, Gs is
the source conductance, Ys and Yopt are the source admittance and the optimum admittance,
respectively.
2 ω
Fmin = 1 + ω √γδ(1 − |c|2 )
(16)
√5

t

To achieve minimum NF, we should satisfy the two parts of Equation (15). First, we should achieve
minimum noise from the core transistor by finding the optimum value for biasing voltages and sizing.
Second, Fmin can be achieved by the input matching circuit by making the source admittance (Ys ) equal
to the optimum source admittance (Yopt ). To obtain minimum NF from the core transistor, we should
increase the value of cut-off frequency (ft ). From the first resulting chart between ft and gm/ID shown in
Figure 10, we see that as long as gm/ID is low, ft will be high and NF is low, but as long as gm/ID is high,
the gain will be high as well. There is always a trade-off between NF and gain, noting that we need
optimum values for both of them.
The y-axis in Figure 10, shows the cut-off frequency (ft=gm/Cgs) and the x-axis shows the gm-over-ID
value (gm/ID).
Any increase in the Vod value will cause an increase in ft and a decrease in the NF value, since
Vod=2/(gm/ID), but at the same time, it will cause the power to be increased and the gain to be decreased.
By multiplying ft with gm/ID, the resulting peak value will be the best point to choose the optimum value
of Vod for maximum gain and minimum noise without increasing the power, as shown in Figure 11,
where the y-axis shows the multiplication between cut-off frequency and gm/ID (FOM=ft*gm_over_ID)
and the x-axis shows the overdrive voltage (VOD).
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Figure 10. ft versus gm/ID for an nMOS
transistor.

Figure 11. (ft gm/ID) versus Vod for an nMOS
transistor.

From the value of Vod, the optimum value of gm/ID can be found, where gm/ID= 2/ Vod. After finding the
optimum value of gm/ID, the optimum values of Vgs and current density (ID/W) can be found in Figures
12 and 13, respectively. Figure 13 shows that the optimum values for gm/ID, Vgs and ID/W are 10, 0.65
V and 29.73, respectively.

Figure 12. Vgs versus gm/ID for an nMOS
transistor.

Figure 13. (ID/W) versus gm/ID for an nMOS
transistor.

The value of ID has been selected based on the power budget for each standard. For example, for Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth standards (when operated at 2.4 GHz), the maximum power is 10 mW, where power
=ID*VDD. In the design circuit, the value of VDD that has been used is 1.8V and the maximum value of
ID is 5.5 mA. After finding the ID value, from the optimum ID/W value that was found previously, we
can now obtain the optimum device size for each standard for minimum NF, maximum gain and specific
power.

2.4 Selecting RF Inductor
The values of RF inductors (Lg, Ls and Ld) should be chosen carefully based on several factors:
1) Inductor value at the operating frequency (2.4 GHz).
2) Inductor quality factor at the operating frequency, as it affects NF and power gain.
3) Inductor self-resonance frequency (SRF). It should be far from the operating frequency, because
at SRF, the inductor resonates with its parasitic capacitance [16]. Figure 14 shows how the
inductor acts at its SRF while the input impedance is at its peak and the effective inductance is
zero, since the negative capacitance reactance (X C=1/jωc) cancels the inductive reactance (XL
= jωL).
All the TSMC 0.18-μm PDK inductors were being tested at the operating frequency and the results are
summarized in Table 2. To choose the best inductor with the highest quality factor, the SRF should be
far away from the operating frequency, w is the inductor width, rad is the inductor radius, nr is the
number of turns and Q is the inductor quality factor.
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Figures 15 and 16 show the tested inductor value and its quality factor at the operating frequency.

Figure 14. Representing how the inductor acts at its self-resonance frequency (SRF).

Figure 15. Representing the tested inductor value
at the operating frequency.

Figure 16. Representing the tested inductor
quality factor at the operating frequency.

Table 2. TSMC 0.18-μm PDK inductors.
L1
Minimum inductance @ 2.4 GHz
Maximum inductance @ 2.4 GHz
Med. @ 2.4 GHz
L2
Minimum inductance @ 2.4 GHz
Maximum inductance @ 2.4 GHz
Med. @ 2.4 GHz
L3
Minimum inductance @ 2.4 GHz
Maximum inductance @ 2.4 GHz
Med. @ 2.4 GHz
L4
Minimum inductance @ 2.4 GHz
Maximum inductance @ 2.4 GHz
Med. @ 2.4 GHz

L (nH)
0.22
25.6
9.9
L (nH)
0.48
14.64
9.6
L (nH)
0.23
26.6
9.5
L (nH)
0.54
28.54
9.26

W (μm)
15
15
15
W (μm)
30
30
30
W (μm)
15
15
15
W (μm)
30
30
30

rad (μm)
30
125
64
rad (μm)
30
70.3
37
rad (μm)
40
120
76
rad (μm)
65
117
65

nr
0.5
5.5
5.5
nr
1.5
5.5
5.5
nr
1
5
5
nr
1.5
5
4.9

Q
7
5.3
1.4
Q
7.86
1.15
2.9
Q
9.3
4.16
7.6
Q
7.24
0.74
5.34

SRF (GHz)
0.1
3
5.5
SRF (GHz)
0.1
3
4.5
SRF (GHz)
0.1
3
5.5
SRF (GHz)
0.1
2.5
4

3. SIMULATION RESULT
The demonstrated LNA has been designed using the TSMC CMOS 0.18 μm technology and simulated
using ADS RF circuit simulator. Figure 17 shows the design circuity schematic for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
standards with all on-chip components.
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VDD
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Ld
M5

M3
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CB2
M4
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+
RFout
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L1

-

VB2
RD
Lg
+

CB1

VB1

M1
Cex

RFin
-

Ls

Figure 17. The designed IDCS LNA schematic targeted for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth standards.
The designed LNA uses the source-degenerative cascode topology. The input stage is composed of Ls,
Lg, M1 and Cex. External capacitor (Cex) has been added between gate and source of the input transistor
M1 to minimize design area and NF at low power consumption [19], [21].
These inductors and external capacitors are used for input matching. Transistors M4 and M5 are used as
LNA biasing circuits, forming a current mirror to set bias current with RB. The output matching network
consists of M2 and LD. The drain inductor LD should resonate with the total drain capacitance and provide
a high enough impedance to obtain a decent gain, hence achieving the desired frequency.
The last stage in the design of the design circuity is the output buffer. This buffer is incorporated into
the overall LNA design to match the output impedance to a network analyzer for measurement purposes.
The common source buffer translates the high impedance path at the gate of M3 to the low impedance
path at the drain of M3. In addition, coupling capacitances CB1, CB2 and CB3 are at the input and output of
the cascode stage and the buffer stage, respectively. All design values of the components and biasing
voltages are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3. The designed IDCS LNA component values.
Component

Value

Transistor M1 width, W1
Transistor M2 width, W2
Transistor M3 width, W3
Transistor M4 width, W4
Transistor M5 width, W5
Transistors’ length, L
Lg
Ls
LD
L1
Cex
CB1, CB2 and CB3
RB1, RB2
RD
Vdd
Iref

163.5 µm
96 µm
160 µm
9 µm
22.5 µm
0.18 µm
9.42 nH
1.25 nH
9.42 nH
2.2 nH
188 fF
5 pF
50 kΩ
50 Ω
1.8 V
200 µA

Table 4. The designed IDCS LNA biasing voltages.
Transistor
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

Biasing voltages
VD =548 mV, VG=629 mV, VS=4.14 mV
VD =1.8 V, VG=1.34 V, VS=548 mV
VD =1.56 V, VG=629 mV, VS=8.4 mV
VD =629 mV, VG=629 mV, VS=0 mV
VD =1.34 mV, VG=1.34 V, VS=629 mV
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Figure 18 shows the achieved simulation results for power gain (S21) and maximum power gain. The
demonstrated LNA has achieved more than 22 dB S21 at the desired frequency (2.4 GHz) and is very
close to the maximum gain value that can be achieved at the desired frequency. As shown in Figure 19,
the design circuity achieved an NF of 1.75 dB, almost equal to the minimum NF that can be achieved at
the desired frequency. Figure 20 shows the achieved reverse transmission coefficient (S12), input
reflection coefficient (S11) and output reflection coefficient (S22) at 2.4 GHz. The stability simulation
result is shown in Figure 21, where the stability coefficient is greater than one, which means that the
designed LNA is unconditionally stable at the desired frequency.

Figure 18. Maximum gain and S21 simulation
results of IDCS (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA.

Figure 20. S11, S22 and S12 simulation results
of IDCS (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA.

Figure 19. NF and minimum NF simulation
results of IDCS (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA.

Figure 21. Stability factor simulation result
of IDCS (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA.

Simulation results of P1-dB compression point and IIP3 as shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23, are –19
dBm and – 13.5 dBm, respectively. All targeted and achieved performance parameters of (Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth) IDCS LNA are summarized in Table 5.

Figure 22. Output power gain versus input power
pin of IDCS (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA.

Figure 23. IIP3 simulation result of IDCS
(Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) LNA.

The demonstrated LNA performance has been simulated for different process corners, supply voltages
and temperatures at 2.4 GHz. The Figures below (Figure 24–Figure 28) show the corners’ simulation
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(Typical-Typical corner (TT), Fast-Fast corner (FF) and Slow-Slow corner (SS)) results of LNA
performance parameters when the LNA operates for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth standards over temperature
and voltage variations. As shown from the figures below, the designed LNA has a good performance
over process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations.
Table 5. All targeted and achieved performance parameters of (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) IDCS LNA.
Performance parameters
NF
S21
S11
S22
S12
IIP3
P1-dB
Power consumption

Targeted specifications
< 3.5 dB
> 15 dB
< -10 dB
< -10 dB
< -40 dB
> -15 dBm
> -20 dBm
< 10 mw

Achieved results
1.75 dB
22.75 dB
-30.11 dB
-11.23 dB
-60.49 dB
-13.5 dBm
-19 dBm
6.16 mW

Figure 24. S11 simulation results over temperature and voltage variations of the demonstrated LNA at
TT, FF and SS corners.

Figure 25. S22 simulation results over temperature and voltage variations of the demonstrated LNA at
TT, FF and SS corners.

Figure 26. S12 simulation results over temperature and voltage variations of the demonstrated LNA at
TT, FF and SS corners.
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Figure 27. S21 simulation results over temperature and voltage variations of the demonstrated LNA at
TT, FF and SS corners.

Figure 28. NF simulation results over temperature and voltage variations of the demonstrated LNA at
TT, FF and SS corners.
Table 6 shows a comparison of state-of-the-art LNA performances. Because the LNA performance
depends on several parameters, like NF, gain, linearity and power consumption, the Figure of Merit
(FOM) equation has been used to compare the demonstrated LNA performance with other LNA circuit
performances. The FOM equation includes Gain, NF, IIP3, operation frequency (fo) and power
consumption (PDC) as follows [22]-[23]:
FOM[GHz] =

Gain[Lin.]∗IIP3 [mW]∗fo [GHz]
(F−1)∗PDC [mW]

(17)

The demonstrated LNA has the best FOM among the published NB CMOC LNAs shown in Table 6.
Table 6. A comparison of state-of-the-art LNA performances.
Ref.

[This work]

[4] 2015

[5] 2018

[6] 2020

[7] 2016

[8] 2017

[9] 2017

fo [GHz]
Tech. [nm]
Integration

2.4
180
Fully

2.4
180
Partially

2.4
180
Partially

2.4
180
Fully

2.4
90
Fully

2.4
180
Fully

2.4
130
Fully

Type of results

Simulation

Simulation

Simulation

Measurement

Measurement

Simulation

Simulation

PDC [mW]
NF [dB]
S21 [dB]

6.16
1.75
22.75
−30.11
−11.23
−60.49
−13.5
−19
8.07

9.68
1.2
14.55
−14.15
−10.6
−19.46
−22.41
−16.43
0.12

48
2.62
18.24
−15.95
−13.89
−46.05
NA
NA
NA

2
8.7
14.1
−14
NA
NA
NA
−14.6
NA

3
1.8
13
−10
−10
−20
−8.9
NA
3.75

NA
3.14
12.68
−13.5
−10
−33.85
NA
NA
NA

NA
10.2
10.97
−5.56
NA
NA
17
NA
NA

S11 [dB]
S22 [dB]
S12 [dB]
IIP3 [dBm]
P1-dB [dBm]
FOM [GHz]
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a simple and comprehensive design methodology for narrow-band CMOS LNA.
The methodology is applied in realizing the IDCCS LNA for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth standards. The gm/ID
method had been used to optimize the device values for both maximum power gain and minimum NF
without exceeding the specified power budget. The circuit is implemented with TSMC CMOS 0.18μm
technology using Advance Design System (ADS) RF simulation toolkit. Following the proposed
methodology, the design has achieved a power gain (S21) of 22.75 dB, a reverse isolation (S12) of -60.49
dB, input and output reflection coefficients (S11 and S22) of -30.11 dB and -11.23 dB, respectively. An
NF of 1.75 dB has been achieved with the linearity metrics (P1-dB and IIP3) of (-19 dBm and -13.5 dBm).
Note that with a stability factor of 3.48, the circuit is unconditionally stable at the operating frequency
of 2.4 GHz. The design power consumption is 6.16 mW from a voltage supply of 1.8V. A superior FOM
of 8.07 was obtained using this design methodology. With PVT variations, the design performance
metrics still fall within the design specifications with minimal deviations from the typical values
obtained. Future work will include an integrated circuit fabrication of the used LNA.
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ملخص البحث:
لً ل رررررر ن ل
تعرررررر الورررررريقلً لتصرررررربلر مترررررربّل الررررررمنخلض الرررررر لضا ضرررررر ل ررررررنل لً ل رررررر لضرررررر
لً ل رررررر ن لو رررررر لضعرررررر من ل
و انرررررر يل لطنرررررربلً مترررررربلً متا ررررررربالترررررر لخلتلررررررمنخلض الرررررر لضرررررر
(وًيل رررررررر يتلول(عطلتررررررررلاتلل رررررررر لترررررررر لضترررررررر ًتقل2 4لجن رررررررر ون تمالوصرررررررر لترررررررر لخلت نرررررررريل ًتً ل
ً اللررررررمنخلع ررررررا ً لت ل لجنرررررر ل رررررر لضررررررل ل0 18لضن وضنارررررر ذلوضررررررالط رررررر ال رررررر ليلً مترررررربل
لتررررر للمطنررررر لط ررررر لوعكررررريقلً متررررربال
ً متا رررررربلمم ررررربلت انتكررررر لع ررررر لض ررررر رىللطررررررلطيل ة
مم ررررررربلً ىلرررررررلمللطررررررررلً ى رررررررخلًنضسررررررر لوًخدىنررررررر ً لً مسطررررررررل طا ًدم رررررررالتً لً م رررررررا ضبل
ويل ْ ل منمًدنبلً تة ت ل ل
كرررررري التىرررررر لً مترررررربلً متا ررررررربلضعرررررر من لً انرررررر تلضط رررررر لً الرررررر ً لً ً ملمرررررربلً م ررررررا ضبل
لطررررررررلً ص صررررررربلع ررررررر ّىللطررررررررلضع ضررررررر لً رررررررل الوتررررررر لً ررررررر دنبلً ررررررريًت الوً م ررررررر رب لومىتررررررر ل
ً اللرررررمنخلً متاررررر ةلك رررررر لصةررررر ت لضترررررر ًتقل22 75ل م رررررنا العن مرررررر لماطرررررمل ْترررررر لً جرررررل ل طمرررررر ل
30 11ل م ررررررررنا الوً عررررررررمملً ع رررررررر ل60 49-ل م ررررررررنا الو ترررررررر لً جررررررررل ل طم رررررررر ل11 23-ل
م رررررررنا لكمررررررر لتاطرررررررملً ماغنررررررر ً لً نررررررربل ررررررر لضررررررربلدت ررررررربلًخد رررررررغ رلP1-dBلول:IIP3ل(-
19dBmتللول(-13.5dBmتاللطررررررررلً ا تنررررررر لطضررررررر ل نمررررررر لماعطررررررر لعررررررر صخلً ل ررررررر ن ل تررررررر لعطرررررررمل
1 75ل م ررررررنا العن مرررررر لم رررررراكط لً م الرررررر لصةرررررر ت لضترررررر ًتو ل6 16لضنطرررررر لوًرلضرررررربلضلرررررر تل طتةرررررر ت ل
مع ل ص ّل لً ك لماطمل1 8ل ل ت ل
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